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 Plaintiffs, the United States of America and the State of Michigan, respectfully 

request the Court, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(a) and Local Rule 37.1, to compel 

defendant, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan (“BCBSM”), to produce documents 

responsive to Plaintiffs’ Second Request for the Production of Documents (“Plaintiffs’ 

Second Request”), served August 2, 2011. 

For the reasons set forth in the accompanying memorandum in support of this 

motion, this Court should grant plaintiffs’ motion to compel and order BCBSM (1) to 

complete production of email responsive to Plaintiffs’ Second Request by March 30, 

2012, and (2) to produce responsive documents from its wholly owned subsidiary, Blue 

Care Network (“BCN”), by March 30, 2012. 

As required by Local Rule 7.1(a), attorneys for plaintiffs conferred with attorneys 

for BCBSM on many occasions, including as recently as February 7 and 8, 2012, 

regarding the present motion.  Attorneys for plaintiffs did not obtain BCBSM’s 

concurrence with the relief sought.  Plaintiffs, therefore, seek the Court’s consideration of 

this motion to expedite discovery in this case. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ with the consent of M. Elizabeth Lippitt /s/ Ryan Danks 
M. Elizabeth Lippitt    Antitrust Division 
Assistant Attorney General   United States Department of Justice 
G. Mennen Williams Building, 6th Floor 450 5th Street, N.W., Suite 4100 
525 W. Ottawa Street    Washington, D.C. 20530 
Lansing, Michigan 48933   (202) 305-0128 
(517) 373-1160    ryan.danks@usdoj.gov  
P-70373 
lippitte@michigan.gov   Attorney for the United States 
 
Attorney for State of Michigan 
 
 
Dated: February 10, 2012  
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES 
 
 
 

1) Whether BCBSM should be ordered to produce all email responsive to Plaintiffs’ 

Second Request for Production of Documents, served August 2, 2011, by a date 

certain, where BCBSM has yet to produce any email six months after service of 

the document request and refuses to agree to a schedule for email production? 

 

2) Whether BCBSM may refuse to search for and produce relevant responsive 

documents from Blue Care Network (“BCN”), its wholly owned HMO subsidiary, 

in response to Plaintiffs’ Second Request for Production of Documents? 
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Plaintiffs, the United States of America and the State of Michigan, respectfully 

submit this memorandum in support of their motion, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(a) and 

Local Rule 37.1, to compel Defendant, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan (“BCBSM”), 

to produce documents responsive to Plaintiffs’ Second Request for the Production of 

Documents (“Plaintiffs’ Second Request”), served August 2, 2011.  Specifically, 

plaintiffs seek an order compelling BCBSM (1) to complete production of email 

responsive to Plaintiffs’ Second Request by March 30, 2012, and (2) to produce 

responsive documents from its wholly owned HMO subsidiary, Blue Care Network 

(“BCN”), by March 30, 2012. 

I. BACKGROUND 
 

Following the parties’ exchange of initial disclosures on July 15, 2011, and as 

contemplated in the parties’ Rule 26(f) Report (Doc. No. 19 at 3), Plaintiffs’ Second 

Request was served on August 2, 2011.  Ex. 1 (Plaintiffs’ Second Request).1

                                                      
1 Plaintiffs’ Second Request is plaintiffs’ principal document request.  Plaintiffs’ First 
Request for Production of Documents, served February 4, 2011, sought primarily 
documents that BCBSM had already collected during the United States’ pre-complaint 
investigation but had not yet produced.  The Court compelled BCBSM to respond to that 
document request by Order dated August, 12, 2011.  (Doc. No. 66). 

  BCBSM 

served objections and responses on September 6.  Through the meet and confer process, 

plaintiffs have repeatedly sought to resolve the points of disagreement between the 

parties relating to BCBSM’s production of documents in response to Plaintiffs’ Second 

Request.  Despite many offers of compromise by plaintiffs, and negotiations spanning 

many months, the parties have reached an impasse on two issues.  First, more than six 

months after service of Plaintiffs’ Second Request, BCBSM has not yet begun to search 

for or produced any email, and, despite many proposals by plaintiffs, refuses to agree to a 
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schedule for completing its production of email.  Second, BCBSM refuses to search for 

and produce many responsive documents from BCN, BCBSM’s wholly owned HMO 

subsidiary.  Those two issues are the subjects of this motion. 

As discussed below, the court should order BCBSM to produce all email and all 

BCN documents responsive to Plaintiffs’ Second Request no later than March 30, 2012.  

The time for BCBSM’s timely production of these materials is long past.  Therefore, 

without such an order, plaintiffs will likely be unable to review the documents and 

complete depositions of BCBSM personnel before the close of fact discovery on July 25, 

2012.  (Doc. No. 67) (Scheduling Order). 

II. ARGUMENT 
 

A. Email Responsive to Plaintiffs’ Second Request Should be Produced 
by March 30, 2012 

 
More than six months have passed since Plaintiffs’ Second Request was served, 

and BCBSM has yet to begin reviewing or producing email in response.  BCBSM has 

rejected multiple proposals by plaintiffs for a schedule for the completion of its email 

production2 and refuses even to commit to a date when it will tell plaintiffs when the 

email production can be expected to begin and to be completed.3

                                                      
2 See Ex. 15 at ¶¶ 3-4 (Declaration of A. Fitzpatrick Regarding Plaintiffs’ Motion to 
Compel dated Feb. 10, 2012); Ex. 9 (Letter from A. Fitzpatrick to A. Cummings dated 
Dec. 22, 2011); Ex. 12 (Letter from A. Fitzpatrick to A. Cummings dated Jan. 24, 2012).  
Requests for a schedule for email production were made on November 10 and 17, 2011, 
via telephone.  Written requests were made on December 22, 2011 (proposing a schedule 
with a March 5, 2012 completion date), and January 24, 2012 (proposing a schedule with 
a March 30, 2012 completion date).    

  Though plaintiffs 

months ago agreed to limit BCBSM’s search obligations to 33 custodians and to “search 

 
3 Ex. 10 at 3-4 (Letter from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Jan. 6, 2012); Ex 13 
(Letter from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Feb. 2, 2012). 
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terms” and “search strings” that allow for efficient electronic recovery of responsive 

email.4

“Electronic discovery requires cooperation between opposing counsel and 

transparency in all aspects of preservation and production of ESI.”  Nissan N.A., Inc. v. 

Johnson Elec. N.A., No 09-cv-11783, 2011 WL 1002835, at *4 (E.D. Mich. Feb. 17, 

2011) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted).  BCBSM’s delay in producing 

email is due solely to BCBSM’s tactics.  For example, BCBSM has repeatedly and 

unnecessarily drawn out negotiations over, and its testing of, the search terms to be used.  

BCBSM took five weeks to respond to plaintiffs’ first search-term proposal.

  Plaintiffs have repeatedly explained to BCBSM what it already knows—that 

BCBSM’s email is critical to effective depositions of BCBSM personnel and that those 

depositions cannot be scheduled (much less taken) until plaintiffs know when they will 

receive the email for each custodian.  With the discovery clock ticking, further delay by 

BCBSM prejudices plaintiffs’ ability to conduct adequate discovery.  The Court should 

therefore order BCBSM to produce all responsive email by March 30, 2012. 

5

                                                      
4 On September 8, 2011, the parties agreed that BCBSM would use search terms and 
search strings to which they would agree, to locate responsive email, and that the search 
would be limited to specific custodians.  Ex. 15 at ¶ 2 (Declaration of A. Fitzpatrick 
Regarding Plaintiffs’ Motion to Compel dated Feb. 10, 2012). 

   When 

BCBSM finally responded with objections to certain search terms, it made no 

counterproposal for narrowing those search terms, nor did it provide plaintiffs with 

 
5 Less than two weeks after agreeing to agree on search terms and custodians, plaintiffs 
proposed search terms and search strings to BCBSM on September 16, 2011.  Ex. 2 
(Letter from A. Fitzpatrick to A. Cummings dated Sept. 16, 2011).  Five weeks later, on 
October 21, 2011, did BCBSM notify plaintiffs by email of certain search terms it 
claimed were too broad.  Ex. 3 (Email from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Oct. 21, 
2011). 
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information with specific test search examples showing why any of plaintiffs’ proposals 

were unreasonable.6

Nevertheless, plaintiffs responded in a week with a revised list of proposed search 

terms and search strings.

 

7  It took more than two weeks for BCBSM to respond.8  

Plaintiffs replied two days later with a few suggested changes,9 after which it took 

BCBSM more than two months to conduct test searches.10  Those test searches were of 

little or no value for addressing BCBSM’s claim of undue burden, because BCBSM ran 

the test for thousands of BCBSM employees even though plaintiffs had already agreed to 

limit BCBSM’s email production to 33 custodians.11  Even after agreeing on January 20, 

to the majority of plaintiffs’ proposed search strings (36 out of 45),12

                                                      
6 See Ex. 3 (Email from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Oct. 21, 2011). 

 BCBSM refused to 

commit to a schedule for the production of email collected using those agreed search 

 
7 Ex. 4 (Letter from A. Fitzpatrick to A. Cummings dated Oct. 28, 2011). 
 
8 See Ex. 6 (Letter from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Nov. 14, 2011). 
 
9 Ex. 7 (Letter from A. Fitzpatrick to A. Cummings dated Nov. 16, 2011). 
 
10 On January 20, 2012, based on test searches run by BCBSM, BCBSM notified 
plaintiffs that only nine out of the 45 preliminarily-agreed search strings would allegedly 
“result in an unreasonably large and extremely burdensome number of documents for 
review.”  Ex. 11 (Letter from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Jan. 20, 2012). 
 
11 Ex. 12 (Letter from A. Fitzpatrick to A. Cummings dated Jan. 24, 2012).  Without 
consulting plaintiffs, BCBSM chose to test the search strings by running the search across 
the entire BCBSM email database for a three-month period and then considering the 
monthly average as an indication of probable volume.  See id.  Relying on test searches 
run across the entire database—containing the email of thousands of Blue Cross’s more 
than 7,000 employees and former employees—is not an accurate prediction of volume for 
the review and production from only 33 custodians. 
 
12 Ex. 11 (Letter from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Jan. 20, 2012) (objecting to 
nine out of a total of 45 proposed search strings that BCBSM believed were too broad). 
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terms.13  BCBSM then agreed that it would begin running 29 of the 45 search strings 

proposed by plaintiffs, but gave no estimate of when it would begin, and also refused to 

agree to a production schedule for email gathered using those 29 search terms.14

BCBSM has no excuse that it cannot provide an estimate for the start or 

completion of email production because it does not yet know the amount of email that it 

will need to review.

 

15  Had BCBSM run the search terms in early-December, when it 

represented to plaintiffs that it was doing so,16 BCBSM would have that information.  

BCBSM could have run test searches even earlier had it not delayed negotiations over the 

proposed search term list throughout September, October, and November.  If BCBSM 

had run the 36 out of 45 search strings that it did not object to on January 20,17

Bricklayers Pension Trust Fund-Metropolitan Area v. 

Everlast Masonry, 

 BCBSM 

would have a majority of that information.  Plaintiffs should not be penalized by 

BCBSM’s further delay.  See, e.g., 

No. 09-cv-11290, 2009 WL 3837147, *1 (E.D. Mich. Nov. 16, 2009) 

(“Defendant has already had far more time to produce the documents than the thirty days 

allowed pursuant to Rule 34 . . .  The Court will order each Defendant to produce all 

responsive documents within its possession, custody or control by a date certain.”);  

Tenneco Automotive Co. v. Kingdom Auto Parts, No. 08-10467, 2008 WL 5263836, at *1 
                                                      
13 Ex. 12 (Letter from A. Fitzpatrick to A. Cummings dated Jan. 24, 2012). 
 
14 Ex. 13 (Letter from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Feb. 2, 2012) (agreeing to 
begin running 29 search strings while the parties continued to negotiate the remaining 
search strings). 
 
15 Ex. 10 (Letter from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Jan. 6, 2012); Ex 13 (Letter 
from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Feb. 2, 2012). 
 
16 Ex. 15 at ¶¶ 8-9 (Declaration of A. Fitzpatrick Regarding Plaintiffs’ Motion to Compel 
dated Feb. 10, 2012). 
 
17 Ex. 11 (Letter from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Jan. 20, 2012). 
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(E.D. Mich. Dec. 18, 2008) (ordering production by a date certain when documents were 

overdue by approximately three months at time of order). 

BCBSM’ s latest tactic to delay its email production further is its insistence on 

agreement to a single set of search terms by plaintiffs in all of the pending private 

actions—including in a new action filed by Aetna four months after Plaintiffs’ Second 

Request was served.  As we understand it, BCBSM’s position is that it will not search for 

responsive email in this case until such a global agreement is in place.18  In effect, 

BCBSM has decided on its own to coordinate—and therefore delay—discovery in this 

enforcement action with discovery in the tag-along damages actions.19

Further open-ended delay is at odds with Congress’s expressed intent that 

government antitrust enforcement actions proceed to hearing and determination “as soon 

as may be.”  15 U.S.C. § 4.  Complementing this statutory directive, in the statute 

authorizing multi-district litigation, 28 U.S.C. § 1407, Congress specifically exempted 

government antitrust injunctive actions from being “coordinated or consolidated [in] 

pretrial proceedings” with “tag-along” private damages cases.  See id. at § 1407(a), (g).  

Congress “in weighing the public interest in expedited resolution of government antitrust 

enforcement actions against the potential burdens of duplicative discovery on defendants 

. . . chose to strike the balance in favor of the public’s interest in expedited relief.”  

United States v. Dentsply Int’l, Inc., 190 F.R.D. 140, 144 (D. Del. 1999).  Accordingly, 

 

                                                      
18 See Ex. 14 (Letter from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Feb. 7, 2012) (“because 
of these ongoing discussions [with private plaintiffs], Blue Cross has not yet pulled or 
begun to review email”). 
 
19 Plaintiffs have, in fact, cooperated with coordinated discovery by, for example, sharing 
time with private plaintiffs in deposition practice, to the extent that it has not unduly 
delayed or interfered with prosecution of this action.   
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“Congress has made the decision that inefficiencies and inconvenience to antitrust 

defendants are trumped by an unwillingness to countenance delay in the prosecution of 

Government antitrust litigation.”  Id. at 146. 

Moreover, lack of agreement on search terms with plaintiffs in the private actions 

imposes no significant additional burden on BCBSM in responding to Plaintiffs’ Second 

Request in this case.  BCBSM already agreed that it would run the majority of the search 

strings (29 search strings) negotiated in this matter while negotiating the remainder (16 

search strings).20

Given (1) the length of time BCBSM has already had to respond to Plaintiffs’ 

Second Request (more than six months as of the date of this motion) and its delay in 

doing so, (2) BCBSM’s refusal to propose any schedule, and (3) the need for completion 

of fact discovery, including depositions of BCBSM personnel, within the time allotted by 

the Court for fact discovery, plaintiffs respectfully maintain that ordering a schedule for 

the production of BCBSM’s email is necessary and reasonable.  Quite simply, plaintiffs 

are entitled to a reasonable amount of time to review BCBSM’s email before depositions 

of BCBSM personnel, and plaintiffs seek to complete those depositions by the close of 

fact discovery in this case on July 25.  If BCBSM is not ordered to produce its responsive 

email promptly and by a date certain, well in advance of the end of fact discovery, 

  If BCBSM can run 29 search strings agreed to between the government 

plaintiffs and BCBSM, while negotiating additional search strings (and presumably then 

running additional search strings), BCBSM should be equally capable of running 

additional search strings that it may agree to with the private plaintiffs without any undue 

burden. 

                                                      
20 Ex. 13 (Letter from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Feb. 2, 2012). 
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BCBSM’s conduct will likely make completing fact discovery on schedule impossible.  

Plaintiffs therefore move for a schedule for completion of BCBSM’s production by 

March 30, 2012.  BCBSM has had ample notice that plaintiffs have sought completion of 

BCBSM’s email production on or before that date.21

B. BCBSM Should Produce Blue Care Network Documents 

 

 
BCBSM refuses to search for and produce many responsive, relevant documents 

from BCN, its wholly owned HMO subsidiary.  BCBSM objected to the inclusion of 

BCN as part of BCBSM in Definition A22 of Plaintiffs’ Second Request, claiming 

overbreadth, undue burden, and lack of relevance.23

                                                      
21 See Ex. 9 (Letter from A. Fitzpatrick to A. Cummings dated Dec. 22, 2011); Ex. 12 
(Letter from A. Fitzpatrick to A. Cummings dated Jan. 24, 2012); Ex. 15 at ¶¶ 3-4 
(Declaration of A. Fitzpatrick Regarding Plaintiffs’ Motion to Compel dated Feb. 10, 
2012). 

  BCBSM also objected to some—

though not all—of the requests (Requests 20-21, and 26-30), claiming that BCN 

 
22 Ex. 1 at 2 (Plaintiffs’ Second Request).  Definition A of Plaintiffs’ Second Request 
states: 

 
The terms “BCBSM,” “you,” “your company” or “the company,” mean Blue 
Cross Blue Shield of Michigan, its parents, predecessors, divisions, subsidiaries 
(including the Blue Care Network), affiliates, partnership and joint ventures, and 
all of its directors, officers, employees, agents, and representatives.  The terms 
“subsidiary,” “affiliate,” and “joint venture” refer to any person in which the 
company holds at least a 50 percent interest, regardless of how the company’s 
interest is measured (e.g., number of shares, degree of control, board seats, or 
votes). 
 

Id. 
 
23 See Ex. 16 at 4 (Defendant Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan’s Objections and 
Responses to Plaintiffs’ Second Request) (“Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION A on the 
grounds that Plaintiffs’ purported definition of the terms “you,” “your company,” 
“BCBSM,” and “the company” is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.  Blue Cross will produce its 
own documents, not those of its affiliates or subsidiaries.”). 
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documents are not within BCBSM’s possession, custody, or control.  Id. at 14-15, 17-

21.24  BCBSM has argued that by seeking BCN documents, plaintiffs are improperly 

pursuing non-party discovery.25  Except for the email of three BCN custodians,26

BCBSM’s objections to plaintiffs’ request for BCN documents are meritless.  The 

BCN documents are within BCBSM’s possession, custody, or control, are highly relevant 

to the litigation, and their collection and production do not impose an undue burden.  The 

Court should therefore overrule BCBSM’s objections and order that the responsive BCN 

documents be produced.  See 

 

BCBSM refuses to search for and produce responsive documents from BCN. 

Travelers Indem. Co. of Connecticut v. National Fair 

Housing Alliance, No. 08-cv-14261, 2009 WL 3497793, at *1 (E.D. Mich., October 28, 

2009) (Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(a)(3)(B) authorizes a court to compel discovery if a party “fails 

to properly respond to a request submitted under Rule 34”).   

1. Blue Care Network Documents Are Within BCBSM’s 
Possession, Custody, or Control 

 
BCBSM is obligated to produce documents within its “possession, custody, or 

control.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(a)(1).  Documents are within the “control” of a party if it has 

the legal right to obtain documents on demand.  In re Bankers Trust Co., 61 F.3d 465, 

469 (6th Cir. 1995); Flagg v. City of Detroit, 252 F.R.D. 346, 353 (E.D. Mich. 2008).   

As “[a] party responding to a Rule 34 production request . . . [BCBSM] is under an 

affirmative duty to seek that information reasonably available to [it] from [BCBSM’s] 

                                                      
24 BCBSM has, therefore, waived any objection based on a lack of possession, custody, 
or control to all other requests. 
 
25 See Ex. 10 at 4 (Letter from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Jan. 6, 2012). 
 
26 BCBSM has agreed to search the email of three BCN custodians, Jeanne Carlson, 
Kevin Klobucar, and Allison Pollard. 
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employees, agents, or others subject to [its] control.”  Flagg, 252 F.R.D. at 353 (quoting 

Gray v. Faulkner, 148 F.R.D. 220, 223 (N.D. Ind. 1992)) (internal quotation marks 

omitted).  Wholly owned subsidiaries like BCN are within a parent’s control.  See, e.g., 

U.S. v. Int’l Union of Petroleum Indus. Workers, AFL-CIO, 870 F.2d 1450, 1452 (9th Cir. 

1989).   “A corporation must produce documents possessed by a subsidiary that the 

parent corporation owns or wholly controls.”  Id. at 1452.  See also American Angus 

Ass’n v. Sysco Corp., 158 F.R.D. 372, 375 (W.D.N.C. 1994) (“[A] litigating parent 

corporation has control over documents in the physical possession of its subsidiary 

corporation where the subsidiary is wholly owned or controlled by the parent.”) (quoting 

Camden Iron and Metal, Inc. v. Marubeni America Corp., 138 F.R.D. 438, 441 (D.N.J. 

1991)) (internal quotation marks omitted).27

BCBSM owns 100% of Blue Care Network,

 

28 BCBSM’s HMO subsidiary.29  As 

the sole shareholder of BCN, BCBSM “establishes the global policies under which 

[BCN] operate[s] and retains oversight of BCN operations.” 30

                                                      
27 See also Appleton Papers Inc. v. George A. Whiting Paper Co., No. 08-cv-16, 2009 
WL 2408898, at *1 (E.D. Wis. July 31, 2009) (ordering production of documents from 
affiliated companies where corporations were member of a group of corporations with a 
common parent); 

  A majority–twelve of 

Afros S.P.A. v. Krauss-Maffei Corp., 113 F.R.D. 127, 130 (D. Del. 
1986) (collecting cases); Gerling Int. Ins. Co. v. Comm’r of Internal Revenue, 839 F.2d 
131, 140 (3d Cir. 1988) (collecting cases).  Cf In re Dow Corning, No. 95-cv-20512, 
2010 WL 3927728, at *10 (E.D. Mich. June 15, 2010) (Hood, J.) (noting the “Sixth 
Circuit’s ‘universal rule of law’ that the parent and subsidiary share a community of 
interest, such that the parent, as well as a subsidiary, is the ‘client’ for purposes of the 
attorney-client privilege.”). 
 
28 See Ex. 17, Annual Statement For the Year Ended December 31, 2010 of the Condition 
and Affairs of Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan at 25.12, available at 
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/dleg/BCBSM_346886_7.pdf.   
 
29  Ex. 18, http://www.mibcn.com/about/. 
 
30 See Ex. 19, http://www.mibcn.com/about/corporate/corpStructure.shtml. 
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eighteen–of BCN’s directors are appointed by BCBSM.  Id.  BCBSM approves all 

proposed BCN board actions establishing or changing BCN’s pricing policies, business 

plans, annual budgets, underwriting guidelines, and rating methods, see id.—all subjects 

directly relevant to this antitrust action.   

  See, e.g., 

Ex. 20 (BLUEM-99-000006).  Employees of BCN are also employees of BCBSM.31

BCBSM has demonstrated its ability to produce BCN documents when it chooses 

to do so.   BCBSM collected and produced documents from BCN in response to Civil 

Investigative Demands issued during the United States’ investigation of BCBSM’s use of 

MFNs that led to this litigation, and in the investigation of BCBSM’s proposed 

acquisition of Physicians Health Plan in 2010.

 

32

Bricklayers Pension Trust Fund-Metropolitan Area 

v. Everlast Masonry, 

  BCBSM also has committed to produce 

the email of three BCN custodians in response to Plaintiffs’ Second Request, though it 

refuses to produce anything else from BCN.  See id.  Thus, BCBSM has demonstrated its 

control over BCN’s documents.  See 

No. 09-11290, 2009 WL 3837147, at *1 (E.D. Mich., Nov. 16, 

2009) (“A party controls documents that it has the right, authority, or ability to obtain 

upon demand.”) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). 

                                                                                                                                                              
 
31 See Ex. 17, Annual Statement For the Year Ended December 31, 2010 of the Condition 
and Affairs of Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan at 25.15, available at 
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/dleg/BCBSM 346886 7.pdf.  The only exception 
is for employees working at BCN’s health center facilities.  Id. 
 
32 See Ex. 5 (Letter from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Nov. 9, 2011). 
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2. Blue Care Network Documents Are Relevant 
 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b) permits the discovery of nonprivileged 

information relevant to any party’s claim or defense if the information is reasonably 

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.33  BCN documents responsive 

to Plaintiffs’ Second Request are highly relevant for many reasons.  

 

  See Ex. 21 

(BLUECROSSMI-98-001415-18).  

  Id. at BLUECROSSMI-98-001417.34

 

 For example, 

 

 

 

                                                      
33 See also Kormos v. Sportsstuff, Inc., No. 06-15391, 2007 WL 2571969 at *1 (E.D. 
Mich., Sept. 4, 2007) (“The Court is guided by the strong, overarching policy of allowing 
liberal discovery.”). 
 
34 Another example is found in

 Ex. 22 (BLUECROSSMI-08-009329-43 at 35-36).  
Plaintiffs’ Complaint also challenges that MFN.  Compl. ¶ 39(f). 
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 Ex. 22 at BLUECROSSMI-08-

009336 (BLUECROSSMI-08-009329-43) (emphasis added).35

 

 

 

 

36

                                                      
35Accord, e.g.,  Ex. 23 at BLUECROSSMI-10-002462 (BLUECROSSMI-10-002455-65) 
(

 (emphasis added); Ex. 24 at 
BLUECROSSMI-08-018208 (BLUECROSSMI-08-018205-211) (  

 (emphasis added). 

  Plaintiffs allege that HMOs are 

within the alleged commercial health insurance markets.  See Compl. ¶ 7, 31-32.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
36 See, e.g., Ex. 25 (BLUECROSSMI-E-0075896-97)  

.  See 
also Ex. 26 at BLUECROSSMI-E-0124256 (BLUECROSSMI-E-0124248-61) (

.  
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 Ex. 27 (BLUECROSSMI-E-0053666-68).37  

38  

39

  For example, from 2001 to 2006, Kevin Seitz held the position of President 

and CEO of BCN while also holding the position of BCBSM Senior Vice President of 

Subsidiary Operations.

  

40

                                                      
37

 Ex. 28 (BLUECROSSMI-E-
0092284-86 at 86).  

 See id.  

 

  He later moved to a position at BCBSM overseeing BCBSM’s 

 
38 See Ex. 29 (BLUECROSSMI-E-0124233) 

 Ex. 25 (BLUECROSSMI-E-0075896-97) 

.   
 
39

 
 Ex. 30 (BLUECROSSMI-E-0109996-99, at 97).  Plaintiffs’ Complaint 

challenges that MFN.  Compl. ¶ 39(h). 
 
40 See Ex. 31, http://www.mibcn.com/about/corporate/historyHighlights.shtml; 
http://www.mibcn.com/pr/pr 09-29-2006 31583.shtml (Press Release, Blue Cross Blue 
Shield of Michigan Names Seitz as Executive Vice President of Health Care Value 
Enhancement and Carlson as President and CEO of Blue Care Network, Sept. 29, 2006). 
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hospital contracting.  

  See, e.g., Ex. 32 at BLUECROSSMI-03-000718 

(BLUECROSSMI-03-000718-19) (  

); Ex. 33 at 

BLUECROSSMI-99-050881 (BLUECROSSMI-99-050881-82) (

).  Plaintiffs’ Complaint challenges that MFN.  Compl. ¶¶ 39, 47. 

In short, BCBSM’s relevance objection is not sustainable given that (1) BCN is 

covered by a number of the MFN clauses at issue, (2) compliance with MFN clauses 

depends on aggregate payments to BCBSM and BCN, (3) BCBSM and BCN engage in 

substantial joint marketing efforts, and have common financial, market share, and 

profitability goals, and (4) key BCBSM and BCN personnel substantially overlap.  Here, 

parent and subsidiary operate as a single entity in selling commercial insurance, and the 

subsidiary’s conduct and market position are basic issues in this case. 

3. Production of BCN Documents Does Not Impose an Undue 
Burden 

 
The production of the BCN documents will not impose an undue burden on 

BCBSM.  BCBSM has provided only unsupported and conclusory claims in support of its 

objection.  See John B. v. Goetz, No. 3:98-0168, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8821, at *191 (M.D. 

Tenn. Jan. 28, 2010) (citing Tarleton v. Meharry Med. Coll., 717 F.2d 1523, 1534 n.4 (6th 

Cir. 1983)) (“the party asserting an undue burden is in the better position to explain what the 

undue burden is”); Bricklayers Pension Trust Fund-Metropolitan Area v. Everlast 

Masonry, No. 09-cv-11290, 2009 WL 3837147, *1 (E.D. Mich., Nov. 16, 2009) 
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(overruling undue burden objections when party resisting discovery “provided no specific 

information to support the objections”). 

In addition, in an effort to resolve BCBSM’s concern, plaintiffs proposed a 

compromise that significantly reduced BCBSM’s obligation to produce BCN documents.  

Plaintiffs’ motion is limited to their compromise position, and seeks BCN documents 

responsive only to Requests 8-27 and 42 of Plaintiffs’ Second Request.  These requests 

seek documents relating to MFNs, including the competitive effects of MFNs, hospital 

contracting, competition, competitors, and geographic markets, all of which are relevant 

to this matter.41  Plaintiffs agreed to make nine requests (Requests 33-41) inapplicable to 

BCN, and limited the scope of search for nine others (Requests 8, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20, 

and 21).42

For Requests 8, 12, and 18, plaintiffs agreed that BCBSM need search the hard 

copy and electronic files (including email) of only three BCN custodians, Jeanne Carlson, 

Kevin Klobucar, and Allison Pollard.  See id.  Plaintiffs limited the scope of search for 

Requests 13 and 14 to the hard copy and electronic files (including email) of those BCN 

personnel responsible for hospital contracting.  See id.  Plaintiffs sought a proposal from 

BCBSM on how the scope of search for documents responsive to Request 19 (relating to 

  By doing so, plaintiffs have addressed BCBSM’s conclusory burden 

objection. 

                                                      
41 Requests 8-11 and 17 seek documents relating to MFNs; Requests 12-16 and 22 seek 
documents relating to hospital contracting; Requests 18-19, 23-24, and 27 seek 
documents relating to competition and competitors; Requests 20-21 and 23-25 seek 
documents relating to geographic markets; Requests 20-21, 17-18, and 26 seek 
documents relating to the competitive effects of the MFNs; and Request 42 seeks 
documents relating to data storage.  See Ex. 1 (Plaintiffs’ Second Request). 
 
42 See Ex. 8 (Letter from A. Fitzpatrick to A. Cummings dated Nov. 30, 2011).   
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competition and competitors) and Requests 20 and 21 (relating to geographic markets) 

could reasonably be limited, but BCBSM refused to make a proposal. 

Requests 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 42 do not require a broad search 

of all BCN documents for responsive material.  Rather, they seek documents that 

BCBSM should be able to collect from a few identifiable locations.  For example, 

Requests 15, 16, and 17 seek copies of contracts between BCN and Michigan hospitals 

and hospital systems, which BCBSM asserts exist,43

In contrast, Requests 9, 10, and 11 seek documents related to MFNs, and should 

not be limited.  Those requests seek documents that are central to plaintiffs’ claims, 

which challenge BCBSM’s use of MFNs as anticompetitive.  In any case, BCBSM has 

indicated that it has already identified those BCN personnel who might have documents 

relating to MFNs and has further represented that all BCN documents discussing the use 

of MFNs were produced pursuant to the Civil Investigative Demand (“CID”) process 

during the United States’ investigation preceding the complaint.

 and should be easily located in 

BCN’s contracting files.  Requests 22 and 23 are limited to “documents sufficient to 

show” BCN’s annual update factor and underwriting policies and should be easily located 

in BCN’s underwriting department. 

44

                                                      
43 Ex. 5 (Letter from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Nov. 9, 2011). 

  If BCBSM’s 

representation is correct, BCBSM will be able to limit much of its search for documents 

responsive to Requests 9, 10, and 11 to BCN documents created after BCBSM collected 

BCN documents to respond to the CID.  If BCBSM’s representation is incorrect, BCBSM 

 
44 See Exhibit 9 at 4-5 (Letter from A. Cummings to A. Fitzpatrick dated Jan. 6, 2012) 
(stating that “upon consulting with BCN personnel who may reasonably be believed to 
have documents concerning or discussing the use of MFNs, those documents were 
already produced in response to CID No. 25965”). 
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has already identified the likely locations of most responsive documents.  In either case, 

given plaintiffs’ agreement to eliminate many requests and limit the scope of search for 

many others, requiring BCBSM to search for and produce responsive documents relating 

to MFNs, hospital contracting, competition, competitors, and geographic markets does 

not impose any undue burden in light of the documents’ relevance. 

III. CONCLUSION 

 For the aforementioned reasons, the Court should grant Plaintiffs’ motion to 

compel and order BCBSM to produce documents responsive to Plaintiffs’ Second 

Request, including (1) all email responsive to Plaintiffs’ Second Request by March 30, 

2012, and (2) all responsive documents from its wholly-owned subsidiary, Blue Care 

Network by March 30, 2012. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ with the consent of M. Elizabeth Lippitt /s/ Ryan Danks 
M. Elizabeth Lippitt    Antitrust Division 
Assistant Attorney General   United States Department of Justice 
G. Mennen Williams Building, 6th Floor 450 5th Street, N.W., Suite 4100 
525 W. Ottawa Street    Washington, D.C. 20530 
Lansing, Michigan 48933   (202) 305-0128 
(517) 373-1160    ryan.danks@usdoj.gov  
P-70373 
lippitte@michigan.gov   Attorney for the United States 
 
Attorney for State of Michigan 
 
 
Dated: February 10, 2012  
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The undersigned certifies under penalty of perjury that on February 10, 2012 he 
served a copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFFS’ SEALED MOTION TO COMPEL THE 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS RESPONSIVE TO PLAINTIFFS’ SECOND 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND ACCOMPANYING 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT in accordance with this Court’s policies and procedures 
for service of electronically filed documents.  

 
/s/ Ryan Danks 
Trial Attorney  
Antitrust Division  
U.S. Department of Justice  
450 Fifth Street N.W., Suite 4100  
Washington, D.C. 20530  
(202) 305-0128 

       ryan.danks@usdoj.gov  
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 Amy R. Fitzpatrick 

Liberty Square Building 
450 Fifth St, N.W., Suite 4100 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 
(202) 532-4553 
amy.fitzpatrick@usdoj.gov 

 
           September 16, 2011 
 
 
VIA EMAIL 
 
Ashley Cummings 
Bank of America Plaza, St. 4100 
600 Peachtree Street, N.E. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30308 
 
Re: Plaintiffs’ Second Request for Production of Documents - Proposed Search Terms 

United States and State of Michigan v. Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan  
Case No. 2:10-cv-14155-DPH-MKM (E.D. Mich.) 

 
Dear Ashley: 
 
 The purpose of this letter is to provide Blue Cross with suggested search terms for 
use in searching for documents responsive to Plaintiffs’ Second Request for Production 
of Documents.  We understand that Blue Cross will be using search terms to identify 
email and email attachments responsive to Plaintiffs’ Second Request for Production of 
Documents.  If Blue Cross intends to use search terms for any other part of its search and 
production, please let me know.  In addition, plaintiffs understand that Blue Cross will 
also search all prior CID custodians using any new search terms agreed upon. 
 
 Plaintiffs view the list below as a starting point in reaching agreement on a 
comprehensive final search term list.  As I have expressed to you on the telephone, 
plaintiffs believe that Blue Cross and its personnel are in the best position to identify 
responsive emails and to suggest meaningful search terms that may help identify 
responsive emails.  This is because they are the most knowledgeable about the language, 
acronyms, and other common terms used in their business.  Plaintiffs, therefore, look 
forward to considering additional suggestions by Blue Cross.  Similarly, plaintiffs will 
continue to try to develop other relevant search terms. 
 
 The proposed search terms are listed below in general subject-matter groupings.  
Where possible, plaintiffs have suggested connectors and other limitations that may 
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Ashley Cummings, Esq. 
September 16, 2011 
Page 2 of 4 
 
reduce the risk of over-inclusive results.  We welcome additional suggestions in this 
regard.  Plaintiffs suggest that searches be constructed so that every search term run will 
provide results that include all permutations of words containing that combination of 
letters.  For example, the search term “discount” should result in finding all documents 
that contain derivations such as “discounts,” “discounting,” “discounted.”  As another 
example, a search for “Seitz” should yield all documents that contain the email address 
“kseitz@bcbsm.com.”  Also, no word or phrase should be case sensitive. 
 

Also included in the list below are all search terms used on prior CID custodians 
that you identified in your September 2, 2011 letter. 
 
MFN-related Search Terms 
 

most favored nation; most favored discount; most favored price; most 
favored customer; most-favored nation; most-favored discount; most-
favored price; most-favored customer; MFN; MFD; MFP; MFC; favorab*; 
favored; discount; differential; spread; parity; attest*; violat*; comply; 
complian*; pricing; antitrust; anti-trust; ATR; hold harmless; indemnif*; 
DOJ; justice 

 
General Competition-related Search Terms 
 

business plan; business strategy; sales plan; sales strategy; market share; 
market plan; market strategy; market objective; market study 
 
compet*; strateg*; threat*; streng*; weak*; SWOT; domina*; monopol*; 
market w/5 share; advantage; disadvantage; ent* w/5 market; exit w/5 
market; next w/2 best; regulat*; market w/5 power; group w/5 market; 
individ* w/5 market; penetrat* w/5 market; compet* w/5 aggressi* 

 
Search Terms re: Hospitals and Hospital Contracting 
 

LOU; LOA; letter of understanding; letter of agreement; side letter; steer; 
tier  
 
hospital OR facility OR provider w/5 network; hospital OR facility OR 
provider w/5 critical; hospital OR facility OR provider w/5 leverage; 
hospital OR facility OR provider w/5 alternative; hospital OR facility OR 
provider w/5 preferred; hospital OR facility OR provider w/5 dominant; 
hospital OR facility OR provider w/5 must have; hospital OR facility OR 
provider w/5 significant; hospital OR facility OR provider w/5 strategic; 
hospital OR facility OR provider w/5 sole; hospital OR facility OR 
provider w/5 remote; hospital OR facility OR provider w/5 access; 
hospital OR facility OR provider w/5 narrow; hospital OR facility OR 
provider w/5 contract; hospital OR facility OR provider w/5 negotiat*; 
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hospital OR facility OR provider w/5 depar*; hospital OR facility OR 
provider w/5 de-par*; hospital OR facility OR provider w/5 terminat*; 
hospital OR facility OR provider w/5 reimburs*; hospital OR facility OR 
provider w/5 cost per case; hospital OR facility OR provider w/5 CPC; 
hospital OR facility OR provider w/5 capacity; hospital OR facility OR 
provider w/5 marketab* 
 
MHA; Michigan Hospital Association; Michigan Health w/3 Hospital 
Association; PHA; Model; peer group; PG5; work group; Schonfeld; 
Litka; Faja; Spence* 
 
Marquette; Marquette General; MGH*; dave@healthdave.com; Muller; 
Alpena; AGH; ARMC; Lanciotti; Bjella; Sparrow; Wilkerson; Munson; 
MMC; Hepler; Leach; Ascension; St. John; Borgess; Genesys; St. Mary*; 
Saint Mary*; McGuire; Maryland; Taylor; Felbinger; Beaumont; Johnson; 
Herrick; Matzick; Matzik; Covenant; CMC; Gronda; Mid-Michigan; Mid 
Michigan; MidMichigan; Midland; Gratiot; Rodgers; Babinski; Metro 
Health; Susterich; Nykamp; Botsford; Doxtader; Dickinson; DCHS; 
Spectrum; Bronson 
 
rating; rate; loss ratio; margin; premium; region; regional investment; 
benefit cost; profitab*; rating region Kalamazoo; rating region southwest 
Michigan 
 

Search Terms re: Other Health Insurance Companies 
 

Priority; United; UH*; Aetna; Cofinity; PPOM; HAP; Health Alliance 
Plan; PHP; Physicians Health Plan; Health Plus; Health+; Humana; Cigna; 
UPHP; McLaren; Assurant; MCare; Great West; Coventry; Grand Valley; 
Interplan; Multiplan; Trinity Health Plans; CareChoice*; Care Choice*; 
Upper Peninsula Health; Principal; [and other names of (or acronyms for) 
any commercial group health insurers or commercial individual health 
insurers known to Blue Cross]. 

 
Search Terms re: Geographic Markets Alleged  
 

Marquette; Upper Peninsula; UP; Lansing; Alpena; Traverse; Thumb; 
Detroit; Grand Rapids; Kalamazoo; Flint; Saginaw; Midland; Gratiot; 
Osceola; Montcalm; Allegan; St. Joseph 
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Other Search Terms 
 

social mission; last resort; OFIR; office w/3 financial w/3 insurance; PA 
350; P.A. 350; LARA 
 
McKinsey; Hewitt; Milliman 
 
Seitz; Kevin; kseitz@bcbsm.com; Schwartz; mschwartz@bcbsm.com; 
awallace@bcbsm.com; Farrah; Mark 

 
* * * 

 
 As I expressed to you earlier this week, plaintiffs are very interested in reaching 
an agreement on search terms quickly so that the search for and production of responsive 
email and attachments can begin. 
 

In addition, as we also discussed, I would like to set a specific time to meet and 
confer regarding Blue Cross’s objections and responses to Plaintiffs’ Second Request for 
Production of Documents.  In particular, plaintiffs believe a separate conference focused 
on Plaintiffs’ Document Request No. 42 (relating to data) is important.  When we last 
spoke you indicated that you would confer with others on your team and propose a date 
and time for such a conference.  I have not yet heard from you regarding any proposed 
dates. 
 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 
 

Best regards, 
 
 /s/ 
 
Amy R. Fitzpatrick 
Trial Attorney 

 
 
cc: Elizabeth Lippitt 
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From: Cummings, Ashley
To: Fitzpatrick, Amy
Cc: Lasken, Jonathan H.
Subject: US v. BCBSM - Search Terms
Date: Friday, October 21, 2011 2:43:11 PM

Dear Amy:
 
Per our conversation yesterday, and as a starting point, here is a list of search
terms  proposed by the Department that are patently unworkable:
 
Favorab*
Favored
Discount
Differential
Spread
Comply
Complian*
Pricing
Business plan
Sales plan
Sales strategy
Compet*
Strateg*
Threat
Streng*
Weak*
Advantage
Disadvantage
Many of the "Hospital OR Facility OR Provider" strings
Model
Peer Group
PG5
Work group
Any stand-alone references to various hospitals, e.g., "Marquette" or "Alpena"
Rating
Rate
Margin
Premium
Region
Profitab*
Any stand-alone references to various insurers, particularly those whose names are
also general terms, e.g., "Priority" or "United" or "Principal"
Any stand-alone location names in the absence of any narrowing term, e.g.,
"Detroit" or "Marquette" or "Upper Peninsula"
Social mission
Any stand-alone reference to McKenzie, Hewitt or Milliman
Mark
 
Cerrtainly, this is not an exhaustive list, but you indicated this a list such as this
could shape your own thinking as we are developing a counter-proposal.  The
central problem is that the Department's proposal is mostly search words that stand
alone, without any limitation.  And when we combined all of the proposed terms into
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one search and ran a test, it pulled back over 64 million documents.  We would
appreciate receiving some workable suggestions on how to narrow and target these
searches.
 
Sincerely,
Ashley 
 

  

 

Ashley Cummings 
Partner 
acummings@hunton.com 

Hunton & Williams LLP
Bank of America Plaza, St 4100
600 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30308
Phone: (404) 888-4223
Fax: (404) 602-9019
www.hunton.com 
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 Amy R. Fitzpatrick 

Liberty Square Building 
450 Fifth St, N.W., Suite 4100 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 
(202) 532-4553 
amy.fitzpatrick@usdoj.gov 

 
           October 28, 2011 
 
 
VIA EMAIL 
 
Ashley Cummings 
Hunton & Williams LLP 
Bank of America Plaza, St. 4100 
600 Peachtree Street, N.E. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30308 
 
Re: United States and State of Michigan v. Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan  

Case No. 2:10-cv-14155-DPH-MKM (E.D. Mich.) 
 
Dear Ashley: 
 
 As discussed earlier today, we have reviewed the search terms BCBSM identified 
as being potentially too broad.  For most, I believe we have come up with workable 
solutions that should enable BCBSM to narrow the scope of the search results.  Our 
proposals are set forth in a chart below. 
 
 In addition, as I mentioned on the telephone today, for terms such as “discount” 
and “differential” and “compet*” and “PG5” and “social mission” and stand-alone 
references to insurers such as United or Priority, we might agree to limit those terms to 
certain custodians.  It would also be helpful to know how many documents each of those 
terms produces when run individually and whether BCBSM has the capability to run 
searches that exclude certain combinations (e.g., “differential” but NOT “differential 
diagnosis”). 
 
Search Term Proposal 
Favorab* favorab* w/5 rate or price or discount or pricing 
Favored favored w/5 discount or nation or price or rate or provider or 

insurer or hospital 
 
“most favored pricing” 
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Ashley Cummings, Esq. 
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“best price” 

Discount We might be able to limit to specific custodians. 
Differential We might be able to limit to specific custodians. 
Spread delete 
Comply delete 
Complian* delete 
Pricing We might be able to limit to specific custodians. 
“Business plan” We might be able to limit to specific custodians. 
“Sales plan” We might be able to limit to specific custodians. 
“Sales strategy” We might be able to limit to specific custodians. 
Compet* We might be able to limit to specific custodians. 
Strateg* strateg* w/5 hospital or facility or provider 
Threat threat w/50 streng* or weak*  
Streng* streng* w/50 threat or weak* 
Weak* weak w/50 threat or streng* 
Advantage 
 

advantage w/5 compet* 
 
advantage w/5 Priority or United or UH* or Aetna or Cofinity or 
PPOM or HAP or “Health Alliance Plan” or PHP or “Physicians 
Health Plan” or “Health Plus” or Health+ or Humana or Cigna or 
UPHP or Mclaren or Assurant or Coventry or Multiplan or 
“Trinity Health Plan*” or “Upper Peninsula Health” or Principal 
 
advantage w/5 Allegan or Allegiance or Alpena or Ascension or 
Borgess or Genesys or Providence or St. John or St. Joseph or 
St. Mary’s or Aspirus or Keweenaw or Ontonagon or Baraga or 
Beaumont or Bell or Botsford or Bronson or Caro or Charlevoix 
or Cheboygan or Clinton or “Branch County” or Watervliet or 
Covenant or Deckerville or Dickinson or “Eaton Rapids” or 
“Grand View” or “Harbor Beach” or “Hayes Green Beach” or 
“Helen Newberry” or Herrick or “Hills & Dales” or Huron or 
Ionia or Kalkaska or “Mackinac Straits” or Marlette or 
Marquette or McKenzie or “Memorial Medical Center” or 
“Mercy Health” or “Metro Health” or Mid-Michigan or 
Munising or Munson or Northstar or “Iron County” or Otsego or 
“Paul Oliver” or Pennock or Portage or Scheurer or Schoolcraft 
or Sheridan or “South Haven” or Sparrow or Spectrum or 
Blodgett or Butterworth or Kelsey or “Reed City” or “United 
Hospital” or “Three Rivers” or “West Shore” or Gerber 

Disadvantage 
 

disadvantage w/5 compet* 
 
disadvantage w/5 Priority or United or UH* or Aetna or Cofinity 
or PPOM or HAP or “Health Alliance Plan” or PHP or 
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“Physicians Health Plan” or “Health Plus” or Health+ or 
Humana or Cigna or UPHP or Mclaren or Assurant or Coventry 
or Multiplan or “Trinity Health Plan*” or “Upper Peninsula 
Health” or Principal 
 
disadvantage w/5 Allegan or Allegiance or Alpena or Ascension 
or Borgess or Genesys or Providence or St. John or St. Joseph or 
St. Mary’s or Aspirus or Keweenaw or Ontonagon or Baraga or 
Beaumont or Bell or Botsford or Bronson or Caro or Charlevoix 
or Cheboygan or Clinton or “Branch County” or Watervliet or 
Covenant or Deckerville or Dickinson or “Eaton Rapids” or 
“Grand View” or “Harbor Beach” or “Hayes Green Beach” or 
“Helen Newberry” or Herrick or “Hills & Dales” or Huron or 
Ionia or Kalkaska or “Mackinac Straits” or Marlette or 
Marquette or McKenzie or “Memorial Medical Center” or 
“Mercy Health” or “Metro Health” or Mid-Michigan or 
Munising or Munson or Northstar or “Iron County” or Otsego or 
“Paul Oliver” or Pennock or Portage or Scheurer or Schoolcraft 
or Sheridan or “South Haven” or Sparrow or Spectrum or 
Blodgett or Butterworth or Kelsey or “Reed City” or “United 
Hospital” or “Three Rivers” or “West Shore” or Gerber 

Many of the 
"Hospital OR 
Facility OR 
Provider" strings 

Please identify which strings are problematic.  We will work on 
proposing some additional limitations. 

Model hospital or facility or provider w/5 model 
“Peer Group” 
 

hospital or facility or provider w/5 “peer group” 
 
“Peer Group 5” 

PG5 We might be able to limit to specific custodians. 
Work group hospital or facility or provider w/5 work group 
Any stand-alone 
references to 
various hospitals, 
e.g., "Marquette" or 
"Alpena" 

hospital or facility or provider or health w/5 Marquette 
 
hospital or facility or provider or health w/5 Alpena 
 
If there are others that are problems, please let us know. 

Rating 
 

rating w/5 Priority or United or UH* or Aetna or Cofinity or 
PPOM or HAP or “Health Alliance Plan” or PHP or “Physicians 
Health Plan” or “Health Plus” or Health+ or Humana or Cigna or 
UPHP or Mclaren or Assurant or Coventry or Multiplan or 
“Trinity Health Plan*” or “Upper Peninsula Health” or Principal 
 
rating w/5 Allegan or Allegiance or Alpena or Ascension or 
Borgess or Genesys or Providence or St. John or St. Joseph or 
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St. Mary’s or Aspirus or Keweenaw or Ontonagon or Baraga or 
Beaumont or Bell or Botsford or Bronson or Caro or Charlevoix 
or Cheboygan or Clinton or “Branch County” or Watervliet or 
Covenant or Deckerville or Dickinson or “Eaton Rapids” or 
“Grand View” or “Harbor Beach” or “Hayes Green Beach” or 
“Helen Newberry” or Herrick or “Hills & Dales” or Huron or 
Ionia or Kalkaska or “Mackinac Straits” or Marlette or 
Marquette or McKenzie or “Memorial Medical Center” or 
“Mercy Health” or “Metro Health” or Mid-Michigan or 
Munising or Munson or Northstar or “Iron County” or Otsego or 
“Paul Oliver” or Pennock or Portage or Scheurer or Schoolcraft 
or Sheridan or “South Haven” or Sparrow or Spectrum or 
Blodgett or Butterworth or Kelsey or “Reed City” or “United 
Hospital” or “Three Rivers” or “West Shore” or Gerber 

Rate 
 

rate w/5 Priority or United or UH* or Aetna or Cofinity or 
PPOM or HAP or “Health Alliance Plan” or PHP or “Physicians 
Health Plan” or “Health Plus” or Health+ or Humana or Cigna or 
UPHP or Mclaren or Assurant or Coventry or Multiplan or 
“Trinity Health Plan*” or “Upper Peninsula Health” or Principal 
 
rate w/5 w/5 Allegan or Allegiance or Alpena or Ascension or 
Borgess or Genesys or Providence or St. John or St. Joseph or 
St. Mary’s or Aspirus or Keweenaw or Ontonagon or Baraga or 
Beaumont or Bell or Botsford or Bronson or Caro or Charlevoix 
or Cheboygan or Clinton or “Branch County” or Watervliet or 
Covenant or Deckerville or Dickinson or “Eaton Rapids” or 
“Grand View” or “Harbor Beach” or “Hayes Green Beach” or 
“Helen Newberry” or Herrick or “Hills & Dales” or Huron or 
Ionia or Kalkaska or “Mackinac Straits” or Marlette or 
Marquette or McKenzie or “Memorial Medical Center” or 
“Mercy Health” or “Metro Health” or Mid-Michigan or 
Munising or Munson or Northstar or “Iron County” or Otsego or 
“Paul Oliver” or Pennock or Portage or Scheurer or Schoolcraft 
or Sheridan or “South Haven” or Sparrow or Spectrum or 
Blodgett or Butterworth or Kelsey or “Reed City” or “United 
Hospital” or “Three Rivers” or “West Shore” or Gerber 

Margin We might be able to limit to specific custodians. 
Premium 
 

premium w/5 hospital or facility or provider or cost or lower or 
higher or raise or increase* 
 
premium w/5 Priority or United or UH* or Aetna or Cofinity or 
PPOM or HAP or Health Alliance Plan or PHP or Physicians 
Health Plan or Health Plus or Health+ or Humana or Cigna or 
UPHP or Mclaren or Assurant or Coventry or Multiplan or 
Trinity Health Plan* or Upper Peninsula Health or Principal 
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Region region w/5 rating 
Profitab* We might be able to limit to specific custodians. 
Any stand-alone 
references to 
various insurers, 
particularly those 
whose names are 
also general terms, 
e.g., "Priority" or 
"United" or 
"Principal" 

delete Principal 
 
We might be able to limit to specific custodians. 

Any stand-alone 
location names in 
the absence of any 
narrowing term, 
e.g., "Detroit" or 
"Marquette" or 
"Upper Peninsula" 

We would be interested in hearing any proposal you have on 
how to narrow these terms. 

Social mission We might be able to limit to specific custodians. 
Any stand-alone 
reference to 
McKenzie, Hewitt 
or Milliman 

hospital or facility or provider w/25 McKenzie or Hewitt or 
Milliman 

Mark delete 
 

As you know, it is important for us to complete resolution of the search terms 
quickly.  It has been almost three months since the relevant document requests were 
served on August 2, 2011.  We provided a list of proposed search terms on September 16, 
2011, but received no response from you on those specific terms until your email of 
October 21, 2011, when you provided the list to which we have now responded above.  
This process is taking much longer than it should. 

 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 

 
Best regards, 
 
 /s/ 
 
Amy R. Fitzpatrick 
Trial Attorney 

 
 
cc: Elizabeth Lippitt 
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HUNON &rWIS
HUNTON & WILLIAMS LLP
600 PEACHTREE STREET, N.E.
A TLANT A, GEORGIA 30308

TEL 202.955.1500
FAX 202.778.220\

ASHLEY CUMMINGS
DIRECT DIAL: 404.888.4223
EMAIL: acummings~hunton.com

November 9,2011 FILE NO: 77535.02

Via Email

Amy Fitzpatrick, Esq.
United States Deparment of Justice
Antitrust Division, Litigation I Section
Liberty Square Building
450 Fifth Street, NW
Suite 4100
Washington, DC 20530

United States v. Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan
E.D. Mich., Case No. 2:10-14155

Dear Amy:

This letter relates to our discussions regarding Blue Care Network ("BCN"). Plaintiffs
have asked that Blue Cross produce its own documents, as well as those of its subsidiaries
including BCN.\ In addition, Plaintiffs have listed as "custodians" certain BCN employees,
including BCN CEO Kevin Klobucar.

As you know, BCN is not a party to this litigation. BCN is non-profit HMO, which is
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Blue Cross. It is, however, a separate corporate entity with its
own offcers, board of directors, and employees. As required by law, BCN is solely
responsible for its own debts and other obligations. Neither the Blue Cross Association, Blue
Cross Blue Shield of Michigan, nor any other organization using the Blue Cross or Blue
Shield brand names acts as a guarantor of BCN's obligations. Moreover, BCN has separate
contracts with Michigan hospitals, and engages in communications with Michigan hospitals
that are distinct from those in which Blue Cross engages. And, because BCN is an HMO, it is
subject to different laws and regulations, engages in business and strategic planing separate
from Blue Cross. To simply apply Plaintiffs Second Requests for Production to BCN is

i See Plaintiffs' Second Requests for Production, Definition A (purporting to define "Blue Cross");

Blue Cross's Objections and Responses to Plaintiffs' Second Requests for Production (objecting to Plaintiffs'
definition of "Blue Cross").

ATLANTA AUSTIN BANGKOK BEIJING BRUSSELS CHARLOTTE DALLAS HOUSTON LONDON LOS ANGELES

McLEAN MIAMI NEW YORK NORFOLK RALEIGH RICHMOND SAN FRANCISCO TOKYO WASHINGTON

ww.hunton.com
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neither a reasonable nor thoughtful approach, and it suggests that the Plaintiffs either do not
understand or have chosen to ignore the important differences between HMO, traditional,
PPO, ASO and other insurance products.

Therefore, it is not - as the Deparment seems to believe - a simple matter of Blue
Cross collecting and producing all BCN documents along with its own documents. And to
expect Blue Cross to identify, collect and produce BCN documents as if they were Blue
Cross's own - and, paricularly, wholesale with respect to Plaintiffs' sweeping Second
Requests for Production - is legally inconsistent with Blue Cross's discovery obligations,
overly broad and unduly burdensome.

During the CID process that preceded this litigation, Blue Cross secured BCN's
cooperation and produced documents in limited fashion for certain current or former BCN
employees. Any such cooperation with the Department during the CID investigation creates
no present obligations on either Blue Cross nor BCN.

Nevertheless, without waiving any objection that the Department is improperly

pursuing non-party discovery or any other objections, for the sake of effciency and in an

effort to cooperate, Blue Cross proposes the following solution. Blue Cross's legal counsel
wil assist in coordinating the production, if the Department wil provide a list tailored
specifically to BCN identifying exactly what categories of documents it seeks from BCN. If
that list is reasonably tailored to identify information that is either relevant or reasonably
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, Blue Cross wil communicate with
BCN to request that it identify and produce such documents. It wil not do so, however, if the
Deparment tries to impose on Blue Cross an unfettered obligation to collect and produce any
BCN documents responsive to the Requests for Production directed to Blue Cross. Moreover,
Blue Cross wil coordinate with BCN to search email records, 

using agreed search terms, for
the following BCN custodians identified by the Deparment: Kevin Klobucar, Jean Carlson,
Allison Pollard.

You have previously indicated that if Blue Cross does not acquiesce to the
Deparment's demands regarding BCN, the Department wil simply file a motion to compel
rather than direct non-pary discovery to BCN because fiing a motion to compel wil be
"more efficient." We submit that the proposal described above is, instead, the most effcient
approach and one that wil not burden the Court.
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Moreover, you have inquired whether there are any other Blue Cross subsidiaries "like
BCN," and whether Blue Cross wil produce on their behalf. While we don't know what you
mean by subsidiaries "like BCN," Blue Cross subsidiaries include the Accident Fund
Holdings, Inc. and Life Secure Insurance Company, neither of which bears any relevance this
matter. Of course, there is ample information that is publically available about Blue Cross

because of its unique position within Michigan's healthcare system and its status as the
insurer of last resort.

Sincerely,

Ashley Cummings

cc: M. Elizabeth Lippett, Esq.

Todd M. Stenerson, Esq.
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 Amy R. Fitzpatrick 

Liberty Square Building 
450 Fifth St, N.W., Suite 4100 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 
(202) 532-4553 
amy.fitzpatrick@usdoj.gov 

 
           November 16, 2011 
 
 
VIA EMAIL 
 
Ashley Cummings 
Hunton & Williams LLP 
Bank of America Plaza, St. 4100 
600 Peachtree Street, N.E. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30308 
 
Re: Plaintiffs’ Second Request for Production of Documents - Search Terms  

United States and State of Michigan v. Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan  
Case No. 2:10-cv-14155-DPH-MKM (E.D. Mich.) 

 
Dear Ashley: 
 
 This is in response to your letter of November 14, 2011, which included Blue 
Cross’s first proposal of search terms to be used in locating documents responsive to 
Plaintiffs’ Second Request for Production of Documents served August 2, 2011. 
 

We have compared your proposal with the initial proposal plaintiffs made on 
September 16, 2011, as well as the proposed amendments to that list made by plaintiffs at 
your request on October 28, 2011.  We can agree with many of your proposed search 
terms and search strings.  However, we believe that some important terms are missing 
from your list and that some of the search strings must be adjusted in order to capture 
documents relevant to the litigation and responsive to plaintiffs’ document request. 

 
As we discussed yesterday, we have made our changes to the search term list in 

column B of the Excel spreadsheet you provided.  That should help both sides see where 
plaintiffs have made changes.  The revised spreadsheet is attached.  If you have any 
questions about the adjustments plaintiffs have made, please let me know. 
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Plaintiffs understand that the next step will be for Blue Cross to apply these 
search terms to the agreed-upon custodian list1

 

 in Blue Cross’s email database.  Blue 
Cross will then inform plaintiffs of the results (i.e., total number of documents yielded by 
the applied search terms) and will specifically identify any individual search terms or 
search strings that result in what Blue Cross believes to be “an overly broad or unduly 
burdensome yield.”  In addition, it would be particularly helpful if Blue Cross could tell 
us the number of documents yielded by individual custodians for those search terms, 
which would allow us to determine if the problem is general or custodian-specific.  As 
long as this process proceeds in an efficient and timely manner, plaintiffs are willing to 
work to further narrow any individual terms or search strings that Blue Cross can 
demonstrate are resulting in unexpectedly large yields.  However, as we explained in the 
call yesterday, plaintiffs do not believe it is an efficient use of time to continue to attempt 
to narrow the proposed search term list as long as Blue Cross is unwilling to provide us 
with information indicating which individual terms or search strings may be driving the 
volume. 

Regarding the discussion during yesterday’s call about the final paragraph of your 
November 14, 2011 letter, plaintiffs now understand that it is not Blue Cross’s position 
that all private plaintiffs must agree to the search term and custodian lists before Blue 
Cross will undertake the search with respect to Plaintiffs’ Second Request for Production 
of Documents.  As we pointed out on the call, this would be improper for many reasons, 
including that, as you told us, there are no pending discovery requests to Blue Cross in 
any of the private cases, one of the private cases does not have a protective order which 
limits our ability to share information, the private cases involve issues not relevant to this 
litigation, and such a demand could have been raised any time since August 2, 2011.  
Plaintiffs now understand that Blue Cross is only requesting that private plaintiffs be 
given the opportunity for input at this time in an effort to promote efficiency.  As we 
stated on the call, we are happy to consider the views of private plaintiffs as long as it 
does not lead to additional delay to our case.  To that end, we have copied the private 
plaintiffs on this letter. 
 

Finally, Blue Cross’s statements that “[t]here is no possible way that the 
Department could not have anticipated that its proposal . . . would be anything but 
unworkable,” and that the original search proposed by plaintiffs “results in over 64 
million documents,” are misleading.  First, as plaintiffs’ letter of September 16, 2011, 
stated, the search terms proposed in that letter were meant to give the parties a “starting 
point in reaching agreement on a comprehensive search term list.”  Despite many 
                                                 
1 CID Custodians: (1) Mark Bartlett, (2) Jean Carlson, (3) Jeffrey Connolly, (4) Ken Dallafior, (5) Douglas 
Darland, (6) Spencer Johnson, (7) Robert Milewski, (8) David Nelson, (9) Gerry Noxon, (10) Allison 
Pollard, (11) Kevin Seitz, (12) Kim Sorget; Custodians Listed in Plaintiffs’ Request No. 8: (13) Sue 
Barkell, (14) John Dunn, (15) Gary Gavin, (16) Connie Hoveland, (17) Mark Johnson, (18) Kevin 
Klobucar, (19) Eric Kropfreiter, (20) Kathryn Levine, (21) Daniel Loepp, (22) Kelley Monterusso Root, 
(23) Lynda Rossi, (24) Michael Schwartz, (25) Tom Simmer, (26) Mary Smith, (27) Martha Spenny, (28) 
Austin Wallace; Others: (29) Joe Hohner, (30) Tom Leyden, (31) David Share (32) Robert Kaperek (for 
one search string only-see spreadsheet), (33) Lisa Varnier (for one search string only-see spreadsheet). 
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requests by plaintiffs, Blue Cross chose not to provide feedback to plaintiffs until October 
21, 2011, and did not provide its own proposal until November 14, 2011.  Second, the 
September 16th terms resulted in more than 64 million documents only because Blue 
Cross searched its complete email database rather than only the specific identified 
custodians.  In addition, this result did not include the de-duplication procedures Blue 
Cross is intending to follow. 

 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 

  
Best regards, 
 
 /s/ 
 
Amy R. Fitzpatrick 
Trial Attorney 

 
 
cc: Elizabeth Lippitt, Esq. 
 Mary Jane Fait, Esq. 
 Daniel C. Hedlund, Esq. 
 Daniel A. Small, Esq. 
 Jason Thompson, Esq. 
 Lance C. Young, Esq. 
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1

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

16

17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26

27

28

A B
Blue Cross Proposal 11/14/11 Plaintiffs' Proposal 11/16/11
MFN-Related Search Terms MFN-Related Search Terms
("most favored" OR "most-favored" w/1 nation OR discount OR price OR pricing 
OR customer OR nation)

("most favored" OR "most-favored") w/3 (nation OR discount OR price OR pricing 
OR customer OR clause)

MFN agreed
MFD agreed
MFP agreed
MFC agreed
favored pricing agreed
favorable pricing agreed

(favorab* w/2 rate OR price OR discount OR pricing) change to w/5; search string appears to be missing some necessary parentheses
(favored w/2 discount OR nation OR price OR rate OR provider OR insurer OR 
hospital) agreed (except search string appears to be missing some necessary parentheses)
(parity w/10 nation OR discount OR price OR pricing OR favored) parity w/10 (nation OR discount OR price OR pricing OR favored OR rate)
(differential w/10 nation or discount OR price OR pricing OR favored) differential NOT "differential diagnosis"
(attest* w/10 nation OR discount OR price OR pricing OR favored) attest* w/10 (nation OR discount OR price OR pricing OR favored OR rate) 
(violat* w/10 nation OR discount OR price OR pricing OR favored) violat* w/10 (nation OR discount OR price OR pricing OR favored OR rate)

(price OR pricing OR discount w/3 guarantee*) agreed (except search string appears to be missing some necessary parentheses)
"hold harmless" w/5 (MHA OR "Michigan Hospital Association" OR ("Michigan 
Health" w/ 2 "Hospital Association") OR PHA OR "participating hospital agreement" 
OR "peer group" OR PG5)
("peer group 5" OR PG5) w/5 (hospital OR "work group" OR workgroup)
antitrust
anti-trust
DOJ

Search Terms re: Competition or Other Health Insurers Search Terms re: Competition or Other Health Insurers
(market w/5 share OR strateg* OR compet* OR entry OR enter OR entrance OR 
exit OR penetrat* OR threat OR streng* or domina*)

add OR power OR group OR individ*; search string appears to be missing some 
necessary parentheses

market power eliminate -- if combined with above search string
monopol* agreed
("next best" w/2 pric*) agreed; parentheses may not be necessary

(advantage OR disadvantage w/5 compet*) agreed (except search string appears to be missing some necessary parentheses)
(advantage OR disadvantage OR rating OR rate OR premium w/3 "Priority 
Health" OR "UnitedHealthcare" OR Aetna OR Cofinity OR PPOM OR HAP or 
"Health Alliance Plan" OR PHP OR "Physicians Health Plan" OR "Health Plus" 
OR Health+ OR Humana OR Cigna OR UPHP OR McLaren OR Assurance OR 
Coventry OR Multiplan OR "Trinity Health Plan" OR "Upper Peninsula Health" 
OR "Principal Financial")

(advantage OR disadvantage OR rating OR rate OR premium) w/5 (Priority OR 
United OR UH* OR Principal OR (Aetna OR Cofinity OR PPOM OR HAP or "Health 
Alliance Plan" OR PHP OR "Physicians Health Plan" OR "Health Plus" OR Health+ 
OR Humana OR Cigna OR UPHP OR McLaren OR Assurant OR Coventry OR 
Multiplan OR "Trinity Health Plan" OR "Upper Peninsula Health")
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2

29
30
31

32
33

34

A B

(advantage OR disadvantage OR rating OR rate w/3 Allegan OR Allegiance OR 
Alpena OR Ascension OR Borgess OR Genesys OR Providence OR "St. John" 
OR "St. Joseph" OR "St. Mary's" OR Aspirus OR Keweenaw OR Ontonagon OR 
Baraga OR Beaumont OR Bell OR Botsford OR Boronson OR Caro OR 
Charlevoix OR Cheboygan OR Clinton OR "Branch County" OR Watervliet OR 
Covenant OR Deckerville OR Dickinson OR "Eaton Rapids" OR "Grand View" 
OR "Harbor Beach" OR "Hayes Green Beach" OR "Helen Newberry" OR Herrick 
OR "Hills & Dales" OR Huron OR Ionia OR Kalkaska OR "Mackinac Straits" OR 
Marlette OR Marquette OR McKenzie OR "Memorial Medical Center" OR "Mercy 
Health" OR "Metro Health" OR Mid-Michigan OR Munising OR Munson OR 
Northstar OR "Iron County" OR Otsego OR "Paul Oliver" OR Pennock OR 
Portage OR Scheurer OR Schoolcraft OR Sheridan OR "South Haven" OR 
Sparrow OR Spectrum OR Blodgett OR Butterworth OR Kelsey OR "Reed City" 
OR "United Hospital" OR "Three Rivers" OR "West Shore" OR Gerber)

change to w/5; change Boronson to Bronson; add Mid Michigan OR MidMichigan 
OR Midland OR Gratiot; search string appears to be missing some necessary 
parentheses
threat* w/50 streng* w/50 weak*
compet* w/10 threat* OR aggressive*
("business plan" OR "sales plan" OR "market plan" OR "strategic plan") AND 
(compet* OR entry OR enter* OR entrance OR exit* OR penetrat* OR threat* OR 
streng* or domina*)

Search Terms re: Hospitals and Hospital Contracting Search Terms re: Hospitals and Hospital Contracting

(LOU OR LOA or "letter of understanding" or "letter of agreement" or "side letter" 
w/10 Allegan OR Allegiance OR Alpena OR Ascension OR Borgess OR 
Genesys OR Providence OR "St. John" OR "St. Joseph" OR "St. Mary's" OR 
Aspirus OR Keweenaw OR Ontonagon OR Baraga OR Beaumont OR Bell OR 
Botsford OR Boronson OR Caro OR Charlevoix OR Cheboygan OR Clinton OR 
"Branch County" OR Watervliet OR Covenant OR Deckerville OR Dickinson OR 
"Eaton Rapids" OR "Grand View" OR "Harbor Beach" OR "Hayes Green Beach" 
OR "Helen Newberry" OR Herrick OR "Hills & Dales" OR Huron OR Ionia OR 
Kalkaska OR "Mackinac Straits" OR Marlette OR Marquette OR McKenzie OR 
"Memorial Medical Center" OR "Mercy Health" OR "Metro Health" OR Mid-
Michigan OR Munising OR Munson OR Northstar OR "Iron County" OR Otsego 
OR "Paul Oliver" OR Pennock OR Portage OR Scheurer OR Schoolcraft OR 
Sheridan OR "South Haven" OR Sparrow OR Spectrum OR Blodgett OR 
Butterworth OR Kelsey OR "Reed City" OR "United Hospital" OR "Three Rivers" 
OR "West Shore" OR Gerber)

(LOU OR LOA OR "letter of understanding" OR "letter of agreement" OR "side 
letter" OR agreement OR network OR critical OR leverag* OR alternative OR 
preferred OR domina* OR "must have" OR sole OR remote OR access OR contract 
OR negotiat* OR depar* OR de-par* OR termina* OR reimbur* OR "cost per case" 
OR CPC OR rate*) w/10 (Allegan OR Allegiance OR Alpena OR Ascension OR 
Borgess OR Genesys OR Providence OR "St. John" OR "St. Joseph" OR "St. 
Mary*" OR Aspirus OR Keweenaw OR Ontonagon OR Baraga OR Beaumont OR 
Bell OR Botsford OR Bronson OR Caro OR Charlevoix OR Cheboygan OR Clinton 
OR "Branch County" OR Watervliet OR Covenant OR Deckerville OR Dickinson OR 
"Eaton Rapids" OR "Grand View" OR "Harbor Beach" OR "Hayes Green Beach" OR 
"Helen Newberry" OR Herrick OR "Hills & Dales" OR Huron OR Ionia OR Kalkaska 
OR "Mackinac Straits" OR Marlette OR Marquette OR McKenzie OR "Memorial 
Medical Center" OR "Mercy Health" OR "Metro Health" OR Mid-Michigan OR Mid 
Michigan OR MidMichigan OR Midland OR Gratiot OR Munising OR Munson OR 
Northstar OR "Iron County" OR Otsego OR "Paul Oliver" OR Pennock OR Portage 
OR Scheurer OR Schoolcraft OR Sheridan OR "South Haven" OR Sparrow OR 
Spectrum OR Blodgett OR Butterworth OR Kelsey OR "Reed City" OR "United 
Hospital" OR "Three Rivers" OR "West Shore" OR Gerber)
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35

36

37
38
39

40

41

42

43

44

45
46

47

A B
(hospital OR facility OR provider w/3 network OR critical OR leverage OR 
alternative OR preferred OR dominant OR "must have" OR sole OR remote OR 
access OR contract OR negotiat* OR depar* OR de-par* OR termina* OR 
reimbur* OR "cost per case" OR CPC)

change to w/5; add OR steer OR tier OR strateg* OR "narrow network" OR 
marketab* after w/5; search string appears to be missing some necessary 
parentheses

(MHA OR "Michigan Hospital Association" OR ("Michigan Health" w/ 2 "Hospital 
Association") w/10 (PHA OR "participating hospital agreement" OR "peer group" 
OR PG5))

after w/10 add OR reimburse* OR rate* OR model OR Schonfield OR Litka OR Faja 
OR Spence 

LOU OR LOA OR "letter of understanding" OR "letter of agreement" OR "side letter" 
OR agreement OR network OR critical OR leverag* OR alternative OR preferred 
OR domina* OR "must have" OR sole OR remote OR access OR contract OR 
negotiat* OR depar* OR de-par* OR termina* OR reimbur* OR "cost per case" OR 
CPC OR rate*) w/10 (dave@healthdave.com OR Muller OR Lanciotti OR Bjella OR 
Wilkerson OR Hepler OR Leach OR McGuire OR Maryland OR Taylor OR Felbinger 
OR Johnson OR Herrick OR Matzick OR Matzik OR Gronda OR Rodgers OR 
Babinski OR Susterich OR Nykamp OR Doxtader)
"regional investment"
region* w/3 rating

Priority NOT ("our priority" OR "the priority" OR "a priority" OR "number one priority" 
or #1 priority" OR "biggest priority" OR "priority one" OR "its priority" OR "her 
priority" OR "his priority" OR "their priority" OR "single priority" OR "top priority")
United NOT ("United States" OR "United Way" OR "united front" OR "are united" 
OR "United Auto")

UH*; Aetna; Cofinity; PPOM; HAP; "Health Alliance Plan"; PHP; Physicians Health 
Plan; Health Plus; Health+; HealthPlus; Humana; Cigna; UPHP; McLaren; Assurant; 
Coventry; Multiplan; "Trinity Health Plans"; "Upper Peninsula Health"
(margin OR margins) w/5 (group OR individual OR ASC OR ASO OR stop-loss OR 
"stop loss" OR hospital) 
(margin OR margins) AND (Aetna OR United OR UH* OR Priority OR Cofinity OR 
PHP or McLaren OR HealthPlus OR Health+ OR “Health Plus” OR HAP OR 
competit*)
("medical loss ratio" OR MLR OR "benefit cost ratio" OR BCR) AND (Aetna OR 
United OR UH* OR Priority OR Cofinity OR PHP or McLaren OR HealthPlus OR 
Health+ OR “Health Plus” OR HAP OR competit*)

Search Terms re:  Alleged Geographic Markets Search Terms re:  Alleged Geographic Markets

(market /3 Marquette OR "western and central" OR "Upper Penninsula" OR UP 
OR Lansing OR Alpena OR Traverse OR Thumb OR Detroit OR "Grand Rapids" 
OR Kalamazoo OR Flint OR Saginaw OR Midland OR Osceola OR Montcalm 
OR Allegan OR St. Joseph)

(hospital* OR facilit* OR provider* OR market OR compet* OR region OR area OR 
threat* OR domina* OR advantag* OR network*) w/5 (Marquette OR "western and 
central" OR "Upper Penninsula" OR UP OR Lansing OR Alpena OR Traverse OR 
Thumb OR Detroit OR "Grand Rapids" OR Kalamazoo OR Flint OR Saginaw OR 
Midland OR Osceola OR Montcalm OR Allegan OR St. Joseph OR Gratiot) 
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48
49

50

51

A B
market w/5 (defin* OR MSA OR county OR bound*)

Other Search Terms Other Search Terms

(McKinsey OR Hewitt OR Milliman w/5 study OR report w/10 hospital OR facility)
(McKinsey OR Hewitt OR Milliman) AND (hospital OR facility OR facilities OR 
provider*)

("social mission" OR "last resort" w/10 OFIR OR "office of financial and 
insurance regulat*" OR "PA 350" OR "P.A. 350" OR LARA OR "Department of 
Licensing and Regulatory Affairs")

hospital w/10 ("social mission" OR "last resort" OR OFIR OR (office w/3 financial 
w/3 insurance) OR "PA 350" OR "P.A. 350" OR LARA OR "Department of Licensing 
and Regulatory Affairs" OR "provider class plan"); ***We believe that the individuals 
most-likely to have these documents are Robert Kasperek and Lisa Varnier.  
Therefore, we ask that you add those individuals as custodians but search them 
using this search string only.
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 Amy R. Fitzpatrick 

Liberty Square Building 
450 Fifth St., N.W., Suite 4100 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 
(202) 532-4553 
amy.fitzpatrick@usdoj.gov 

 
           November 30, 2011 
 
 
VIA EMAIL 
 
Ashley Cummings, Esq. 
Hunton & Williams LLP 
Bank of America Plaza, St. 4100 
600 Peachtree Street, N.E. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30308 
 
Re: Plaintiffs’ Second Request for Production of Documents – Blue Care Network 

United States and State of Michigan v. Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan  
Case No. 2:10-cv-14155-DPH-MKM (E.D. Mich.) 

 
Dear Ashley: 
 
 This letter responds to your letter of November 9, 2011, and addresses Blue Cross 
Blue Shield of Michigan’s (“BCBSM”) compliance with Plaintiffs’ Second Request for 
Production of Documents served August 2, 2011.  As you know, it is our belief that Blue 
Care Network’s (“BCN”) documents are in the possession, custody, or control of 
BCBSM and, therefore, must be included in BCBSM’s response to Plaintiffs’ Second 
Request.1

 

  However, at your request, and in an effort to resolve the issue, this letter sets 
forth a proposal regarding the information specifically sought from BCN in Plaintiffs’ 
Second Request, and the specific requests that plaintiffs would agree need not be 
answered for BCN. 

                                                 
1 BCN is a wholly owned subsidiary of BCBSM, and, as your letter acknowledges, 
BCBSM previously demonstrated its ability to obtain BCN documents when it produced 
BCN documents in response to a Civil Investigative Demand.  BCBSM is also able to 
obtain information and documents from BCN for BCBSM’s business purposes.  See, e.g., 
BLUECROSSMI-99-042027 (2008 “Financial Deep Dive” on the fifteen largest BCBSM 
and BCN customers). 
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Plaintiffs are willing to agree to the following proposal if BCBSM agrees to 
produce the responsive BCN documents identified: 
 

• BCN documents need not be searched or produced in 
response to Requests 33 through 41. 

 
• Requests 8, 12, and 18 may be limited to a search of the 

hard copy and electronic files of the three BCN custodians previously 
identified: Kevin Klobucar, Jean Carlson, and Allison Pollard.  For the 
email portion of that search, the agreed upon search terms may be used. 
 

• Requests 13 and 14 relate to contract negotiations.  
Plaintiffs are willing to limit the search for BCN documents responsive to 
these requests to the hard copy and electronic files (including email) of 
those BCN personnel responsible for hospital contracting. 
 

• Requests 9, 10, and 11 seek documents related to MFNs.  
BCN’s documents relating to MFNs should be produced.  However, 
plaintiffs are willing to discuss and consider a proposal by BCBSM 
regarding reasonable limitations to the scope of the search to be conducted 
for BCN documents responsive to these three requests. 
 

• Requests 15, 16, and 17 seek copies of contracts with 
Michigan hospitals or Michigan hospital systems.  BCN’s contracts should 
be produced. 
 

• BCN documents should be produced in response to 
Requests 19, 20, and 21.  However, plaintiffs are willing to discuss and 
consider a proposal by BCBSM regarding reasonable limitations to the 
scope of the search to be conducted for BCN documents responsive to 
these three requests. 
 

• Request 22 relates to BCBSM’s annual update factor.  To 
the extent that BCN has a separate annual update factor, BCN documents 
should be produced.  If the annual update factor for BCBSM and BCN has 
been the same during the time period specified, BCBSM need produce 
BCN documents sufficient to show only that fact.  In addition, this request 
is limited to “documents sufficient to show,” and, therefore, does not 
require an overarching search of BCN documents. 
 

• Request 23 relates to underwriting policies.  To the extent 
that BCN has separate underwriting policies, BCN’s documents should be 
produced.  If the underwriting policies for BCBSM and BCN have been 
the same during the time period specified, BCBSM need produce BCN 
documents sufficient to show only that fact.  In addition, this request is 
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limited to “documents sufficient to show,” and, therefore, does not require 
an overarching search of BCN documents. 
 

• The parties are in the process of negotiating an overall 
clarification of Request 24 that will make clear that the request seeks 
documents that consider price changes by business segment (however 
BCBSM defines its business segments) and does not seek granular 
customer-level analyses.  Subject to that clarification, BCN documents 
must be produced.  However, plaintiffs are willing to discuss and consider 
a proposal by BCBSM regarding reasonable limitations to the scope of the 
search to be conducted for BCN documents responsive to this request. 
 

• Request 25 relates to rating regions.  To the extent that 
BCN has different rating regions from BCBSM’s, BCN’s documents 
should be produced.  If the rating regions have been the same for BCBSM 
and BCN during the time period specified, BCBSM need produce BCN 
documents sufficient to show only that fact.  One exception to this 
limitation is that to the extent that BCN personnel have been involved in 
discussions or analyses of potential new geographic rating regions, BCN’s 
documents on that issue must be produced.   
 

• Request 26 relates to changes in reimbursement rates and 
premiums.  BCN’s documents should be produced. 
 

• The parties are in the process of negotiating an overall 
modification to Request 27 that will allow BCBSM to identify its five 
largest customers by the regions or areas that BCBSM uses and defines in 
the normal course of its business.  Plaintiffs are waiting for BCBSM’s 
proposal.  Subject to the modification, BCN documents should be 
produced. 
 

• Request 42 seeks documents, such as data dictionaries, that 
identify and provide the necessary background information for an 
understanding of any data source systems used for reporting and analysis 
of rates, discounts, claims, billing, enrollment, and eligibility.  If BCN has 
separate data source systems that it uses for analytics involving rates, 
discounts, claims, billing, enrollment, and eligibility, BCN’s documents 
on that subject must be produced.  However, to the extent that BCN’s data 
source systems feed into BCBSM’s data source systems, such production 
may not be necessary.  Though you have stated to us that BCN’s data is 
kept separately from BCBSM’s data, we understand from documents 
BCBSM has produced that BCN’s data source systems (e.g., FACETS) do 
feed into BCBSM’s data source systems (e.g., OSCAR).  See, e.g., 
BLUECROSSMI-99-076747; BLUECROSSMI-E-0136231; 
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BLUECROSSMI-10-001334; BLUECROSSMI-EM-0213810; 
BLUECROSSMI-E-0172606.  Please confirm or clarify. 

 
I hope that this proposal is helpful and will result in your agreement to produce 

BCN documents in response to Plaintiffs’ Second Request.  As always, I am available to 
discuss any questions you may have. 

 
 

Best regards, 
 
 /s/ 
 
Amy R. Fitzpatrick 
Trial Attorney 

 
 
cc: Elizabeth Lippitt, Esq. 
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 Amy R. Fitzpatrick 

Liberty Square Building 
450 Fifth St., N.W., Suite 4100 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 
(202) 532-4553 
amy.fitzpatrick@usdoj.gov 

 
           December 22, 2011 
 
 
VIA EMAIL 
 
Ashley Cummings, Esq. 
Hunton & Williams LLP 
Bank of America Plaza, St. 4100 
600 Peachtree Street, N.E. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30308 
 
Re: Schedule of Production – Plaintiffs’ First and Second Requests for Production of 

Documents 
United States and State of Michigan v. Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan  
Case No. 2:10-cv-14155-DPH-MKM (E.D. Mich.) 

 
Dear Ashley: 
 
 This letter addresses Blue Cross’s failure to complete in a timely manner 
production of documents responsive to Plaintiffs’ First and Second Requests for 
Production of Documents as well as Blue Cross’s continuing refusal to commit to any 
production schedule.  Continuing in this manner will prejudice plaintiffs’ ability to 
complete fact discovery in the time allotted by the Scheduling Order [Dkt. #67].  
Plaintiffs are committed to adhering to that schedule, and, therefore propose the 
following schedule for completion of Blue Cross’s production pursuant to Plaintiffs’ First 
and Second Requests for Production of Documents.  Plaintiffs also raise below what we 
believe are the outstanding production issues for which resolution is overdue. 
 
Plaintiffs’ First Request for Production of Documents 
 
 You committed during telephone conferences on December 1, 2011, December 9, 
2011, and December 15, 2011 to curing the deficiencies in Blue Cross’s production in 
response to Plaintiffs’ First Request for Production of Documents.  However, you have 
refused to provide plaintiffs with even an estimate for production of the missing and 
incomplete native PowerPoint and Excel documents.  As you know, these documents 
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were subject to a court order compelling their production by September 12, 2011.  
Plaintiffs informed you of the deficiencies in telephone calls on October 28, 2011, and 
November 10, 2011, by email dated November 7, 2011, and by letter dated November 23, 
2011.  Blue Cross has had more than enough time to cure the identified deficiencies, and, 
therefore, we ask that Blue Cross commit by January 6, 2011, to produce these 
documents on or before January 23, 2011.  If we do not receive that commitment, 
plaintiffs will be forced to seek relief from the Court. 
 
Plaintiffs’ Second Request for Production of Documents 
 

Plaintiffs’ Second Request for Production of Documents was served on August 2, 
2011.  Blue Cross did not begin producing responsive documents until November 4, 
2011, and you have stated that that first production included only those documents that 
Blue Cross had previously collected to respond to a Civil Investigative Demand that 
Plaintiffs issued in 2010 during the pre-complaint investigation, but which Blue Cross did 
not produce then.  (E.g., telephone call of October 28, 2011).  Therefore, no documents 
collected specifically in response to Plaintiffs’ Second Request for Production of 
Documents were produced until December 2, 2011.  To date, a total of 10,897 documents 
have been produced in response to Plaintiffs’ Second Request for Production of 
Documents.1

 
 

On numerous occasions, plaintiffs have asked Blue Cross to provide a schedule 
for completion of production.  (E.g., telephone calls of November 17, 2011, November 
22, 2011, and December 22, 2011).  Plaintiffs have also asked Blue Cross to order its 
production so that documents from priority custodians are produced before other 
documents.  (E.g., telephone calls of November 10, 2011, November 17, 2011, and 
December 22, 2011).  These requests were made to enable plaintiffs to schedule 
depositions.  Such scheduling is dependent on when relevant documents are produced.  
Plaintiffs understand from our telephone conversations with you on these issues that Blue 
Cross refuses to provide even an estimate for completion of production2

                                                 
1 Volume BC039, produced on November 4, 2011, BLUECROSSMI-99-078453 to 
BLUECROSSMI-99-109737 (2,822 documents); Volume BC040, produced December 2, 
2011, BLUECROSSMI-99-109738 to BLUECROSSMI-99-195519 (7,294 documents); 
Volume BC041, produced December 9, 2011, BLUECROSSMI-99-195520 to 
BLUECROSSMI-99-210078 (781 documents). 

 and also refuses, 
without explanation, to order its production so that documents from priority custodians 
are produced earlier in the production. 

 
2 Blue Cross’s excuse that it cannot provide an estimate for completion of production 
because it does not yet know the amount of email that will need to be reviewed before 
collection is a problem of its own creation.  Blue Cross delayed agreement over search 
terms to be used in the collection of email (see letter dated November 16, 2011, from 
A.Fitzpatrick to A. Cummings) and, to date, has failed to finish running the search terms 
that it finally agreed a month ago to run.  (Telephone call on November 22, 2011). 
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Given the length of time Blue Cross has already had to respond to Plaintiffs’ 

Second Request for Production of Documents (nearly 5 months as of the date of this 
letter) and the need for completion of fact discovery, including depositions, within the 
time allotted by the Court, Plaintiffs believe that setting a production schedule and 
prioritizing the production of documents from certain custodians is necessary and 
reasonable.  Plaintiffs, therefore, propose a schedule for completion of Blue Cross’s 
production in response to Plaintiffs’ First and Second Requests for Production of 
Documents in the table below. 

 
Date of Production Custodian/Source 
January 23, 2012 
 

Seitz 
Loepp 
Completion of production of all native 
PowerPoint and Excel documents 
responsive to Plaintiffs’ First Request for 
Production of Documents. 

January 27, 2012 
 

Noxon 
Schwartz 

January 30, 2012   Sorget 
Darland 

January 31, 2012 Completion of production of all hard copy 
documents responsive to Plaintiffs’ Second 
Request for Production of Documents; 
completion of production of documents 
responsive to Request No. 37 

February 3, 2012 
 

Milewski 
Dallafior 
Connolly 

February 6, 2012 
 

Hohner 
Kropfreiter 
Hoveland  

February 10, 2012 
 

Johnson 
Varnier 
Kasperek 

February 17, 2012 
 

Simmer 
Klobucar 
Barkell 
Rossi 

February 20, 2012 
 

Completion of production of all electronic 
documents (other than email) from shared 
sources such as shared drives, intranets, or 
other electronic repositories responsive to 
Plaintiffs’ Second Request for Production 
of Documents; completion of production of 
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documents responsive to Request No. 32 
February 24, 2012 
 

Smith 
Gavin 
Levine 
Dunn 

February 27, 2012 
 

Spenny 
Monterusso 
Wallace 
Bartlett 
Nelson 

March 5, 2012 Completion of production of all remaining 
documents responsive to Plaintiffs’ Second 
Request for Production of Documents 

 
Plaintiffs are willing to discuss and consider any reasonable modification to this 

proposed schedule.  Given the time that has already elapsed, plaintiffs ask for Blue 
Cross’s response to this proposed schedule by January 6, 2012.  If Blue Cross is 
unwilling to agree to a reasonable schedule for completion of its production, plaintiffs 
will pursue all remedies. 

 
Other Outstanding Issues 

 
In addition, to Blue Cross’s unwillingness to commit to a production schedule, 

several other important issues remain outstanding concerning Plaintiffs’ Second Request 
for Production of Documents: 

 
• Blue Cross has not yet responded to plaintiffs’ letter of November 30, 2011, 

regarding Blue Care Network (“BCN”). 
 

• Blue Cross has not committed to a final list of search terms to govern the 
production of email. 
 

• Blue Cross has not provided plaintiffs with a proposed modification to Request 
24, which Blue Cross committed to do in a telephone call on October 13, 2011. 
 

• Blue Cross has not provided plaintiffs with a proposed modification to Request 
27, which Blue Cross committed to do in a telephone call on October 13, 2011. 
 

Please respond regarding these issues by January 6, 2012.  Otherwise, plaintiffs will be 
forced to seek relief from the Court. 
 

*** 
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As always, I am available to discuss any questions you may have.  You will soon 
be receiving another letter setting forth all of the modifications and clarifications that 
plaintiffs understand have been agreed to between the parties with respect to Plaintiffs’ 
Second Request for Documents. 
 

 
Best regards, 
 
       /s/  
 
Amy R. Fitzpatrick 
Trial Attorney 

 
cc: Elizabeth Lippitt, Esq. 
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ATLANTA   AUSTIN   BANGKOK   BEIJING   BRUSSELS   CHARLOTTE   DALLAS   HOUSTON   LONDON   LOS ANGELES 
McLEAN   MIAMI   NEW YORK   NORFOLK   RALEIGH   RICHMOND   SAN FRANCISCO   TOKYO   WASHINGTON 

www.hunton.com 

 

 

HUNTON & WILLIAMS LLP 
2200 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, NW 
WASHINGTON, D.C.  20037-1701 
 
 
TEL 202 • 955 • 1500 
FAX 202 • 778 • 2201 
 
 
 

 

January 20, 2012 

ASHLEY CUMMINGS  
DIRECT DIAL: 404-888-4223 
EMAIL: acummings@hunton.com 
 
FILE NO: 77535.00002 
 

 

Via Email 
 
Amy Fitzpatrick, Esq. 
United States Department of Justice 
Antitrust Division, Litigation I Section 
Liberty Square Building 
450 Fifth Street, NW 
Suite 4100  
Washington, DC 20530 
 
 

United States v. Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan, 
E.D. Mich., Case No. 2:10-14155 

 
Dear Amy: 

Blue Cross has conducted test searches of the preliminarily-agreed search strings to 
determine whether any of those search strings could pull an unreasonable volume of 
documents.  I have enclosed a spreadsheet listing the proposed search strings.  Of those, the 
following search strings present a problem because tests reveal that they will result in an 
unreasonably large and extremely burdensome number of documents for review and 
production.  For ease of reference, these are identified by line number in the corresponding 
spreadsheet. 

▪ Line 34:  (LOU OR LOA OR "letter of understanding" OR "letter of agreement" 
OR "side letter" OR agreement OR network OR critical OR leverag* OR 
alternative OR preferred OR domina* OR "must have" OR sole OR remote OR 
access OR contract OR negotiat* OR depar* OR de-par* OR termina* OR 
reimbur* OR "cost per case" OR CPC OR rate*) w/10 (Allegan OR Allegiance 
OR Alpena OR Ascension OR Borgess OR Genesys OR Providence OR "St. John" 
OR "St. Joseph" OR "St. Mary*" OR Aspirus OR Keweenaw OR Ontonagon OR 
Baraga OR Beaumont OR Bell OR Botsford OR Bronson OR Caro OR Charlevoix 
OR Cheboygan OR Clinton OR "Branch County" OR Watervliet OR Covenant 
OR Deckerville OR Dickinson OR "Eaton Rapids" OR "Grand View" OR "Harbor 
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 Amy R. Fitzpatrick 

Liberty Square Building 
450 Fifth St., N.W., Suite 4100 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 
(202) 532-4553 
amy.fitzpatrick@usdoj.gov 

 
           January 24, 2011 
 
 
VIA EMAIL 
 
Ashley Cummings, Esq. 
Hunton & Williams LLP 
Bank of America Plaza, St. 4100 
600 Peachtree Street, N.E. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30308 
 
Re: Schedule of Production – Plaintiffs’ Second Request for Production of Documents 

United States and State of Michigan v. Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan  
Case No. 2:10-cv-14155-DPH-MKM (E.D. Mich.) 

 
Dear Ashley: 
 
 This letter responds to your letter of January 20, 2012 regarding search terms, and 
proposes a reasonable approach to resolve the parties’ differences in a way that will allow 
for completion of fact discovery, including all necessary depositions of Blue Cross 
personnel, in the time allotted by the Scheduling Order [Dkt. #67].  As you know, the 
schedule for production of Blue Cross’s documents in response to Plaintiffs’ Second 
Request for Production of Documents, served August 2, 2011, directly affects the timing 
of those depositions. 
 
 In your letter, you identify nine search strings that you believe “could pull an 
unreasonable volume of documents.”  Plaintiffs understand, however, that you are in the 
process of applying additional restrictions to those test searches to determine if your 
results are predictive of volume for the 33 custodians whose emails are actually subject to 
search.  For example, we understand that the method chosen by Blue Cross to test the 
preliminary agreed to search strings was to run the search strings across the entire Blue 
Cross email database for a three-month period and then to multiply the monthly average 
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result from the three-month test period by 93 months.1  We understand that the nine 
potentially problematic search strings were identified in this way.  As we discussed, 
relying on test searches run across the entire database—when Blue Cross has more than 
7000 employees,2

 

 and you have informed us that the email database also includes former 
employees—is not an accurate prediction of volume for review and production of emails 
from only 33 custodians or evidence of undue burden.   

We understand that Blue Cross is now in the process of limiting the test search 
results to the 33 custodians (identified as the “to”, “from”, “cc” and “bcc” senders and 
recipients of an email) agreed to between the parties.  We agree that this must be done.  
Plaintiffs believe, however, that Blue Cross should have imposed this limitation before 
January 20, 2012, the date by which Blue Cross committed to identify any potentially 
problematic search strings. 
 

In any case, plaintiffs understand that Blue Cross has no objection to the 
remaining 36 preliminary-agreed search strings.  Plaintiffs therefore propose that Blue 
Cross begin to run those 36 search strings immediately for the 33 agreed custodians and 
produce all responsive documents resulting from those 36 search strings in the proposed 
schedule set forth below.  This can be done while the parties continue to negotiate the 
nine search strings identified as potentially problematic in your January 20, 2012 letter, 
with the idea that documents identified by those nine search strings may be produced 
once agreement is reached. 
 
Date of Production Custodian 
February 20, 2012 
 

Seitz 
Loepp 

February 24, 2012 
 

Noxon 
Schwartz 

February 27, 2012  Sorget 
Darland 

March 5, 2012 
 

Milewski 
Dallafior 
Connolly 

March 9, 2012 
 

Hohner 
Kropfreiter 
Hoveland  

                                                 
1 Using this method, you reported to me during our call on January 23, 2012, that Line 34 
resulted in approximately 15,800 emails per month for the three months searched.  Line 
35 resulted in approximately 24,700 emails per month.  Lines 40, 42, and 47 each 
resulted in approximately 25,000 emails per month, and Line 50 resulted in 7500 emails 
per month.  You did not then have number results for the rest of the identified strings.   
 
2 See http://www.bcbsm.com/home/careers/ (“over 7,000 employees at BCBSM”). 
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March 12, 2012 
 

Johnson 
Varnier 
Kasperek 

March 16, 2012 
 

Simmer 
Klobucar 
Barkell 
Rossi 

March 23, 2012 
 

Smith 
Gavin 
Levine 
Dunn 

March 30, 2012 
 

Spenny 
Monterusso 
Wallace 
Bartlett 
Nelson 
Completion of production of all remaining 
responsive email resulting from negotiation 
of the nine search strings identified in Blue 
Cross’s January 20, 2012 letter, if not 
already produced 

 
Plaintiffs are willing to discuss and consider any reasonable modification to this 

proposed schedule.  Given the time that has already elapsed—Blue Cross has had since 
November 16, 2011 to run the preliminary-agreed search strings properly—plaintiffs ask 
for Blue Cross’s response to this proposed schedule before the end of this week. 

 
Regarding the nine search strings identified in your January 20, 2012 letter, 

plaintiffs ask that Blue Cross commit to providing us with the results of the further 
narrowing by custodian by January 27, 2012.  In addition, as I suggested during our call 
yesterday, the search strings on Lines 34, 35, and 47 should be broken up into smaller 
queries so that we can determine which individual terms may be driving the resulting 
volume.  Without that information, which is solely within Blue Cross’s control, plaintiffs 
are unable to suggest useful modifications to those search strings.  Finally, as I also 
suggested yesterday, a sample of the results from the search strings on Lines 40 and 41 
should be reviewed to determine if there are other “NOT” limitations that could be 
applied to filter out results that do not refer to Priority Health or United Health.3

                                                 
3 It is our understanding that using NOT restrictions will not improperly filter out responsive documents.  
For example, using a NOT restrictor of “NOT United States” would filter out documents containing only 
“United States” but not documents containing both the terms “United Healthcare” and “United States.”  If 
our understanding is incorrect, please let me know. 

  Without 
reviewing the results of the searches, however, plaintiffs have no way of determining 
what other phrases could be excluded.  That is information solely within Blue Cross’s 
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control, and we welcome proposals based on your review of the documents identified by 
the search strings. 
 

Plaintiffs hope that this proposal will resolve the parties’ differences in a way that 
will allow for completion of fact discovery in the time allotted by the Scheduling Order 
[Dkt. #67], without need to apply to the court for relief.  As always, I am available to 
discuss any questions you may have. 

 
Best regards, 
 
       /s/  
 
Amy R. Fitzpatrick 
Trial Attorney 

 
cc: Elizabeth Lippitt, Esq. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN 

) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and the ) 
STATE OF MICHIGAN, ) 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 

BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF 
MICHIGAN, a Michigan nonprofit 
healthcare corporation, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

----------------------------) 

Civil Action No.2: 1O-cv-1455-DPH-MKM 
Hon. Denise Page Hood 
Mag. Judge Mona K. Majzoub 

DECLARATION OF AMY R. FITZPATRICK REGARDING PLAINTIFFS' SEALED 

MOTION TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS RESPONSIVE TO 

PLAINTIFFS' SECOND REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 

1. My name is Amy R. Fitzpatrick. I am an attorney with the Antitrust Division of the 
United States Department of Justice, and have been the United States' primary point of contact 
with defendant, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan ("BCBSM"), during negotiations over 
BCBSM's production of email in response to Plaintiffs' Second Request for Production of 
Documents ("Plaintiffs' Second Request"). I have been a party to all of the conversations 
summarized below, and therefore submit this declaration based on personal knowledge. 

2. After BCBSM served its objections and responses to Plaintiffs' Second Request on 
September 6, 2011, the parties agreed in a telephone call on September 8, 2011, that BCBSM 
would use search terms and search strings to locate responsive email, that the email search would 
be limited to specific custodians, and that the parties would agree on search terms to be used. 

3. In a telephone call on November 10, 2011, plaintiffs asked BCBSM to propose and agree 
to a schedule for the completion of its production of documents, including email, in response to 
Plaintiffs' Second Request. 

4. In a telephone call on November 17,2011, plaintiffs asked BCBSM to propose and agree 
to a schedule for the completion of its production of documents, including email, in response to 
Plaintiffs' Second Request. 
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5. On November 22,2011, BCBSM notified plaintiffs by telephone that it would begin 
running email searches using the 45 search strings identified in plaintiffs' letter of November 16, 
2011, on BCBSM's database of email. 

6. On November 22,2011, BCBSM informed plaintiffs during a telephone call that the 
person who would run the email searches was on vacation. 

7. On December 1, 2011, BCBSM informed plaintiffs during a telephone call that the 
person who would run the email searches was still on vacation. 

8. On December 9, 2011, BCBSM reported to plaintiffs during a telephone call that the 
search strings were being tested, and that BCBSM would inform plaintiffs of any terms that were 
resulting in larger-than-expected results. 

9. On December 15, 2011, BCBSM again reported to plaintiffs during a telephone call that 
the search strings were being tested, and that BCBSM would inform plaintiffs of any terms that 
were resulting in larger-than-expected results. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is correct to the best of my 
knowledge. 

Executed on February 10,2012. 

2 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
and the STATE OF MICHIGAN,

Plaintiffs,
Civil Action No. 10-cv-14155-DPH-MKM

v. Hon. Denise Page Hood
Hon. Mona K. Majzoub

 
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF
MICHIGAN, a Michigan nonprofit 
healthcare corporation,

Defendant.
________________________________________________________________________

DEFENDANT BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN’S 
OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS’ SECOND

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

Joseph A. Fink (P13428)
Thomas G. McNeill (P36895)
DICKINSON WRIGHT PLLC
500 Woodward Avenue, Suite 4000
Detroit, Michigan 48226
313-223-3500
jfink@dickinsonwright.com

Todd M. Stenerson (P51953)
D. Bruce Hoffman (Adm. E.D. MI, DC Bar 495385)
Neil K. Gilman (Adm. E.D. MI, DC Bar 449226)
Marty Steinberg (E.D. MI Admission pending; DC 
Bar 996403) 
David A. Higbee (Adm. E.D. MI; DC Bar 500605)
HUNTON & WILLIAMS LLP
2200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20037
202-955-1500
tstenerson@hunton.com

Robert A. Phillips (P58496)
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICHIGAN
600 Lafayette East, MC 1925
Detroit, MI  48226
313-225-0536
rphillips@bcbsm.com

________________________________________
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BLUE CROSS’S OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS’
SECOND REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

Pursuant to Rule 34 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Local Rules of the 

United States District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan, Defendant Blue Cross Blue 

Shield of Michigan (“Blue Cross”) objects and responds to Plaintiffs’ Second Request for 

Production of Documents.

I. RESERVATION OF RIGHTS

As to all matters referred to in these objections and responses to Plaintiffs’ Second

Requests, Blue Cross’s investigation and discovery is ongoing and Blue Cross reserves the right 

to amend and supplement its responses and to raise any additional objections it may have in the 

future.  The specific responses set forth below, and any production made pursuant to the 

accompanying Requests, are based upon, and necessarily limited by, information now available 

to Blue Cross based upon reasonable and diligent investigation conducted to date.  Blue Cross 

reserves the right to modify and supplement the objections and responses and to present in any 

proceeding and at trial any further documents and information obtained during discovery and 

preparation for trial.

Blue Cross further reserves the right to designate any responsive, non-privileged 

documents produced by Blue Cross as “Confidential” and thus subject to the terms of the 

Stipulated Protective Order Concerning Confidentiality entered March 16, 2011.

II. GENERAL OBJECTIONS

The following general objections apply to each of Plaintiffs’ document requests and, 

unless otherwise stated, shall have the same force and effect as if set forth in full in response to 

each of the numbered document requests.
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1. Blue Cross objects generally to Plaintiffs’ Second Requests on the grounds and to 

the extent that they seek to impose requirements that are beyond the scope of the Federal Rules 

and Local Rules; Blue Cross will comply with all applicable rules.

2. Blue Cross objects generally to Plaintiffs’ Second Requests to the extent that they 

request documents that are not reasonably accessible due to undue burden or cost pursuant to 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(2)(B).

3. Blue Cross objects generally to Plaintiffs’ Second Requests as unduly 

burdensome to the extent that they request documents in the possession of third parties, including 

its outside counsel, or to create documents not presently in its files.  Blue Cross further objects to 

each document request to the extent it requests documents that are in the public domain and are 

therefore equally available to all parties.  Blue Cross will produce documents only to the extent 

those documents are not publicly available or otherwise in Plaintiffs’ possession.

4. Blue Cross objects generally to Plaintiffs’ Second Requests to the extent that they 

seek the production of documents that were prepared in anticipation of litigation, constitute 

attorney work product, contain privileged attorney-client communications, are subject to the 

common interest privilege, are subject to the joint defense privilege, or are otherwise privileged.

5. Blue Cross objects generally to Plaintiffs’ Second Requests as unduly 

burdensome to the extent that they may be interpreted as seeking the production of documents 

previously produced by Blue Cross in response to CID Nos. 25793, 25887, or 25965.  Moreover, 

Blue Cross will not re-apply the same search terms applied in the collection of email responsive 

to CID No. 25965 to custodians previously searched because that will only duplicate the CID 

production.  In the case of any additional email responsive to Plaintiffs’ Second Requests, such 

emails will be identified using reasonable search terms.
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6. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION A on the grounds that Plaintiffs’ purported 

definition of the terms “you,” “your company,” “BCBSM,” and “the company” is overbroad,

unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence.  Blue Cross will produce its own documents, not those of its affiliates or subsidiaries.

7. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION D as overbroad and unduly burdensome to 

the extent it seeks the production of documents not in Blue Cross’s possession, custody, or 

control.

8. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION E as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and 

vague and ambiguous.  Blue Cross further objects to DEFINITION E to the extent it purports to 

accurately define the relevant product markets.

9. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION F as overbroad and unduly burdensome.  

Blue Cross further objects to DEFINITION F to the extent it purports to accurately define the 

relevant product markets.

10. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION G as overbroad and unduly burdensome.  

Blue Cross further objects to DEFINITION G to the extent it purports to accurately define the 

relevant product markets.

11. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION H as overbroad and unduly burdensome.  

Blue Cross further objects to DEFINITION H to the extent it purports to accurately define the 

relevant product markets.

12. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION I as overbroad and unduly burdensome to the 

extent that it seeks the production of documents not in Blue Cross’s possession, custody, or 

control and to the extent that it seeks the production of documents already in Plaintiffs’

possession, custody, or control.
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13. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION J as vague and ambiguous.

14. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION L  as overbroad and unduly burdensome to 

the extent it seeks the production of documents not in Blue Cross’s possession, custody, or 

control.

15. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION M as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and not 

reasonably calculated to lead the discovery of admissible evidence.

16. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION N as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and not 

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence to the extent it seeks to 

define the term “document” more broadly than or impose on Blue Cross obligations beyond 

those imposed in Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(a)(1)(A).

17. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION O as vague and ambiguous.

18. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION P as vague and ambiguous.

19. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION Q as overbroad and unduly burdensome to 

the extent that it seeks the production of documents not in Blue Cross’s possession, custody, or 

control.

20. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION S as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and 

vague and ambiguous.

21. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION V as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and not 

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

22. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION X as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and not 

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Blue Cross further objects 

to DEFINITION X to the extent it purports to accurately define the relevant geographic markets.

23. Blue Cross objects to DEFINITION Y as vague and ambiguous.
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24. Blue Cross objects to INSTRUCTION C as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and 

not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

25. Blue Cross objects to INSTRUCTION D as vague and ambiguous, overbroad, and 

not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

26. Blue Cross objects to INSTRUCTION H to the extent it seeks to impose 

obligations on Blue Cross beyond those required under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.  

III. SPECIFIC OBJECTIONS

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 8:

All documents, prepared since January 1, 2005, from BCBSM’s central files and from 
the files of the 16 custodians identified below, discussing any MFN provision with any 
Michigan hospitals, or MFN provisions generally with Michigan hospitals, including:

a. discussions or negotiations with any Michigan hospital or with the MHA
relating to MFNs or reimbursement rates;

b. actual or contemplated strategies, purposes, advantages, or disadvantages to 
BCBSM from using any MFN;

c. any actual or possible savings or other benefits or efficiencies from any BCBSM
MFN provision;

d. any actual or possible effect of any MFN on the hospital reimbursement rates 
paid by BCBSM or any other commercial health insurer; or

e. any hospital’s compliance, non-compliance, waiver of compliance, or strategies 
for complying with a BCBSM MFN.

Custodians:
(1) Daniel Loepp
(2) Kevin Klobucar
(3) Sue Barkell
(4) Michael Schwartz
(5) Tom Simmer
(6) Lynda Rossi
(7) Mark Johnson
(8) Mary Smith
(9) Gary Gavin
(10) Kathryn Levine
(11) John Dunn
(12) Martha Spenny
(13) Kelley Monterusso
(14) Austin Wallace
(15) Eric Kropfreiter
(16) Connie Hoveland

CEO
BCN CEO
Senior Vice President
Consultant; formerly Senior VP
Senior Vice President
Senior Vice President
Vice President
Vice President
Vice President
Vice President
Vice President
Director
Director
former Manager
Senior Analyst
Provider Contracting
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 8:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 8 to the extent it seeks information, documents, or 

communications that are protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney 

work product doctrine, or any other privilege.  Blue Cross further objects to Request No. 8 as 

overbroad and unduly burdensome because the phrase “relating to” could be interpreted to call 

for an expansive number of documents that would be impossible to identify with a reasonable 

search and seeks material that is beyond the scope of permissible discovery. Blue Cross also 

objects on the basis that Blue Cross does not have any “central files.”

Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 9:

For any Michigan hospital with which BCBSM has had an MFN at any time since
January 1, 2004, all documents discussing any Michigan hospital’s actual or possible rate 
increase to any commercial health insurer other than BCBSM, including the reasons for any 
rate increase.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 9:

Blue Cross objects to the phrase “any Michigan hospital’s actual or possible rate 

increase” in Request No. 9 as vague; Blue Cross will treat this Request as seeking information 

about Michigan hospitals referenced in the first part of the Request with which Blue Cross has 

had an MFN at any time since January 1, 2004.

Subject to and without waiving this objection or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search.
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DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 10:

All documents, since January 1, 2005, relating to any external communication by 
BCBSM or its attorneys, including any communication with the MHA, any Michigan hospital, 
Consortium Health Plans, the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association (BCBSA), or any BCBSA 
licensee other than BCBSM, or the Michigan Office of Financial and Insurance Regulation, 
discussing MFN provisions included in, applying to, or that may apply to any contract with any 
Michigan hospital, including:

a the legality of any BCBSM MFN provision;
b. BCBSM’s actual or possible enforcement of any actual or contemplated BCBSM

MFN provision;
c. any actual or contemplated indemnification or hold harmless provision relating to 

any BCBSM MFN provision;
d. this lawsuit, the possibility of this lawsuit, or the investigation into BCBSM’s

MFN provisions preceding this lawsuit; or
e. any other actual or potential lawsuit relating to BCBSM’s use of MFN

provisions in any Michigan hospital contracts.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 10:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 10 to the extent it seeks information, documents, or 

communications that are protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney 

work product doctrine, or any other privilege.  Blue Cross further objects to Request No. 10 parts 

(d) and (e) as neither relevant to this litigation nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery 

of admissible evidence.  Blue Cross further objects to Request No. 10 to the extent it seeks “any 

communication . . . discussing MFN provisions included in, applying to, or that may apply to any

contract with any Michigan hospital” as overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably 

calculated to lead to the discovery for admissible evidence.  Blue Cross further objects to 

Request No. 10 to the extent it calls for Blue Cross to reach legal conclusions in identifying 

responsive documents in that it seeks information relating to the legality of any MFN provision, 

the possibility of this lawsuit, and any other actual or potential lawsuit.

Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search.
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DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 11:

All documents discussing how BCBSM’s use of MFNs may relate to:
a. BCBSM’s actual or claimed “social mission,” or BCBSM’s actual or claimed 

role or obligations as “insurer of last resort,” as those terms are used in BCBSM’s
initial disclosures of July 15, 2011 ; or

b. any other state regulations unique to BCBSM.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 11:

Subject to and without waiving its General Objections, the attorney-client privilege, the 

work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce responsive, non-privileged 

documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 12:

All documents, prepared since January 1, 2005, from BCBSM’s central files and from 
the files of the 16 custodians identified in Request 8, discussing negotiations, contracting, or 
contracting strategy with any Michigan hospital, including:

a. actual or estimated reimbursement rates that any Michigan hospital charges to 
BCBSM or any other commercial health insurer;

b. any BCBSM competitive advantages or disadvantages in the purchase or sale of 
hospital services in any geographic area in Michigan;

c. any Michigan hospital’s actual or potential termination or notice of termination 
of a contract with BCBSM or any other commercial health insurer; or

d. competition in the purchase of hospital services.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 12:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 12 as overbroad and unduly burdensome.  Blue Cross 

further objects to Request No. 12 on the basis that Blue Cross does not have any “central files.”

Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 13:

All documents relating to all BCBSM contract negotiations, since January 1, 2006, with 
the following Michigan hospital systems (including individual hospitals within each system) 
and individual Michigan hospitals, including their predecessors:
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a. Oakwood Healthcare;
b. Henry Ford Health;
c. Detroit Medical Center;
d. Trinity Health;
e. McLaren Health;
f. University of Michigan;
g. Spectrum Health;
h. Northern Michigan Regional Hospital;
i. Allegiance Health;
j. Bronson Methodist Hospital;
k. Lakeland HealthCare; and
l. Sturgis Hospital.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 13:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 13 to the extent it seeks information, documents, or 

communications that are protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney 

work product doctrine, or any other privilege.  Blue Cross further objects to Request No. 13 as 

overbroad and unduly burdensome because the phrase “relating to” as used in this Request could 

be interpreted to call for an expansive number of documents that would be impossible to identify 

with a reasonable search.

Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 14:

All documents, since January 1, 2004, not previously produced, relating to all BCBSM
contract negotiations with the following Michigan hospital systems (including individual 
hospitals within each system) and individual Michigan hospitals, including their predecessors:

a. William Beaumont Hospitals;
b. Marquette General Hospital;
c. Metro Health;
d. Covenant Medical Center; and
e. Munson Medical Center.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 14:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 14 to the extent it seeks information, documents, or 

communications that are protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney 

work product doctrine, or any other privilege.  Blue Cross further objects to Request No. 14 as 

overbroad and unduly burdensome because the phrase “relating to” as used in this Request could 

be interpreted to call for an expansive number of documents that would be impossible to identify 

with a reasonable search.

Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 15:

One final, signed version of each BCBSM contract with any Michigan hospital or
Michigan hospital system that was executed since April 13, 2010.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 15:

Subject to and without waiving its General Objections, the attorney-client privilege, the 

work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce responsive, non-privileged 

documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 16:

One final, signed version of each BCBSM contract currently in effect with each of the
following Michigan hospitals or Michigan hospital systems:

a. Allegiance Health System
b. Alpena Regional Medical Center
c. Bixby Medical Center
d. Central Michigan Community Hospital
e. Cheboygan Memorial Hospital
f. Chippewa County War Memorial Hospital
g. Community Health Center of Branch County
h. Dickinson County Healthcare System
i. Hayes Green Beach Memorial Hospital
j. Herrick Memorial Hospital
k. Hillsdale Community Health Center
l. Huron Medical Center
m. Mercy Memorial Hospital
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n. Northern Michigan Regional Hospital
o. Portage Health System
p. Schoolcraft Memorial Hospital
q. Spectrum Health (United, Kelsey, and Reed City Hospitals)
r. William Beaumont Hospitals
s. Zeeland Community Hospital

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 16:

Subject to and without waiving its General Objections, the attorney-client privilege, the 

work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce responsive, non-privileged 

documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 17:

One final, signed copy of the contract between BCBSM and each of the following
Michigan hospitals that immediately preceded the first contract containing an MFN provision 
entered between BCBSM and that hospital, for the following Michigan hospitals:

a. Allegiance Health
b. Alpena Regional Medical Center
c. Marlette Regional Hospital
d. Sparrow Hospital
e. Spectrum Health (Butterworth/Blodgett, United, Kelsey, Reed City)
f. Cheboygan Memorial Hospital
g. Community Health Center of Branch County
h. Covenant Medical Center
i. Herrick Medical Center
j. Mercy Health Partners (Lakeshore)
k. Metro Health Hospital
l. Mid-Michigan (Midland, Clare, Gladwin)
m. Munson Medical Center
n. Pennock Hospital

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 17:

Subject to and without waiving its General Objections, the attorney-client privilege, the 

work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce responsive, non-privileged 

documents identified after a reasonable search.
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DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 18:

All documents, prepared since January 1, 2005, from BCBSM’s central files and from 
the files of the 16 custodians identified in Request 8, discussing competition in the sale of health 
insurance in any geographic area in Michigan, including:

a any BCBSM competitive advantage or disadvantage;
b. business plans, strategic plans, and marketing plans that discuss any commercial 

health insurance products or any strategies of BCBSM or any other
commercial health insurer;

c. market shares for any commercial health insurer or product; or
d. BCBSM’s or any other commercial health insurer’s pricing strategies or

policies.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 18:

Blue Cross objects to the terms “competitive advantage” or “disadvantage” in Request

No. 18 as vague and undefined.  Blue Cross further objects to Request No. 18 as overbroad and 

unduly burdensome in that the phrase “discussing competition in the sale of health insurance” as 

used in this Request could be interpreted to call for an expansive number of documents that 

would be impossible to identify with a reasonable search.  Moreover, Blue Cross objects to 

Request No. 18 on the basis that Blue Cross does not have any “central files.”  

Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 19:

All documents discussing, for any Michigan hospital:
a any BCBSM discount differential or discount advantage, including any factors

causing the discount differential or discount advantage;
b. how BCBSM’s hospital reimbursement rates or discounts compare to those of

any other commercial health insurer;
c. any analysis of hospital discount differentials performed by any consulting firm

or other outside group, including Consortium Health Plans, Blue Cross Blue
Shield Association, Hewitt, McKinsey, and Milliman;

d. how BCBSM’s hospital rates or discounts affect BCBSM’s overall costs or
expenses; or

e. how any BCBSM advantage or disadvantage in hospital rates or discounts affects
or causes any BCBSM advantage or disadvantage in overall costs or expenses.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 19:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 19 to the extent it seeks information, documents, or 

communications that are protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney 

work product doctrine, or any other privilege.  Blue Cross further objects to Request No. 19 as 

overbroad and unduly burdensome to the extent it seeks the production of documents not in the 

possession, custody, or control of Blue Cross.  Blue Cross further objects to the phrases 

“discount differential,” “discount advantage,” or “factors causing the discount differential or 

discount advantage” in Request No. 19 as vague and undefined.  

Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 20:

All documents discussing the benefits or advantages or lack of benefits or disadvantages,
for BCBSM or any other commercial health insurer, of including any Michigan hospital or
hospitals in its commercial health insurance provider network, including, but not limited to;

a. the actual or possible impact of termination or de-participation of a hospital from
the provider network on BCBSM or any other commercial health insurer’s
hospital rates, medical expenses, or the marketability of any commercial health
insurance products;

b. any actual or potential obstacles to BCBSM or any other commercial health
insurer having its enrollees use any hospital other than the (potentially)
terminating or de-participating hospital; or

c. any restriction or limitation, including any statute or regulation, on the ability of
BCBSM or any other commercial health insurer to departicipate with a hospital
or terminate a hospital from its provider network.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 20:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 20 to the extent it seeks information, documents, or 

communications that are protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney 

work product doctrine, or any other privilege.  Blue Cross further objects to Request No. 20 as 

overbroad and unduly burdensome to the extent it seeks the production of documents not in Blue 

Cross’s possession, custody, or control.  
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Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 21:

All documents discussing any actual or contemplated practice, mechanism, or 
arrangement, including any steering or tiering arrangement, by BCBSM or any other 
commercial health insurer, to incentivize or encourage its commercial health insurance
members to use more efficient or lower-cost Michigan hospitals instead of less efficient or 
higher-cost Michigan hospitals, including any actual or possible obstacles or disadvantages to 
implementing any such practice, mechanism, or arrangement.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 21:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 21 to the extent it seeks information, documents, or 

communications that are protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney 

work product doctrine, or any other privilege.  Blue Cross further objects to Request No. 21 as 

overbroad and unduly burdensome to the extent it seeks the production of documents not in Blue 

Cross’s possession, custody, or control.  

Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 22:

Documents sufficient to show, separately for each year from 2004 to 2010, BCBSM’s
a. average annual update factor or annual rate update for all Michigan hospitals, 

and how the update was calculated; or 
b. annual update factor or annual rate update for each Michigan hospital.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 22:

Subject to and without waiving its General Objections, the attorney-client privilege, the 

work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce responsive, non-privileged 

documents identified after a reasonable search.
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DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 23:

Documents sufficient to show all of BCBSM’s policies, procedures and guidelines, in
effect at any time since January 1, 2007, for pricing and underwriting commercial health
insurance products, for each of the following segments of commercial health insurance 
customers:

a. self-funded group customers;
b. experience-rated group customers;
c. community-rated group customers; or
d. commercial individual customers.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 23:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 23 as overbroad and unduly burdensome in that the 

phrase “policies, procedures and guidelines . . . for pricing and underwriting commercial health 

insurance products” as used in this Request could be interpreted to call for an expansive number 

of documents that would be impossible to identify with a reasonable search.  

Subject to and without waiving this objection or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search. In addition, P.A. 350 

contains information responsive to Request No. 23.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 24:

Documents, including all minutes, summaries, reports, presentations and analyses, since
January 1, 2006, discussing pricing recommendations, pricing analyses, pricing decisions, and 
any factors considered in price changes, for any of the following segments of commercial 
health insurance customers:

a. self-funded group customers;
b. experience-rated group customers;
c. community-rated group customers; or
d. commercial individual customers.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 24:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 24 as overbroad and unduly burdensome in that the 

phrase “discussing pricing recommendations, pricing analyses, pricing decisions, and any factors 

considered in price changes” as used in this Request could be interpreted to call for an expansive 
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number of documents that would be impossible to identify with a reasonable search.  

Subject to and without waiving this objection or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search.  

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 25:

All documents, since January 1, 2006, relating to BCBSM’s or Blue Care Network’s
consideration of, and any reasons for or against, any actual or contemplated creation of new 
geographic rating regions, division of existing geographic rating regions, or changes to the 
boundaries of geographic rating regions, for pricing its commercial group health or individual 
health insurance products, including documents discussing BCBSM dividing its:

a. southwest rating region (region #3) and creating a new geographic rating region in
southwest Michigan; or

b. geographic rating region for the northern lower peninsula into two or more
regions.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 25:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 25 to the extent that the phrase “relating to” could be 

interpreted to call for an expansive number of documents that would be impossible to identify 

with a reasonable search and seeks material that is beyond the scope of permissible discovery.

Subject to and without waiving this objection or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 26:

For each Michigan hospital system or hospital with which BCBSM has negotiated
reimbursement rates since January 1, 2006, all documents discussing how any actual or proposed 
change in hospital reimbursement rates has affected or may affect the prices, fees or premiums 
that BCBSM or any other commercial health insurer may charge any of its fully-insured or 
self-funded commercial health insurance customers.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 26:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 26 to the extent it seeks information, documents, or 

communications that are protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney 
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work product doctrine, or any other privilege.  Blue Cross further objects to Request No. 26 as 

overbroad and unduly burdensome to the extent it seeks the production of documents not in Blue 

Cross’s possession, custody, or control.  

Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 27:

For each of BCBSM’s five largest fully insured group customers and five largest self-
funded group customers in each relevant geographic area (measured by the number of group 
members residing in that relevant geographic area), all documents discussing any:

a. actual or possible changes to prices or premiums charged by BCBSM;
b. hospital rates or discounts, medical expenses, or administrative fees;
c. comparison of BCBSM’s hospital discounts or administrative fees to those of

any other commercial health insurer; or
d. any actual or possible bids by any commercial health insurer other than

BCBSM, or other competitive factors considered by any commercial health
insurer in setting prices or fees.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 27:

Blue Cross further objects to Request No. 27 as overbroad and unduly burdensome to the 

extent it seeks the production of documents not in Blue Cross’s possession, custody, or control.  

Blue Cross also objects on the basis that Blue Cross does not maintain in the ordinary course of 

business documents or analysis categorized according to “largest fully insured group customers” 

or “largest self-funded group customers” in each “geographic area,” nor is Blue Cross’s business 

conducted in the manner described.  As such, Blue Cross is unable to respond to Request No. 27.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 28:

All documents, since January 1, 2005, sent to or received from McKinsey or any other
consulting firm, discussing strategy or competition in the sale of commercial health insurance
or in the sale or purchase of hospital services, including Michigan hospital contract 
negotiations and hospital reimbursement rates.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 28:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 28 as overbroad and unduly burdensome to the extent 

it seeks the production of documents not in Blue Cross’s possession, custody, or control, and 

because the phrase “strategy or competition” as used in this Request could be interpreted to call 

for an expansive number of documents that would be impossible to identify with a reasonable 

search and that are neither relevant to this litigation nor reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence.  Blue Cross also objects to the phrase “strategy or 

competition” in Request No. 28 as vague and undefined.

Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 29:

All documents relating to communications by BCBSM with brokers, consultants, or
agents that represent employers or other commercial group health insurance customers,
including documents relating to Managing Agents meetings, Managing Agents principals
meetings, Broker meetings, Agent Councils or Regional Agent Councils, discussing:

a. any BCBSM MFN provision;
b. hospital rates or discounts;
c. how hospital rates or discounts affect the price of commercial health insurance;

or
d. competition in the sale of commercial health insurance.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 29:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 29 as overbroad and unduly burdensome to the extent 

it seeks the production of documents not in Blue Cross’s possession, custody, or control, and to 

the extent that the phrase “relating to” could be interpreted to call for an expansive number of 

documents that would be impossible to identify with a reasonable search and that are neither 

relevant to this litigation nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence.  
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Subject to and without waiving these objections, Blue Cross states that it has no 

documents responsive to Request No. 29 concerning “Managing Agents meetings, Managing 

Agents principals meetings,” or concerning “Agent Councils or Regional Agent Councils.”  

With respect to Request 29 as it pertains to “Broker meetings,” Blue Cross states that the 

request is vague, overbroad and unduly burdensome.  Subject to and without waiving these 

objections or its General Objections, the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrine or 

any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce responsive, non-privileged documents identified 

after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 30:

For each of the insurance providers licensed to sell health insurance in Michigan,
identified in Exhibit 2 of BCBSM’ Initial Disclosures of July 18, 2011, all documents
discussing:

a. that company’s market share in the sale of commercial group health or
commercial individual health insurance in all or any part of Michigan; or

b. possible or actual competition from that company’s sale of commercial group
health or commercial individual health insurance in all or any part of
Michigan.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 30:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 30 as overbroad and unduly burdensome to the extent 

it seeks the production of documents not in Blue Cross’s possession, custody, or control. Blue 

Cross also objects to the phrase “each of the insurance providers licensed to sell health insurance

in Michigan” in Request No. 30 because the insurers identified in Blue Cross’s Initial 

Disclosures Exhibit 2 include all insurers identified by OFIR on its Internet website as “life and 

health” insurers and OFIR makes no distinction between life insurers and health insurers. 

Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search concerning 
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commercial group health insurers or commercial individual health insurers known to Blue Cross.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 31:

All documents discussing any BCBSM actual or contemplated response to any actual or
contemplated competitive threat from any commercial health insurer in the sale of commercial 
health insurance, including any such response to any such threat from:

a. Priority Health (including documents relating to the Priority Health Market Share
Initiative and the Priority Health SWAT Team);

b. Aetna or Cofinity/PPOM (including documents relating to any war gaming
exercises);

c. other national commercial health insurers, including United, Cigna, and
Humana;

d. other Michigan commercial health insurers, including Health Alliance Plan,
PHP of Mid-Michigan, Health Plus, and McLaren Health Plan; or

e. any of the companies identified in Exhibit 2 of BCBSM’ Initial Disclosures of
July 18, 2011.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 31:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 31 as overbroad and unduly burdensome because 

every business action Blue Cross takes could be interpreted to be “in response to any such threat” 

by a competitor and thus the Request could be interpreted to call for an expansive number of 

documents that would be impossible to identify with a reasonable search and seeks material that 

is beyond the scope of permissible discovery. Blue Cross also objects to the phrase “any of the 

companies identified in Exhibit 2 of BCBM’s Initial Disclosures” in Request No. 31(e) because 

the insurers identified in Blue Cross’s Initial Disclosures Exhibit 2 include all insurers identified 

by OFIR on its Internet website as “life and health” insurers and OFIR makes no distinction 

between life insurers and health insurers.

Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents identified after a reasonable search, including with respect 

to Request No. 31(e) documents concerning commercial group health insurers or commercial 

individual health insurers known to Blue Cross.
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DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 32:

All transcripts of depositions or trial testimony since January 1, 2004, and all affidavits or
declarations executed since January 1, 2004, of any BCBSM employee, representative or
witness, that discuss:

a. Michigan hospital contracts, contract terms, or contract negotiations;
b. hospital rates or discounts, including how hospital rates or discounts affect prices

charged for commercial health insurance products;
c. competition in the purchase or sale of hospital services; or
d. competition in the sale of commercial health insurance.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 32:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 32 as overbroad, unduly burdensome, and not 

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Blue Cross also objects to 

the extent that the requested documents are subject to a protective order in separate litigation.  

Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, and subject to any governing 

protective orders, Blue Cross will produce responsive, non-privileged documents identified after 

a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 33:

All documents prepared for, reporting on, memorializing, or discussing any meetings,
recommendations or decisions of any of the following BCBSM committees, work groups, or 
meetings:

a. Peer Group 5 work group, Peer Group 5 advisory group, or any other Peer Group
5 group;

b. Hospital Reimbursement Strategy Work Group;
c. (Outpatient) Market Based Community Pricing Work Group;
d. Technical Advisory Group formed to discuss issues relating to Michigan hospital

contracting or negotiations;
e. Hospital contracting staffs monthly or other periodic negotiation status meetings

with senior leadership;
f. “Hospital update” meetings; or
g. Senior Leadership Oversight Committee formed during negotiations with any

Michigan hospital.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 33:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 33 as vague, ambiguous, overbroad and unduly 

burdensome because “all documents prepared for, reporting on, memorializing, or discussing any

meetings, recommendations or decisions of any of the listed committees, work groups, or 

meetings” could be interpreted to call for an expansive number of documents that would be 

impossible to identify with a reasonable search and that are neither relevant to this litigation nor 

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-

client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce 

responsive, non-privileged documents.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 34:

One complete set of minutes for each meeting since April 13, 2010 of the:
a. PHA Advisory Committee; or
b. BCBSM Contingent to the PHA Advisory Committee.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 34:

Subject to and without waiving its General Objections, the attorney-client privilege, the 

work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce responsive, non-privileged 

documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 35:

For each meeting of the PHA Advisory Committee and each meeting of the BCBSM
Contingent to the PHA Advisory Committee, since January 1, 2004, one complete set of meeting 
packets or meeting materials provided to committee members, including presentations, reports, 
attachments, and assignments logs.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 35:

Subject to and without waiving its General Objections, the attorney-client privilege, the 

work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce responsive, non-privileged 

documents identified after a reasonable search.
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DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 36:

For each meeting of the Staff Liaison Group since January 1, 2004, one complete set of:
a. meeting summaries, other than the previously produced meeting summaries listed

in Appendix 36; or
b. meeting packets or meeting materials provided to members of the Group,

including presentations, reports, attachments, and assignments logs.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 36:

Subject to and without waiving its General Objections, the attorney-client privilege, the 

work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce responsive, non-privileged 

documents identified after a reasonable search.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 37:

One unredacted copy of each document identified in Appendix 37 that BCBSM redacted
or withheld from production in response to Civil Investigative Demand # 25965.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 37:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 37 because information in the documents subject to 

Request No. 37 was redacted only to the extent it contained confidential personal information 

that is neither relevant to CID No. 25965 or this litigation, nor is the redacted information 

reasonably likely to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 38:

All attachments for linked files, such as spreadsheets, identified in Appendix 38, that
were not attached to the source files for the related documents that BCBSM previously produced 
in response to Civil Investigative Demand # 25965.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 38:

Subject to and without waiving its General Objections, the attorney-client privilege, work 

product doctrine, or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce the documents requested in 

Request No. 38 to the extent such documents can be retrieved or accessed.
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DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 39:

Documents sufficient to show any search terms used by BCBSM in its search for or
review of electronic documents in response to this Second Request for Production of Documents, 
Plaintiffs’ First Request for Production of Documents, or Civil Investigative Demand # 25965.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 39:

Blue Cross objects to Request No. 39 to the extent it seeks information, documents, or 

communications that are protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney 

work product doctrine, or any other privilege.  Blue Cross further objections to Request No. 39 

on the ground that Blue Cross has previously provided the requested information to Plaintiff the 

United States.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 40:

Documents sufficient to describe BCBSM’s document retention, destruction, deletion,
storage, archiving and backup policies, procedures, and practices, in effect at any time since 
January 1, 2004, including:

a. all documents discussing the policies, procedures, and practices in effect at any
time since January 1, 2004 for separated or retired employees;

b. one copy of BCBSM’s Records Management Policy dated July 16, 2007, and one
copy of each prior Records Management Policy in effect at any time since 
January 1, 2007; or

c. all documents discussing retention policies and periods for all categories of
documents generated by the hospital contracting or hospital relations departments.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 40:

Subject to and without waiving its General Objections, the attorney-client privilege, the 

work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will produce responsive, non-privileged 

documents identified after a reasonable search.
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DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 41:

All documents discussing retention, preservation, deletion or destruction of documents,
including emails, of:

a. Kevin Seitz;
b. Douglas Darland;
c. Michael Schwartz;
d. Austin Wallace; and
e. each other BCBSM management employee who had any responsibility for or

oversight over hospital contracting or negotiations, at any time since January 1,
2005, who separated or retired from BCBSM or changed departments within
BCBSM.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 41:

Subject to and without waiving its General Objections, the attorney-client privilege, the 

work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross states that it has no documents 

responsive to Request No. 41 that are not duplicative of the documents and information that are 

responsive to Request No. 40.

DOCUMENT REQUEST NO. 42:

Documents sufficient to show, for the BCBSM Enterprise Data Warehouse(s), Business
Intelligence Data Warehouse(s), and the ClaimsQuest Data Warehouse(s) used for reporting and 
analysis of rates, discounts, claims, billing, enrollment, and eligibility, the following information:

a. data dictionaries, including names and descriptions of all tables and fields, data
types, and designation of primary keys;

b. documentation sufficient to identify the logical data structure, such as entity
relationship diagrams;

c. manuals and other documents provided to end users to facilitate understanding
and use of the data warehouse(s); or

d. documents sufficient to identify the person responsible for operating or
maintaining the data warehouse(s).

RESPONSE TO REQUEST NO. 42:

Blue Cross objects to the descriptions of the functions and capabilities of the “Enterprise 

Data Warehouse(s), Business Intelligence Data Warehouse(s), and the Claims Quest Data 

Warehouse(s)” in Request No. 42 as inaccurate, vague, ambiguous, and the information sought 

therein as overly broad. Blue Cross further objects to Request No. 42 as seeking information that 

is neither relevant nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.  
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Subject to and without waiving these objections or its General Objections, the attorney-client 

privilege, the work product doctrine or any other privilege, Blue Cross will engage in good faith 

discussions to clarify and narrow the Request.

/s/ Todd M. Stenerson
Todd M. Stenerson (P51953)
Hunton & Williams LLP
2200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20037
Phone:  202-955-1500
Fax:  202-778-7436
tstenerson@hunton.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on September 6, 2011, I served the foregoing Objections and 

Responses via electronic mail on:

Amy R. Fitzpatrick
Trial Attorney
United States Department of Justice
Antitrust Division
450 Fifth Street N.W., Suite 4100
Washington D.C. 20001
Telephone: (202) 353-4209
E-mail: barry.joyce@usdoj.gov

Attorneys for Plaintiff United States of America

M. Elizabeth Lippitt
Corporate Oversight Division
Michigan Department of Attorney General
G. Mennen Williams Building, 6th Floor
525 W. Ottawa Street
Lansing, Michigan 48933
Telephone: (517) 373-1160
E-mail: LippittE@michigan.gov

Attorney for Plaintiff State of Michigan

/s/ Todd M. Stenerson
Todd M. Stenerson (P51953)
Hunton & Williams LLP
2200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20037
Phone:  202-955-1500
Fax:  202-778-7436
tstenerson@hunton.com
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Home Find a doctor Careers Contact us About us Secured services - Text + 

 Search MiBCN.com

Blue Care Network of Michigan and its subsidiaries have more than 680,000 members. Blue 
Care Network features award-winning disease management programs and the largest HMO 
network of physicians and hospitals in the state, with more than 4,800 primary care 
physicians, more than 14,000 specialists and most of the state's leading hospitals. Blue Care 
Network, a nonprofit corporation, is the affiliated HMO of Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan 
and an independent licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. 

 

 

 

Find information about our corporate structure, 
history, annual report and our vision, mission 
and values. 

Corporate information

Blue Care Network supports initiatives to 
help improve health care quality and patient 
safety across all care settings. 

Quality and safety

Our policies and practices ensure you receive 
the most appropriate medical care.  

Policies and practices

As a part of Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
Michigan, we are uniquely committed to 
helping grow the communities in which we 
live and work and supporting research and 
innovative programs.  

Our commitment to you 

Learn more about our relationship with Blue 
Cross Blue Shield of Michigan and The Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield Association. 

Blue Cross and Blue Shield

The Office of Financial and Insurance 
Regulation, a division of the Michigan 
Department of Labor & Economic Growth 
provides oversight or all Michigan health 
maintenance organizations. 

State and regulatory
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Corporate structure 
Blue Care Network is owned by Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan. As our only 
shareholder, BCBSM establishes the global policies under which we operate and retains 
oversight of BCN operations through our board of directors. 

Our board of directors consists of 18 individuals. Twelve board directors are appointed by 
BCBSM while six are elected by BCN subscribers. Our board develops policy, assures our 
financial well-being and oversees management's execution of policy and adherence to law. 
Each director serves a three-year term until a successor is elected or appointed. The terms 
of one-third of our directors expire each year. Our board members include BCN members, 
other private citizens and representatives of large business, small business, labor, 
physicians, hospitals and other health care providers. 

The power of the BCN board to make policy has four sources: 

 The Michigan Nonprofit Corporation Act — BCN was organized under and is 
regulated by this law.  

 Articles of Incorporation — These articles establish the name, purpose and powers 
of the corporation.  

 Bylaws — The board can change the bylaws, except articles III, V, and X, which 
address shareholder powers, the board of directors and amendments to the bylaws. 
These articles can only be changed by our shareholders.  

 The Shareholder (BCBSM) — The shareholder must first approve any proposed 
board actions related to: compensation, benefits and prerequisites for directors, 
officers and management personnel; appointment of independent auditors and 
actuaries; establishing or changing utilization management or quality assessment 
programs; establishing or changing underwriting guidelines, rating methods, or pricing 
policies; establishing or changing the corporation's business plan or annual budget.  

The scope of board policy-making is also shaped by federal regulations and other 
agreements the corporation may be party to in the course of its business at any given time. 

Strategic planning, day-to-day decision-making and implementation of board policy are 
delegated to the chief executive officer who is answerable to the board. 

The board's powers are exercised through votes of the full body and through committees. 
For voting purposes, a vote of a majority of directors present at any meeting where a 
quorum exists is the action of the board. A quorum is achieved at any meeting where a 
majority of directors then in office are present. 
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Historical and other highlights 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan entered the health maintenance organization 
industry in 1975 with the purchase of small health plans in east and mid-Michigan. By 1998 
BCBSM owned four independent regional HMOs that were merged into Blue Care Network 
of Michigan — an HMO that covers most of the state and serves more than 600,000 
members. 

2010 

 BCN received excellent accreditation from NCQA – for the 11th year in a row.  

 BCN introduced three new products: Savings Plus Rx, Healthy Blue Living Rewards  
and Blue Essentials .  

 BCN named by the Michigan Business and Professionals Association as one of West 
Michigan's 101 Best and Brightest Companies to Work For – for the third year in a 
row. Also named as one of Metropolitan Detroit's Best and Brightest Companies to 
Work For.  

 Kevin Klobucar becomes Blue Care Network's president and CEO.  

2009 

 BCN enters the consumer-directed health plan market with BCN HMO HRA – a 
product that will help employer groups control their healthcare spending dollars.  

 BCN launched MyBlue Medigap , a product for individual Medicare eligible 
enrollees.  

 BlueCaid  received a 15th place ranking in the nation (out of 82 health plans) and 
third place ranking in Michigan (out of 14 health plans) in a ranking of the best health 
plans by U.S. News and World Report.  

 BCN was named one of the Best and Brightest companies to work for in Southeast 
Michigan for the third year in a row and in West Michigan for the second consecutive 
year.  

 Healthy Blue Living , BCN’s innovative product that rewards members for living a 
healthy lifestyle, reached the 100,000 member milestone.  

2008 

 Henry Ford Medical Group primary care physicians added to provider network.  

 BCN receives Excellent Accreditation from NCQA for ninth consecutive year.  

 Radiology management program and fraud, waste and abuse software implemented in 
an effort to manage escalating costs.  

 BCN receives the Crystal Rose Award for Outstanding Community Partner by Hospice 
of Michigan. The award is given annually to companies that exemplify a strong 
dedication to Hospice of Michigan.  

 Renaissance Health Care, Inc. was retained by BCN to help members with end-stage 
renal disease.  

 In a pilot program, BCN is the first HMO in Michigan to reimburse virtual office visits.  

 Received the Gallup  Great Work Place Award for 2008 and was named one of West 

SM
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SM

SM

®
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®
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Michigan’s and Southeast Michigan's Best and Brightest companies to work for.  

 BCN’s Jeanne Carlson, president and chief executive officer, and Sue Kluge, senior 
vice president and chief financial officer, were recognized on by Inforum Inner Circle  
as being two of the most influential women in Southeastern Michigan.  

2007 

 BCN launches BlueCaid  which provides medical services to eligible Medicaid 
recipients. BlueCaid was acquired as M-CAID when it purchased M-CARE.  

 BCN was named by the Michigan Business & Professionals Association as one of 
Metro Detroit’s 101 Best and Brightest companies to work for.  

 Healthy Blue Living  was awarded the 2007 Disease Management Leadership 
Award for Outstanding Health Plan by the Disease Management Association of 
America.  

 Medicare Advantage celebrates its 10,000th member.  

 Blue Care Network was presented with the “Gallup Great Workplace Award,” 
recognizing BCN as having one of the world’s “most engaged work forces.”  

 The Blues and U-M Health System launched Michigan HealthQuarters, a new joint 
venture for Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan and the University of Michigan Health 
System, dedicated to improving the quality of the state’s health care system.  

 M-CARE transitions to BCN. 

 BCN introduces Wellness Works for its employees, a company wide program that 
challenges employees to become healthier. 
 

2006 

 BCN rated Excellent by NCQA, a designation held since 2000. Physician recognition 
program and physician performance measurement and improvement processes 
contribute to high rating. 
 

 BCN's Web site awarded Health Web Site Accreditation by URAC, the Utilization 
Review Accreditation Committee, a leader in promoting health care quality. 
 

 BCN Advantage becomes effective Jan. 1, with 2,200 PCPs and specialists. 
 

 BCN announces Centers of Excellence for cardiac care, low back pain treatment and 
bariatric surgery. 
 

 BCN provider and member communications win these Renaissance Awards: 

 The Professional Services Manual receives IABC's "Best of Show" 
in the Writing category in addition to an Award of Excellence in 
technical writing. 
 

 Quit the Nic postcard receives an Award of Honor.  

 Blue Care Network grows business with Healthy Blue Living℠ — an innovative health 
plan that rewards members for pursuing their health goals — and Macomb Blue — 
that offers low-cost health care for Macomb County businesses.  
 

 Chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder added to disease management offerings, 
bringing to nine the total number of programs offered. 
 

 BCN membership passes 480,000 mark. 
 

 Jeanne Carlson becomes Blue Care Network's new president and CEO. 
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2005 

 BCN launches redesigned Web site for members at MiBCN.com. 
 

 BCN offers Blue Elect, a flexible self-referral plan that gives members the preventive 
and health management benefits of a health maintenance organization with options 
where to receive care. 
 

 Customers FIRST, a multifaceted plan that encompasses tactical and strategic 
components, is introduced to employees to improve BCN's service to customers. 
 

 NCQA gives four of BCN's disease management programs Excellent accreditation.  
 

2004 

 BCN establishes new headquarters in Southfield, Michigan. 
 

 Weigh to Go™, a program that offers a comprehensive approach to weight control, 
launches. 
 

 Renal management is added to chronic care management. 
 

 BCN adds deductible product that allows groups to offer BCN benefits, value-added 
programs and comprehensive network of providers and hospitals at a lower cost.  
 

 BCN receives awards for quality management and disease management programs 
that educate members about disease prevention and self-management and remind 
them about needed services: 

 Asthma Management program — Recognizing Excellence — Best 

Disease Management Program Award from the Disease 
Management Association of America 
 

 Diabetes management program — National Exemplary Practice 

Honorable Mention from America’s Health Insurance Plans 
 

 Excellence in Immunization Award from the National Partnership for 
Immunization 
 

 Spirit of Collaboration Award from the Michigan Cancer Consortium 
for participating in a statewide colorectal cancer project 
 

 Best of Blues — Communication Award for Domestic Violence 
health education program  

 BCN receives Renaissance Awards from the International Association of Business 
Communicators for: 

 Excellence in overall corporate communications strategy for Facets 
provider communications 
 

 Merit in special print communication (1-3 color) for the Special 
Facets Edition Network News 
 

 Merit in employee/member communications for the booklet entitled 
Climbing to the Top BCN Best Practices & Soaring Higher  
 

 Honors in annual reports (1-3 color) for the BCN University 2002 

Yearbook 
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 Honors in intranets/employee portals for the Provider Affairs intranet 

site  

2003 

 The company upgrades to Facets, a Windows-based operating system that connects 
claims processing, provider and member payments, billing and member enrollment in 
one central data bank. 
 

 BCN adds cardiovascular program to disease management lineup. 
 

 AccordantCare partner provides case management program for rare, complex, chronic 
diseases to BCN members.  
 

 BCN is showcased as an exemplary health maintenance organization on CNN's 

Champions of Industry television program. 
 

 BCN receives the Renaissance Award from the International Association of Business 
Communicators for excellence in a marketing plan. 
 

 Blue Care Network receives the Silver Quill Award from the Great Lakes district of the 
International Association of Business Communicators for excellence in a marketing 
plan. 
 

 BCN launches advertising campaign with first-ever BCN television advertisement. 
 

2002 

 BCN is the first commercial HMO in Michigan and the nation to receive NCQA 
accreditation for disease management programs addressing adult diabetes, adult and 
child asthma and congestive heart failure. 
 

 BCN meets financial goals, showing positive contributions to reserves. 
 

 Migraine management and low back pain added to disease management programs. 
 

 BCN CEO, Kevin Seitz, is presented with the National Management Association’s 
highest honor — The Silver Knight Award. 
 

 BCN receives the following Michigan Association of Health Plan Pinnacle Awards: 

 Health Care Program Award for its Quit the Nic! smoking cessation 
program 
 

 Community Partnership/Outreach Award for collaborative efforts 
with other health plans for the Southeast Michigan Diabetes Health 
Fair 
 

 An Exemplary Award for its Health Risk Appraisal Program  

2001 

 BCN holds 12 employee workshops in June and July and sets fresh vision, mission 
and values for the future  
 

 BCN’s company-owned health centers in east and mid-Michigan unveil a new name — 
Family Health Centers of Blue Care Network. The centers provide medical care with 
physicians and staff specializing in family practice, internal medicine and pediatrics. 
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 BCN receives the following Pinnacle Awards from the Michigan Association of Health 
Plans: 

 Third Place in the category of Business/Operational Performance for 
the "Satisfaction Pays" Program 
 

 Third Place in the category of Community Outreach/Partnership for 
its Domestic Violence Awareness Campaign 
 

 A Meritorious Program Status in the category of Health Care 
Programs for its Asthma Management Program, Health 
Management Program and Health Risk Appraisal Program 
Overviews  

 Depression is added to the disease management program list. 
 

 Kevin Seitz is named president and chief executive officer. 
 

2000 

 BCN wins AAHP Exemplary Practice for Asthma Award. 
 

1999 

 Claims operations are moved to west Michigan. 
 

 Customer Service operations are moved to southeast Michigan. 
 

1998 

 Blue Care Network of Michigan is established as the largest HMO in Michigan with the 
merger of four independent regional HMOs. 
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Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Names Seitz as Executive Vice 
President of Health Care Value Enhancement and Carlson as 
President and CEO of Blue Care Network 
  

Return to Newsroom | Return to September 2006  

Contact: 

mediarelations@bcbsm.com 

DETROIT, September 29, 2006 -  

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan has named Kevin Seitz, president and CEO of Blue Care Network and 
BCBSM senior vice president of subsidiary operations, to a new position as executive vice president of health 
care value enhancement for BCBSM. Succeeding Seitz as president and CEO of Blue Care Network and 
BCBSM senior vice president of subsidiary operations is Jeanne Carlson, currently chief operating officer for 
BCN. 

Blue Care Network is the HMO subsidiary of Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan. 

In his new role, Seitz will lead an integrated approach to containing health care costs while improving quality. 
Among his responsibilities will be managing the Michigan Blues' relationships with more than 20,000 
physicians, 160 hospitals and thousands of other health care providers who deliver services to Blues members. 
Blue Care Network will report to BCBSM through Seitz as part of his responsibilities. 

"Kevin has done a tremendous job at Blue Care Network," said Daniel J. Loepp, Blues president and CEO. "His 
strong leadership skills, and extensive experience in policy and strategy, make him exceptionally well-suited for 
this new challenge."    

Seitz's accomplishments at BCN include returning the HMO to fiscal stability, introducing new products to 
meet client needs such as the innovative Healthy Blue Living product, offering state-of-the-art disease 
management programs and strengthening BCN's relationships with key stakeholders. 

Prior to being named BCN president and CEO in February 2001, Seitz served in various capacities at BCBSM 
including vice president of product development and vice president of PPO and ancillary services. 

Before joining the Blues in 1991, Seitz was director of the Medicaid program for the State of Michigan and 
associate director of human services in the fiscal agency of the Michigan House of Representatives. 

New Blue Care Network President and CEO Jeanne Carlson has been chief operating officer for BCN since 
July 2002. She has worked closely with Seitz in leading the company through a rapidly changing health care 
environment. 

"Jeanne is a natural fit for this new role because of her wide range of experience in health care and her 
accomplishments over the last several years as chief operating officer at Blue Care Network," said Loepp. 

Like Seitz, Carlson also has served in several major capacities at BCBSM. Previously she was vice president for 
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Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act compliance and operational effectiveness for the company. 
She also was vice president of several key areas including the General Motors account, PPO and ancillary 
services, provider relations, provider contracting, and the Ford/AutoAlliance/Rouge Steel accounts. 

Carlson is a certified public accountant and was a staff auditor with Touche, Ross and Company before joining 
the Blues. 

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan, a nonprofit corporation, provides or administers health care benefits to just 
over 4.7 million members through a variety of plans: Traditional Blue Cross Blue Shield; Blue Preferred, 
Community Blue and Healthy Blue PPOs; Blue Choice Point of Service; Blue Care Network HMO, and 
Flexible Blue plans compatible with health savings accounts. Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan and Blue 
Care Network are nonprofit corporations and independent licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
Association. For more information, visit www.bcbsm.com. 

# # # 
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Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.

United States District Court,
E.D. Wisconsin.

APPLETON PAPERS INC. and NCR Corp.,
Plaintiffs,

v.
GEORGE A. WHITING PAPER CO., et al., De-

fendants.

No. 08-C-16.
July 31, 2009.

ORDER
WILLIAM C. GRIESBACH, District Judge.

*1 The Georgia-Pacific Defendants (herein, the
“Defendants”) have filed two motions to compel
production of documents. In the first of these, they
seek documents responsive to a subpoena they is-
sued to Appleton Coated LLC, a nonparty to this
action. They assert, based on inferences from other
documents produced in discovery, that the sought
documents exist and are in the possession of one or
more of the corporate entities that owns or is affili-
ated with Appleton Coated LLC. Oral argument
was heard on July 30.

Appleton Coated LLC is a member of a
labyrinthine group of corporations under the owner-
ship of a company called Sequana, S.A., a French
paper company. The subpoena sought documents
from four other nonparties: Arjo Wiggins USA,
Inc., Arjo Wiggins Appleton, Arjomari Priouz, and
Arjowiggins SAS. According to the briefs, this last
company is the principal focus of the subpoena.

Defendants assert that the documents they seek
could shed light on NCR's knowledge of the tox-
icity and discharging of PCBs because NCR had a
close relationship with a company called Wiggins
Teape (“WT”), a former licensee of NCR's PCB
emulsion that produced and recycled carbonless
copy paper. Defendants assert that WT became con-

cerned about PCBs in the 1960's and conducted
some testing during that time, and correspondence
and other documents from this period should be
available. The Defendants' brief relates a long and
tortuous corporate history, the upshot of which is
that the WT company merged with several compan-
ies and ultimately restructured itself into what is
now known as Arjowiggins SAS. Arjowiggins SAS
is a sister company to Appleton Coated LLC-both
are owned by Sequana, S.A.

Appleton Coated LLC opposes the motion on
number of grounds, but I conclude at the outset that
its objections have been waived. Objections to a
subpoena “must be served before the earlier of the
time specified for compliance or 14 days after the
subpoena is served.” Fed.R.Civ.P. 45(c)(2)(B).
Failure to object within the time period can result in
a waiver of the objection. The subpoena was served
on Appleton Coated LLC on January 29; the first
inkling of an objection came roughly a month later,
on February 27.

Appleton Coated concedes that its objections
were untimely, but it argues it should be relieved of
any waiver because the time limit in Rule
45(c)(2)(B) is not chiseled in stone. Several of its
arguments are meritless. It argues, for example, that
Defendants failed to comply with Rule 45 because
the subpoena would require a nonparty to travel
more than 100 miles. Fed.R.Civ.P. 45(c)(3)(A)(ii).
But the subpoena seeks only documents, and a
“person commanded to produce documents ... need
not appear in person at the place of production.”
Fed.R.Civ.P. 45(c)(2)(A). Appleton Coated also ar-
gues that it should be relieved of the time limit be-
cause it is currently searching its records for com-
pliant documents, but attempting to comply with a
subpoena is not the same as making an objection.
And of course if such an argument were viable it
would forever postpone the 14-day objection period
and obviate the rule entirely.

*2 Appleton Coated does argue that the time

Page 1
Not Reported in F.Supp.2d, 2009 WL 2408898 (E.D.Wis.)
(Cite as: 2009 WL 2408898 (E.D.Wis.))
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limit of Rule 45(c)(2)(B) should not be applied in
cases where compliance would be unfair or im-
possible. For example, if the Defendants had asser-
ted that Appleton Coated had control over the
Green Bay Packers Corporation and Appleton
Coated had failed to object in a timely fashion, the
“waiver” of the objection would not automatically
mean the Defendants would somehow be entitled to
have Appleton Coated produce documents owned
by the Green Bay Packers. One can't waive
something to which he has no right in the first
place, and of course the Rules themselves are inten-
ded to do justice, Fed.R.Civ.P. 1, and to protect
third-parties from harassment. But when two com-
panies share corporate ownership, it can hardly be
said that an injustice would be worked merely if
one company obtains documents from the other.
“[W]e think it is clear that Rule 45 contemplates as-
sertion of all objections to document production
within 14 days, including those based on the act of
production privilege. Thus, assuming the[y] had a
reasonable basis for asserting the Fifth Amendment
privilege at the time they first received the sub-
poenas, they should have raised the privilege at that
time.” In re DG Acquisition Corp., 151 F.3d 75,
81 (2d Cir.1998) (finding waiver may be relieved if
constitutional concerns are present).

Even if Appleton Coated's objections were
properly before me, I would grant the motion. Ap-
pleton Coated's objections are that compliance with
the subpoena is too burdensome and that the De-
fendants have not established that it has the requis-
ite control over documents at its sister company,
Arjowiggins SAS. The objection to the burden is
not persuasive because the movants have identified
only a few entities and locations that might hold the
documents they seek. This is not, as Appleton
Coated paints it, a mandate to search all the records
of every entity owned by Susquana. In fact, there is
no hint of a fishing expedition or any other improp-
er purpose in the subpoenas or briefs. Indeed, at the
hearing on the motion, Appleton Coated conceded
that the Defendants had significantly limited their
initial request.

Appleton Coated's principal objection is that it
does not control the documents in question. Rule
34(a) allows requests to produce documents within
another party's “possession, custody, or control.”
Fed.R.Civ.P. 34(a). As Judge Warren has found, “in
deciding whether a subsidiary has ‘control’ over
documents held by its parent corporation, courts fo-
cus on the closeness of the relationship between the
entities.” Flavel v. Svedala Industries, Inc., 1993
WL 580831, *4 (E.D.Wis.1993). It is true that the
mere existence of shared ownership does not, in it-
self, warrant a finding of control. For example, cor-
porate sisters in a conglomerate or holding com-
pany like Berkshire Hathaway might have abso-
lutely nothing to do with each other (e.g., See's
Candies and GEICO Insurance)-they are merely in-
vestments that happen to be held by the same share-
holders. But the Defendants have established that
there is sufficient intermingling of resources and ef-
forts here such that one could reasonably expect
that Appleton Coated LLC has the ability to obtain
documents from Arjowiggins. As they point out,
Appleton Coated's website states that it is a subsidi-
ary of Arjowiggins SAS, and it points viewers of its
website directly to a link to Arjowiggins' own web-
site:

*3 Appleton Coated, with approximately 800 em-
ployees, is a subsidiary of Arjowiggins SAS, a
global leader in the production of high value-ad-
ded creative and technical papers. Headquartered
in Paris, France, Arjowiggins employs 7500, has
production facilities across 4 continents, and gen-
erates sales of approximately 2 billion annually.

(http://www.appletoncoated.com/index.php?Gr
oupID=37, last visited July 2, 2009.)

For its part, Arjowiggins' website lists Ap-
pleton Coated LLC as one of its North American
Production sites. (Dkt.# 444, Ex. 6.) The only con-
clusion one could draw from this is that not only
are the two entities related in a corporate ownership
sense, they are united in a shared business purpose.
Having boasted to the world about its close corpor-
ate relationship with Arjowiggins, Appleton Coated

Page 2
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cannot now distance itself when it is convenient.
Accordingly, I conclude that the motion to compel
should be granted.

The Defendants also move to compel produc-
tion of documents from Plaintiff Appleton Papers,
Inc. The documents sought are similar in nature (or
identical) to the documents sought from Appleton
Coated LLC. Again the principal issue is control,
and some context is required. Arjo Wiggins Ap-
pleton (“AWA”) was formed after a merger in 1990
between WT, Appleton Papers, Inc. and a French
company called Arjomari Prioux. In 2001, the cur-
rent Appleton Papers, Inc. (one of the two plaintiffs
in this action) was formed when the Appleton coat-
ing operation was sold to its employees through an
ESOP. Under various indemnity agreements con-
nected with the sale, Arjo Wiggins Appleton agreed
to indemnify Appleton Papers, Inc. for certain Fox
River cleanup costs-potentially more than a hun-
dred million dollars' worth. This arrangement gave
to AWA the right to direct the defense of certain
environmental claims, and Plaintiffs have conceded
AWA is directing Appleton Papers, Inc.'s prosecu-
tion of this lawsuit through a power of attorney
agreement. Defendants assert that the indemnifica-
tion and power of attorney agreements mean that
AWA is the real party in interest in this lawsuit,
even though Appleton Papers, Inc. is the nominal
plaintiff. As such, Appleton Papers, Inc. should be
deemed “control” the actions of AWA for purposes
of Fed.R.Civ.P. 34(a).

Unlike the corporate relationship between Ap-
pleton Coated and Arjowiggins SAS, here AWA
has no apparent ownership interest in Appleton Pa-
pers, Inc. This is not fatal, however, because in
many ways the relationship between AWA and Ap-
pleton Papers, Inc. is, for purposes of this lawsuit,
even closer. The potential for this lawsuit was
clearly envisioned by the parties when Appleton
Papers, Inc. was created, and now that it has materi-
alized it is clear from the filings and argument that
AWA is calling the shots. Although it might be ar-
gued that the arrangement gives AWA the right to

control certain of Appleton Papers' actions-not the
other way around-that is not particularly damning
either. Courts considering the control issue under
Rule 34 also look to which parties will benefit from
the lawsuit.

*4 If a non-party will directly receive the benefit
of an award, then it is unjust that it can frustrate
the discovery process and the complete resolution
of the issues by refusing to furnish documents in
its possession. In Compagnie Francaise, the
French government, which had indemnified the
plaintiff for its loss, would recover any judgment.
To deny discovery of documents held by the gov-
ernment would be “unacceptable.” 105 F.R.D. at
35. In Soletanche and Rodio, an American subsi-
diary brought a declaratory judgment action on
patents held by its parent, which refused to per-
mit discovery of certain documents relating to the
validity of its patent. The court determined that
the foreign parent would receive the benefit of
the litigation, and the American subsidiary was
only an instrumentality. 99 F.R.D. at 272. If the
nonparty is to receive a benefit from the litiga-
tion, that fact along with others must be weighed
in determining control for purposes of Rule 34.

Afros S.P.A. v. Krauss-Maffei Corp., 113
F.R.D. 127, 131 (D.Del.1986).

I am sensitive to the fact that American law af-
fords a significant level of respect to the corporate
form and will not ignore corporate formalities ab-
sent good cause. See, e.g., Kestrel Coal Pty. Ltd. v.
Joy Global, Inc., 362 F.3d 401 (7th Cir.2004). But
Rule 34's scope is broader than mere possession or
ownership; by including “control” in its breadth,
the rule explicitly allowed discovery of documents
that may not actually be owned by the party in
question. Indeed, the Plaintiffs have conceded that
the various district courts' analyses set forth above
govern the outcome here. Thus, although AWA
lacks a current ownership interest in Appleton Pa-
pers, Inc., when it sold the company it essentially
kept on the bundle of liability relating to this law-
suit. It now has a power of attorney over this law-
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suit and is required to indemnify Appleton Papers,
Inc. for its cleanup expenses. By all accounts,
therefore, AWA is the real part in interest here and
will be the principal beneficiary of this litigation.
Accordingly, I conclude that the Defendants have
adequately shown that the documents in AWA's
possession are within the control of Appleton Pa-
pers, Inc.

Accordingly, the motion to compel [Dkt. #
423] Appleton Papers, Inc. to produce documents is
GRANTED. The motion to compel [Dkt. # 420]
Appleton Coated LLC to produce documents is
GRANTED. Appleton Coated LLC and Appleton
Papers, Inc. are ordered to search for and produce
any documents in the possession of AWA or Ar-
jowiggins SAS that are responsive to Georgia-Pa-
cific's subpoenas.

SO ORDERED.

E.D.Wis.,2009.
Appleton Papers Inc. v. George A. Whiting Paper
Co.
Not Reported in F.Supp.2d, 2009 WL 2408898
(E.D.Wis.)

END OF DOCUMENT
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United States District Court,
E.D. Michigan,

Southern Division.
BRICKLAYERS PENSION TRUST FUND-
METROPOLITAN AREA, et al., Plaintiffs,

v.
EVERLAST MASONRY, INC., et al., Defendant.

Civil Action No. 09-cv-11290.
Nov. 16, 2009.

Amy E. Bachelder, George H. Kruszewski, Sachs
Waldman, Detroit, MI, for Plaintiffs.

Anne-Marie Vercruysse Welch, Daniel J. Bretz,
Clark Hill, Detroit, MI, Stanley C. Moore, III, Plun-
kett & Cooney, Bloomfield Hills, MI, for Defend-
ant.

OPINION AND ORDER GRANTING IN PART
AND DENYING IN PART PLAINTIFFS' MO-

TION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY (DOCKET NO.
23)

MONA K. MAJZOUB, United States Magistrate
Judge.

*1 This matter comes before the Court on
Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel Discovery filed on
September 16, 2009. (Docket no. 23). Defendants
did not file a response. The parties filed an
Amended Joint Statement Of Resolved And Unre-
solved Issues Regarding Discovery With Respect
To Defendant DRKK Development, LLC on
November 9, 2009. (Docket no. 31). The parties
filed an Amended Joint Statement of Resolved And
Unresolved Issues Regarding Discovery With Re-
spect to Defendant Everlast Masonry, Inc., on
November 10, 2009. (Docket no. 32). This matter
has been referred to the undersigned for decision

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1) (A). (Docket no.
24). The Court disposes with oral argument on this
Motion. E.D. Mich. LR 7.1(e). The matter is now
ready for ruling.

Plaintiffs served each of the two Defendants
with document requests on July 9, 2009. (Docket
no. 23-3, 23-4). Plaintiffs agreed to two extensions
of time to respond, first to August 24, 2009, then to
September 4, 2009. (Docket no. 23). Defendants
produced written responses on September 8, 2009.
(Docket nos. 23-5, 23-6). Plaintiffs ask the court to
compel access to the requested records and order
Defendants to pay attorney fees and costs incurred
in bringing this motion. (Docket no. 23). According
to the Joint Statements the following issues remain:
As to Defendant DRKK Development (DRKK) Re-
quest to Produce Nos. 1 and 9(A); as to Defendant
Everlast Masonry, Inc. (Everlast), Request to Pro-
duce No. 11; and as to both Defendants, redacted
information on financial documents produced by
Defendants.

A. The Requests At Issue Are Relevant
Plaintiffs may “obtain discovery of any non-

privileged matter that is relevant to any party's
claim or defense,” and “[r]elevant information need
not be admissible at the trial if the discovery ap-
pears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery
of admissible evidence.” Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(b)(1).
Despite a few boilerplate objections by Defendants
to some of the Requests as “irrelevant” all of the re-
quests at issue are relevant to the issue of whether
the Defendant companies are alter egos or other-
wise one and the same. To the extent that either De-
fendant objects that Plaintiffs' Requests are over-
broad, oppressive or harassing, they have provided
no specific information to support the objections
and the Court finds that the boilerplate objections
are without merit.

B. Defendants' Responses That They Are In The
Process of Obtaining The Documents

The issue with Defendant DRKK's responses to
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Request to Produce No. 1 and 9(A) and Defendant
Everlast's response to Request No. 11 arises from
their non-committal written responses indicating
that each Defendant is still attempting to procure
the responsive documents and will produce them
when they are available, without providing further
information regarding their status.

Plaintiffs may serve a request to produce
“items in the responding party's possession, cus-
tody, or control.” Fed.R.Civ.P. 34(a)(1). “The word
‘control’ is to be broadly construed. A party con-
trols documents that it has the right, authority, or
ability to obtain upon demand.” Scott v. AREX, Inc.,
124 F.R.D. 39, 41 (D.Conn.1989). Defendants' re-
sponses are insufficient. Defendants have already
had far more time to produce the documents than
the thirty days allowed pursuant to Rule
34(b)(2)(A), Fed.R.Civ.P. The Court will order
each Defendant to produce all responsive docu-
ments within its possession, custody or control by a
date certain and to amend each of the responses to
state that it has produced all of the responsive docu-
ments within its possession, custody or control. In
light of the ambiguity of the Defendants' responses
as to whether or not documents exist and what steps
were or are being taken to identify and procure
them, the Court will also order Defendants' counsel
to each produce an affidavit as set forth below stat-
ing what steps were taken to identify, locate and
produce the responsive documents, including listing
dates and places where documents were sought.

C. Production of Redacted Documents
*2 Plaintiffs argue that both Defendants have

produced one or more redacted documents in their
productions of financial documents in response to
Request To Produce No. 1. Plaintiffs argue that no
privilege applies and neither Defendant produced a
privilege log or otherwise complied with Rule
26(b)(5), Fed.R.Civ.P. Plaintiffs characterize the in-
formation Defendant Everlast redacted as dollar
amounts and descriptions of expenses related to
legal fees. In the Joint Statements Defendant Ever-
last argues that the redacted information is irrelev-

ant. Plaintiffs characterize the information Defend-
ant DRKK redacted as the name of a recipient for a
check that Defendant argues was for legal fees.
Neither Defendant raised any objections in its writ-
ten responses to Plaintiffs' Document Request and
neither Defendant filed a response to Plaintiffs' mo-
tion.

“As a general rule, failure to object to discov-
ery requests within the thirty days provided by
Rules 33 and 34 ‘constitutes a waiver of any objec-
tions.’ “ Carfagno v. Jackson Nat'l Life Ins., 2001
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1768 *3, 2001 WL 34059032
(W.D.Mich.2001) (no exception for work product
and attorney-client material under the waiver). The
requested information and documents, including the
redacted name of the recipient of a legal fees check
and the dollar amounts and descriptions of ex-
penses, are relevant to the issue of whether the De-
fendants are alter-egos. See generally N.L.R.B. v.
Midwest Precision Heating and Cooling, Inc., 408
F.3d 450, 459 (8th Cir.2005) (The court noted in its
alter-ego analysis that Midwest Air Conditioning
“still uses the same accountant, lawyer, and payroll
provider that Precision used.”). Defendants Everlast
and DRKK waived any objections or privilege,
failed to produce a privilege log and did not other-
wise move for protection of the requested material.
The Court will order Defendants to produce all re-
sponsive documents in full, without redaction. The
Court will deny Plaintiffs' request for attorneys fees
and costs. Fed.R.Civ.P. 37(5)(A)(ii), (iii).

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel Discovery (docket no.
23) is GRANTED in part and on or before Novem-
ber 30, 2009 Defendant DRKK will produce all
documents responsive to Request to Produce Nos. 1
and 9(A) in full without redaction and will amend
its written responses to the same to state whether it
has produced all responsive documents within its
possession, custody or control and Defendant Ever-
last will produce all documents responsive to Re-
quest to Produce Nos. 1 and 11 in full without re-
daction and will amend its written responses to the
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same to state whether it has produced all responsive
documents within its possession, custody or con-
trol.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that to the ex-
tent that either Defendant responds that it has not
produced all responsive documents within its pos-
session, custody or control, counsel for that De-
fendant will serve with its amended Responses an
affidavit setting forth the steps taken to identify and
procure the remaining responsive documents, in-
cluding the time, manner and place(s) where docu-
ments were sought.

*3 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that
Plaintiffs' request for attorneys fees and costs is
denied. Fed.R.Civ.P. 37(a)(5)(A)(ii) and (iii).

NOTICE TO THE PARTIES
Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 72(a), the parties have

a period of ten days from the date of this Order
within which to file any written appeal to the Dis-
trict Judge as may be permissible under 28 U.S.C. §
636(b)(1).

E.D.Mich.,2009.
Bricklayers Pension Trust Fund-Metropolitan Area
v. Everlast Masonry, Inc.
Not Reported in F.Supp.2d, 2009 WL 3837147
(E.D.Mich.)

END OF DOCUMENT
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United States District Court,
E.D. Michigan,

Southern Division.
In re DOW CORNING CORPORATION, Debtor.

(LMI Administrative Application).

No. 95-CV-20512-DT.
June 15, 2010.

ORDER REGARDING VARIOUS DISCOVERY
MOTIONS

DENISE PAGE HOOD, District Judge.
I. INTRODUCTION

*1 This matter is before the Court on eight dis-
covery-related motions filed by both parties. Briefs
were filed and oral arguments held on the matter.

Thirty (30) Certain Underwriters at Lloyd's,
London and Certain London Market Insurance
Companies (collectively, London Market Insurers
(“LMI Claimants”)) filed an Application for Allow-
ance and Payment of its Administrative Expense
Claim filed with the Court on August 12, 2004 un-
der § 503(B) of the Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. §
503(b). This Administrative Claim is in an amount
not less than $91 .2 million dollars, plus interest.
Each LMI Claimant seeks partial reimbursement
under a “clawback” provision in the 1995 Settle-
ment Agreement with Dow Corning Corporation
(“Dow Corning”) for settlement payments that they
made to resolve Dow Corning's insurance coverage
lawsuit for breast implant liabilities.

Dow Corning filed an Objection to the Applic-
ation and a Motion to Dismiss on August 17, 2005
claiming that the Application was not ripe for judi-
cial determination and failed to state a claim upon
which relief can be granted. The Court denied the
motion in an Order dated June 18, 2007.

On June 27, 2007, the LMI Claimants filed an
Amended Application and the matter proceeded to
discovery. In an Order dated October 3, 2008, the
Court granted Dow Corning's motion regarding dis-
covery of the “leaders” and certain four
“followers.” (10/3/08 Order, p. 7) As to the Rein-
surance-Related Discovery, the Court granted Dow
Corning's motion to compel the production of the
reinsurance documents. (10/3/08 Order, pp. 8-9)
The Court took under advisement Dow Corning's
Motion to Compel Production of All Documents
Relating to the Settlement Negotiations and the Set-
tlement Agreement At Issue (Doc. Nos.29935,
29948) because the LMI Claimants invoked Section
VII.B of the Settlement Agreement-the non-waiver
provision. The Court ordered in camera production
of the documents the LMI Claimants claimed were
privilege relating to the settlement negotiations (in
addition to the documents the LMI Claimants sub-
mitted to the Court in camera during oral argu-
ments).

After more discovery issues, the Court granted
Dow Corning's Motion to Compel Compliance with
the October 3, 2008 Court Order and for Entry of
Revised Scheduling Order. The Court also ordered
the LMI Claimants submit to the Court in camera
all documents they seek to withhold from Dow
Corning based on attorney-client privilege and/or
work product (or any other privilege or theory).
(1/30/09 Order, p. 11)

The Court heard oral arguments on the discov-
ery motions on June 12, 2009, along with three
summary judgment motions filed by the parties.
This order addresses the discovery-related motions
and the Court's ruling on the summary judgment
motions are set forth in a separate order.

II. DISCOVERY MOTIONS

A. Dow Corning's Motion to Compel Compli-
ance with the Court's October 3, 2008 and Janu-
ary 30, 2009 Orders by Requiring LMI
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Claimants to Produce Responsive 1999 Rein-
surer Communication

*2 Dow Corning argues that the Court has is-
sued two orders requiring the LMI Claimants to
produce all responsive communications with rein-
surers or reinsurance intermediaries, regardless of
whether any claim of privilege otherwise might
have been asserted. In a February 20, 2009 letter to
the Court, the LMI Claimants sought the Court's ad-
vice as to whether they may withhold as privileged
a responsive 1999 document that was shared with a
reinsurer. The LMI Claimants also sought guidance
as to an August 31, 2000 report pursuant to an April
3, 2009 letter to the Court. Dow Corning claims
that the Court has ordered production of the docu-
ments twice and the documents should be produced
immediately.

In response, the LMI Claimants claim that Dow
Corning's motion is yet another effort by Dow
Corning to use broad language of the Court's Or-
ders to obtain a document that plainly was not with-
in the scope of those orders. The LMI Claimants ar-
gue that Dow Corning did not request or move to
compel production of documents containing attor-
ney work product concerning the development of
this claim, as opposed to documents relating to the
1994-95 settlement negotiations and agreement.
The LMI Claimants argue this Court's Orders do
not require that the documents be produced. The
LMI Claimants claim the law provides that the LMI
Claimants and their reinsurers have a common in-
terest in the reimbursement claim and the Decem-
ber 2, 1999 and August 31, 2000 market reports did
not lose their privileged status when shared with re-
insurers, citing Front Royal Ins. Co. v. Gold Play-
ers, Inc., 187 F.R.D. 252 (W.D.Va.1999) and All-
endale Mut. Ins. v. Bull Data Sys., Inc., 152 F.R.D.
132 (N.D.Ill.1993).

Dow Corning replies that it moved to compel
communications between the LMI Claimants and
their reinsurers concerning the Settlement Agree-
ment in its November 30, 2007 motion. Given that
the LMI Claimants acknowledge that the December

1999 and August 2000 documents now at issue
were communicated to at least one reinsurer and
relates to the LMI Claimants' purported
“reimbursement rights under the settlement agree-
ment”, Dow Corning argues that the document is
responsive to Dow Corning's prior motions to com-
pel.

The Court finds that the December 1999 and
August 2000 documents now at issue were subject
to this Court's prior orders and must be produced by
the LMI Claimants to Dow Corning. As to the LMI
Claimants' work-product privilege argument, the
Court finds that the privilege does not apply to the
December 1999 document since the LMI Claimants
did not file the reimbursement claim until 2004.

The work-product doctrine protects an attor-
ney's trial preparation materials from discovery to
preserve the integrity of the adversarial process. See
Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495-510-14 (1947).
The work-product doctrine is a procedural rule un-
der Rule 26 of the Rules of Federal Procedure. In re
Powerhouse Licensing, LLC, 441 F.3d 467, 472
(6th Cir.2006). Rule 26(b)(3) protects documents
prepared in anticipation of litigation or for trial.
Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(b)(3). Two questions are asked to
determine whether a document has been prepared in
anticipation of litigation: 1) whether the document
was prepared “because of” a party's subjective anti-
cipation of litigation, as contrasted with ordinary
business purpose; and 2) whether that subjective
anticipation was objectively reasonable. United
States v. Roxworthy, 475 F.3d 590, 594 (6th
Cir.2006). The burden is on the party claiming pro-
tection to show that anticipated litigation was the
“driving force behind the preparation of each re-
quested document.” Id. at 595.

*3 The LMI Claimants, acknowledging that the
December 1999 documents relate to the LMI
Claimants' alleged reimbursement rights under the
Settlement Agreement, cannot show that the
December 1999 documents were prepared in anti-
cipation of the instant reimbursement claim filed in
2004. The interpretation of the Settlement Agree-
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ment containing the reimbursement provision is the
main issue in this litigation. The LMI Claimants
have not carried their burden to show that the 2004
reimbursement claim litigation was the driving
force behind the preparation of the December 1999
documents. Dow Corning's Motion to Compel
Compliance with the Court's October 3, 2008 and
January 30, 2009 Orders by Requiring LMI
Claimants to Produce Responsive 1999 Reinsurer
Communication is granted.

B. Dow Corning's Motion to Compel Compliance
with the Court's October 3, 2008 and January
30, 2009 Orders Regarding Reinsurance-Related
Information

This discovery motion is related to the motion
above. In its October 3, 2008 Order, the Court dir-
ected the LMI Claimants to produce to Dow Corn-
ing any communications between the LMI
Claimants and their reinsurers with respect to the
Settlement Agreement. (10/3/08 Order, pp. 7-9, 14)
The Court granted Dow Corning's Motion to Com-
pel with regards to the reinsurance documents in its
January 30, 2009 Order. (1/30/09 Order, p. 8) Dow
Corning argues that the documents relating to mar-
ket reports labeled as “May be available to rein-
surers” should also be produced. Dow Corning
claims that some market reports are expressly
labeled “Should not be shown to reinsurers” where-
as some are labeled “May be made available to re-
insurers.” Dow Corning claims that the LMI
Claimants have taken the position that they need
only produce market reports where there is evid-
ence, beyond the four corners of a market report,
affirmatively indicating that a particular report was
in fact shared with reinsurers. Dow Corning argues
that with regard to the market reports labeled “May
be made available to reinsurers” the LMI Claimants
cannot be certain that these reports were not in fact
shared with reinsurers.

In response, the LMI Claimants claim that Dow
Corning is raising a new argument-whether the la-
beling of a document can cause it to lose its priv-
ileged status. The LMI Claimants argued that the

mere presence of the “reinsurer-available” legend
on a document does not eliminate the applicable
privileges. The LMI Claimants argue that there is
no basis in law to find a waiver of the attorney-cli-
ent privilege or work product doctrine simply be-
cause a document bears a legend indicating that it
could be shared with a reinsurer. The LMI
Claimants state that they have reasonably determ-
ined which documents were shared with a reinsurer.
The LMI Claimants claim they have produced all
such reports. The LMI Claimants submitted affi-
davits to support their argument that even though
documents contain “reinsurer available” legends, it
does not mean that such a report was shared with a
reinsurer. The affidavits also state that the
“reinsurer available” reports are not provided to re-
insurers as a matter of course and that many
“reinsurer available” reports are never shared with
any reinsurer.

*4 Dow Corning replies that since its motion
was filed, the LMI Claimants produced additional
market reports and it now appears only two
“reinsurer available” market reports are in dispute,
dated September 1, 1995 and February 22, 1996.
These two documents (and others which Dow Corn-
ing is not aware of to date) must be produced, ac-
cording to Dow Corning. Dow Corning claims the
LMI Claimants cannot have “reasonably determ-
ined” that these two “reinsurer available” reports
were not communicated to any reinsurers. The
September 1, 1995 report indicates in a cover letter
that “this report has been produced so that it may be
made available to reinsurers.” (Dow Corning Mo-
tion, Ex. M) Dow Corning argues that the LMI
Claimants have offered no evidence to justify a
conclusion that of the 73 London Market insurers
who settled with Dow Corning, not a single one
shared the September 1, 1995 report with at least
one reinsurer or reinsurance intermediary. The LMI
Claimants have not indicated or submitted any affi-
davit to show that a report labeled “Should not be
shown to brokers, reinsurers, auditors, or any other
parties” and reports labeled “May be sent to” or
“Made available to reinsurers” were not shown to
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or intended to be shared with third parties.

The work product privilege doctrine was ad-
dressed above and the same analysis applies. As to
the attorney-client privilege doctrine, Michigan law
has long recognized the common-law privilege ex-
tending to communications between a client and an
attorney. Sterling v. Keiden, 162 Mich.App. 88, 412
N.W.2d 255 (1987). Generally, the attorney-client
privilege is waived by voluntary disclosure of
private communications by an individual or corpor-
ation to third parties. In re Columbia/HCA Health-
care Corp., Billing Practices Litigations, 293 F.3d
289, 294 (6th Cir.2002). A client may waive the
privilege by conduct which implies a waiver of the
privilege or a consent to disclosure. Id. The burden
of establishing the existence of the privilege rests
with the person asserting it. United States v.
Dakota, 197 F.3d 821, 825 (6th Cir.2000). Claims
of attorney-client privilege are narrowly construed
because the privilege reduces the amount of inform-
ation discoverable during the course of a lawsuit.
United States v. Collins, 128 F.3d 313, 320 (6th
Cir.1997). The privilege applies only where neces-
sary to achieve its purpose and protects only those
communications necessary to obtain legal advice.
In re Antitrust Grand Jury, 805 F.2d 155, 162 (6th
Cir.1986). Litigants cannot hide behind the priv-
ilege if they are relying upon privileged communic-
ations to make their case. “[T]he attorney-client
privilege cannot at once be used as a shield and a
sword.” In re Lott, 139 Fed. Appx. 658, 2005 WL
1515367 (6th Cir. Jun.22, 2005) (unpublished)
(citing United States v. Bilzerian, 926 F.2d 1285,
1292 (2d Cir.1991)).

In this case, the two documents at issue must
be produced. As noted previously, the main issue in
this litigation is the interpretation of the Settlement
Agreement at issue, specifically the reimbursement
provision. The Court has previously ruled that Dow
Corning is entitled to information given to the rein-
surers. Although the LMI Claimants assert that they
are “reasonably” certain the two documents at issue
were not shared with reinsurers, the fact that the

documents are labeled “reinsurer available” or
“may be sent to” or “made available to reinsurers”
shows that these documents were not considered
private between a client and an attorney. The LMI
Claimants apparently knew how to label docu-
ments-whether it could or should be shared or not
with reinsurers. The Court finds that the attorney-cli-
ent privilege, if any, was waived as to the two mar-
ket reports at issue and grants Dow Corning's Mo-
tion to Compel Compliance with the Court's Octo-
ber 3, 2008 and January 30, 2009 Orders Regarding
Reinsurance-Related Information.

C. Dow Corning's Motion to Compel LMI
Claimants to Provide Release-Adjustment Dis-
covery

*5 Dow Corning seeks an order compelling the
LMI Claimants to provide release-adjustment dis-
covery as required by the Settlement Agreement.
Dow Corning claims that the clawback provision
sets forth a requirement that any “Released Subject
Matter under those Subject Contracts of Insurance
affected by any such reimbursement will be nar-
rowed accordingly.” (Reimbursement Prov., §
VI.D) Dow Corning's First Set of Interrogatories re-
quested that each applicant seeking reimbursement
identify, with respect to the amount of reimburse-
ment sought, “the release adjustment that each ap-
plicant would make, and the method used in calcu-
lating each applicant's release adjustment.” (DCC
Int. No. 1) Interrogatory No. 10 required the LMI
Claimants to “describe how you intend to structure
your release adjustment of Dow Corning's insur-
ance claims, as required by Section VI.D of the Set-
tlement Agreement if you secure a reimbursement
under the clawback provision.” (DCC Int. No. 10)
Dow Corning claims the LMI Claimants objected to
and refused to respond to the requests, taking the
position that the requests sought were irrelevant
and premature.

The LMI Claimants respond that the informa-
tion requested is not relevant to the “only” claim in
this case, which is the LMI Claimants' claim for re-
imbursement. The LMI Claimants assert that how
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the insurance coverage, or releases, might be adjus-
ted “after” the Court decides the claim is “irrelevant
to the only issues presented in this case-whether the
London Market Insurers are entitled to reimburse-
ment and in what amount.” (LMI Resp., p. 1) The
LMI Claimants further argue that the motion seeks
information that does not exist until the amount of
reimbursement is known. The LMI Claimants con-
tend that Dow Corning has not filed a counterclaim
for release adjustment or a release adjustment de-
fense. Finally, the LMI Claimants claim that Dow
Corning's discovery request borders on harassment
because Dow Corning is fully aware that the re-
leases cannot be adjusted until there is a reimburse-
ment amount.

In its reply, Dow Corning argues that the LMI
Claimants seek to avoid their obligation to provide
release-adjustment discovery by asserting that the
matter before the Court is solely about reimburse-
ment and that the release adjustment has nothing to
do with the LMI Claimants' claim for reimburse-
ment, in addition to the LMI Claimants' contention
that Dow Corning has not asserted a counterclaim
or a release adjustment defense. Dow Corning
claims that the plain language of the clawback pro-
vision forecloses both arguments. Dow Corning
notes that the release adjustment provision is con-
tained in the same paragraph as the request for re-
imbursement sought by the LMI Claimants. Spe-
cifically, the provision states that “[t]he RELEASE
Subject matter under those Subject Contracts of In-
surance affected by any such reimbursement will be
narrowed accordingly. Should the Parties fail to
agree upon a reimbursement amount and the adjust-
ment in the Released Subject Matter, the Parties
shall invoke the dispute resolution procedures set
forth in Section VI.B., above.” (Settlement Agree-
ment, VI.D.) Dow Corning argues that the LMI
Claimants cannot selectively invoke only part of the
clawback provision while ignoring other require-
ments in the provision.

*6 Rule 26(b) (1) of the Rules of Civil Proced-
ures provides that “parties may obtain discovery re-

garding any non privileged matter that is relevant to
any party's claim or defense.” Fed.R.Civ.P.
26(b)(1). Fed.R.Civ.P. 33, 34, and 36, respectively,
authorize a party to serve on another party interrog-
atories, requests for production, and requests for
admission on another party. A discovery request
must meet the threshold relevancy test. See Fed.R
.Civ.P. 26(b)(1). Discovery is limited if the discov-
ery sought is unreasonably cumulative or duplicat-
ive, or can be obtained from some other source that
is more convenient, less burdensome, or less ex-
pensive. Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(b)(2)(C). The Sixth Cir-
cuit has held that the scope of examination permit-
ted under Rule 26(b) is broader than that permitted
at trial. Mellon v. Cooper-Jarrett, Inc., 424 F.2d
499, 501 (6th Cir.1970). The test is whether the line
of interrogation is reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence. Id. at
500-501. Relevance for discovery purposes is ex-
tremely broad. Miller v. Fed. Express Corp., 186
F.R.D. 376, 383 (W.D.Tenn.1999). The district
court has broad discretion to control and restrict
discovery where necessary to protect from abuse.
See Herbert v. Lando, 441 U.S. 153, 177, 99 S.Ct.
1635, 60 L.Ed.2d 115 (1975).

As asserted by the LMI Claimants, “the only is-
sues presented in this case-whether the London
Market Insurers are entitled to reimbursement and
in what amount.” The reimbursement provision ex-
pressly states, “[t]he Released Subject matter under
those Subject Contracts of Insurance affected by
any such reimbursement will be narrowed accord-
ingly.” (Settlement Agreement, VI.D.) The next
sentence states that if the parties fail to agree “upon
a reimbursement amount and the adjustment in the
Released Subject Matter, the Parties shall invoke
the dispute resolution procedures set forth in Sec-
tion VI.B., above.” (Id.) These two sentences in the
reimbursement provision, with the language
“affected” and considering the reimbursement
amount “and” the adjustment together, evidences
that the parties intended any adjustment in the Re-
leased Subject Matter to be determined with the re-
imbursement amount. Dow Corning's interrogator-
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ies relating to the release adjustment are relevant to
the LMI Claimants' claim for reimbursement. As
noted above, “the only issues presented in this case-
whether the London Market Insurers are entitled to
reimbursement and in what amount.” Dow Corn-
ing's Motion to Compel LMI Claimants to Provide
Release-Adjustment Discovery is granted.

D. LMI's Motion to Compel Production of Docu-
ments Over Which Dow Corning has Waived At-
torney-Client Privilege and/or Work Product
Protection

1. Waiver

The LMI Claimants seek production of non-
specific documents over which they claim Dow
Corning has waived attorney-client privilege and/or
work product protection. The LMI Claimants
identify three areas in which they claim Dow Corn-
ing has made such a waiver. First, the LMI
Claimants claim that Dow Corning has repeatedly
waived the attorney-client privilege through the
testimony of its outside counsel. The LMI
Claimants' motion focused on Scott Gilbert's 1995
testimony, before the Bankruptcy Court, on whether
the Settlement Agreement between the parties was
reasonable. The LMI Claimants briefly mention the
deposition testimony of Marialuisa Gallozzi and
footnotes deposition testimony of John Rigas and
Edward Rich, negotiators on behalf of Dow Corn-
ing. Second, the LMI Claimants assert Dow Corn-
ing waived the work product protection regarding
the insurance allocations prepared by Sedgwick
James for Dow Corning because they were shared
with the Tort Claimants' Committee and the Lon-
don Market Insurers. Finally, the LMI Claimants
claim that Dow Corning waived the privilege by
providing the Tort Claimants' Committee a draft of
Dow Corning's demand letter to the insurers.

*7 Dow Corning responds that it did not waive
any attorney-client privilege when Mr. Gilbert or
Ms. Gallozzi testified at their depositions. Dow
Corning argues that the Sedgwick James documents
are not work product, therefore, sharing these docu-

ments with the Tort Claimants' Committee and the
London Market Insurers did not waive any priv-
ilege. As to sending a letter to the Tort Claimants'
Committee regarding a draft letter to its insurers,
Dow Corning does not claim a privilege over the
draft letter or any letter sent to its insurers, there-
fore, sharing this document with the Tort Claimants
also does not constitute a waiver of any privilege.

The Federal Rules of Evidence Rule 502
provides the extent of a waiver of an attorney-client
or work-product communication or information if
such a waiver has been found. The notes to the rule
provide that the rule “is not intended to displace or
modify federal common law concerning waiver of
privilege or work product where no disclosure has
been made” and is not intended to overturn preced-
ent dealing with implied waiver by the assertion of
an advice of counsel defense. See, Henry v. Quick-
en Loans, Inc., 263 F.R.D. 458, 465
(E.D.Mich.2008). Before applying Rule 502, a de-
termination must first be made whether a waiver of
the privilege or work product has occurred. A priv-
ilege may be waived expressly or by implication.
Id. at 466. Generally, the attorney-client privilege is
waived by voluntary disclosure of private commu-
nications by an individual or corporation to third
parties. In re Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corp.
Billing Practices Lit., 293 F.3d 289, 294 (6th
Cir.2002). A client may waive the privilege by con-
duct which implies a waiver of the privilege or a
consent to disclosure. Id. The privilege is waived
when a client attacks the quality of an attorney's ad-
vice or when a party raises a defense based on ad-
vice-of counsel. A claim or defense which places at
issue the subject matter of a privileged communica-
tion in such a way that a party holding the privilege
will be forced to draw upon the privileged material
at trial in order to prevail waives the privilege. In re
Lott, 424 F.3d 446, 453-54 (6th Cir.2005). “[I]t is
the content of the privileged communications that is
used as a sword.” Ross v. City of Memphis, 423
F.3d 596, 604-05 (6th Cir.2005). Implied waivers
are to be construed narrowly and a court “must im-
pose a waiver no broader than needed to ensure the
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fairness of the proceedings before it.” In re Lott,
424 F.3d at 453-54. Merely filing a suit that places
a party's state of mind at issue is insufficient to con-
stitute a waiver of the attorney-client privilege.
Henry, 263 F.R.D. at 467. The client must take an
affirmative step to waive the privilege such as when
the client asserts a claim or defense and attempts to
prove that claim or defense by disclosing or de-
scribing an attorney-client communication. Id. at
468 (citation omitted). An insurance company does
not waive the attorney-client privilege by offering
the testimony of a former attorney to show that the
insurance company had attempted to settle the in-
sured's claim after a suit had been filed as rebuttal
evidence to the insured's allegations of bad faith.
Id. However, “the attorney client privilege cannot
at once be used as a shield and a sword.” Id.
(citation omitted). If a client testifies on direct that
certain actions were legal, conversations with coun-
sel would directly be relevant in determining the
extent of the client's knowledge and his intent. The
client cannot later on cross examination assert a
privileged communication on matters reasonably
related to those developed on direct. Id. at 469.
When a party asserts a defense of good faith or
reasonableness and affirmatively offers testimony
that the party consulted with an attorney as factual
support for the defense, the client waives the attor-
ney client privilege on the narrow subject matter of
those communications. Id.

2. Scott Gilbert
*8 The LMI Claimants argue that on numerous

occasions at a 1995 hearing before the Bankruptcy
Court and in Mr. Gilbert's deposition taken on Feb-
ruary 17, 2009, he waived the attorney-client priv-
ilege. The LMI Claimants seek a broad and blanket
subject waiver of the privilege as to Dow Corning's
intent regarding the reimbursement provision. Dow
Corning argues that there was no waiver because
Dow Corning's counsel explicitly indicated on the
record at the 1995 hearing and during the 2009 de-
position that Dow Corning was not waiving any
privilege.

The Court's review of the 2009 deposition of
Mr. Gilbert and the passages cited by the LMI
Claimants during the 1995 hearing reveals that
Dow Corning did not waive the attorney client priv-
ilege. Merely placing Dow Corning's state of mind
on the issue of the “assumed amount” set forth on
the reimbursement provision does not constitute a
waiver of the attorney-client communication.
Henry, 263 F.R.D. at 267. Construing Mr. Gilbert's
testimony during the 1994 hearing narrowly as to
waiver, the Court cannot find that Mr. Gilbert went
beyond what was necessary for the Bankruptcy
Court to make a decision as to the reasonableness
of the settlement between Dow Corning and its in-
surers. The Bankruptcy Court noted that lawyer-
negotiator testimony on the reasonableness of a set-
tlement “happens to be the primary way settlements
get approved in Court” and “that would be entirely
appropriate and as I understand it, routine.”
(8/10/95 Bankr.Hrg. at 62-63) As to Mr. Gilbert's
2009 deposition, Mr. Gilbert did not affirmatively
testify as to his communications with Dow Corning
or Dow Corning's communications to him, other
than noting his understanding of the numbers upon
which the parties had agreed. On several occasions,
Dow Corning's counsel asserted the attorney client
communications privilege or work product protec-
tion. (2/17/09 Gilbert Dep., at 8-9, 20-30, 33-34,
42, 69, 76-77, 91-94, 97-98, 120, 136, 223-24,
248-49, 251-56, 260-62, 268-73, 278-79, 281-82,
318-19) It is clear from Mr. Gilbert's testimony that
Dow Corning did not intentionally waive its priv-
ilege nor that Mr. Gilbert affirmatively offered
testimony regarding the communications between
himself and Dow Corning. No privilege was waived
when Mr. Gilbert testified to his understanding as
to the amount at issue set forth in the reimburse-
ment clause and as to the negotiations and commu-
nications between he and the insurers regarding the
reimbursement clause.

3. Marialuisa Gallozi
The February 29, 2009 deposition testimony of

Ms. Gallozi also shows that Dow Corning asserted
the attorney/client privilege and work product pro-
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tection throughout the deposition. (Ex. 15, DCC's
Resp.) The Court finds that Dow Corning did not
intentionally waive its privilege or any work
product information during Ms. Gallozi's depos-
ition. The Court also finds that Ms. Gallozi did not
affirmatively testify to communications she had
with Dow Corning.

4. John Rigas
*9 A review of the few pages of Mr. Rigas'

testimony submitted by the LMI Claimants shows
he did not reveal any privileged information. (Ex.
D, LMI's motion) Mr. Rigas, as a representative of
Dow Corning, testified as to what Dow Corning's
assumptions were during the negotiations. Nothing
in his deposition offered affirmative testimony re-
garding any privileged communications. He was
not acting as counsel during the negotiations but
was the business financial representative for Dow
Corning.

5. Edward Rich
During the 1995 negotiations, Mr. Rich was

Dow Corning's Treasurer, not its counsel. (Ex. C,
2/24/09 Rich Dep., at 169) The few pages submit-
ted by the LMI Claimants in support of their motion
shows that Mr. Rich was testifying as to his person-
al involvement in the negotiations and drafting of
the Settlement Agreement. (Id., at 82) The ques-
tions posed by the LMI Claimants' counsel focused
on discussions between Dow Corning and the LMI
Claimants' counsel regarding the settlement negoti-
ations. (Id. at 162) It is clear from the testimony
that Mr. Rich was not going to discuss privileged
communications he had with Dow Corning's coun-
sel. (Id. at 180) Dow Corning's counsel also asser-
ted the attorney/client privilege during Mr. Rich's
deposition. (Id. at 170). Mr. Rich did not offer any
affirmative testimony waiving any privilege or
work product protection.

6. Sedgwick James Documents
The LMI Claimants argue that Dow Corning

waived its privilege and work product protection by
disclosing materials generated by Sedgwick James
to the Tort Claimants' Committee and the LMI

Claimants. In response, Dow Corning claims it nev-
er and does not now assert any privilege as to the
documents generated by Sedgwick James. Dow
Corning expressly asserts that the documents pre-
pared by Sedgwick James are not work product.

The Court finds that because Dow Corning
does not assert work product protection of the doc-
uments generated by Sedgwick James, Dow Corn-
ing has not waived any privilege or work product
protection by disclosing the documents to the Tort
Claimants' Committee and to the LMI Claimants.

7. Draft Letter to Insurers
The LMI Claimants argue that Dow Corning

waived any privilege by disclosing to the Tort
Claimants' Committee a draft letter addressed to the
insurers regarding Dow Corning's demand. In re-
sponse, Dow Corning argues that it does not assert
any privilege over the draft letter to the insurers
since the letter is not work product or subject to any
attorney-client privilege. Because Dow Corning
does not assert any privilege or work product pro-
tection to a letter to be sent to the insurers, Dow
Corning has not waived any privilege or work
product protection by disclosing a copy of the draft
letter to the Tort Claimants' Committee.

For the reasons set forth above, the LMI
Claimants' Motion to Compel Production of Docu-
ments Over Which Dow Corning has waived the
Attorney-Client Privilege and/or Work Product Pro-
tection is denied, the Court finding that Dow Corn-
ing has not waived the privilege or protection.

E. LMI Claimants' Motion to Compel Produc-
tion of Communications and Documents Shared
with Third Parties

*10 The LMI Claimants seek an order directing
Dow Corning to search for and produce: 1) non-
privileged communications and documents shared
with third parties concerning the reimbursement
clause and subjects related to it; 2) non-privileged
communications and documents shared with third
parties concerning the claim; and 3) privileged
communications and documents Dow Corning
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shared with third parties. (Motion, p. 15) The LMI
Claimants state that in 2006, they requested certain
documents from Dow Corning. The LMI Claimants
now claim that on February 24, 2009, they learned
that Dow Corning may have documents on the crit-
ical issues in the case that it has not produced or
has not searched for or listed on a privilege log.

In response, Dow Corning claims the LMI
Claimants waited until February 2009, after five de-
positions had been taken, to raise for the first time
an issue about Dow Corning's production of com-
munications with non-parties. Dow Corning claims
that it conducted an extensive search for documents
responsive to the LMI Claimants' discovery re-
quests in 2007 and made a substantial document
production in response to the requests. Dow Corn-
ing withheld two privileged communications re-
garding the Settlement Agreement that were shared
with its owners, the Dow Chemical Company and
Corning, Incorporated and included these two com-
munications on its privilege log. The LMI
Claimants did not raise any objections regarding
these two communications until the instant motion
filed in 2009. As to the documents the LMI
Claimants assert they recently learned about, Dow
Corning claims they searched in 2009 for any docu-
ments responsive to the LMI Claimants' new re-
quests. Dow Corning states no documents which
have not been produced were found in its search in
2009. At the hearing, the Court instructed Dow
Corning to submit an affidavit addressing the
search and such affidavit was submitted to the
Court on July 10, 2009 describing Dow Corning's
efforts to search the requested documents. “It is
well established that in those situations in which the
documents sought to be produced are not in exist-
ence, a request to produce must be denied.” In re
Air Crash Disaster at Detroit Metropolitan Airport,
130 F.R.D. 641, 646 (E.D.Mich.1989).

With regards to the LMI Claimants' request for
communications and documents which the LMI
Claimants learned about in 2009, Dow Corning has
submitted an affidavit detailing the search it con-

ducted in 2007 and 2009. Dow Corning has indic-
ated no documents exist, other than the documents
it had already produced in response to LMI
Claimants' discovery requests back in 2007. The
Court is satisfied based on Dow Corning's response
brief and the affidavit submitted that it has per-
formed the appropriate searches in order to respond
to the LMI Claimants' most recent document Re-
quests.

Addressing the LMI Claimants' argument that
Dow Corning should produce documents and com-
munications, the Court notes the Sixth Circuit's
“universal rule of law” that the parent and subsidi-
ary share a community of interest, such that the par-
ent, as well as the subsidiary, is the “client” for pur-
poses of the attorney-client privilege. See Crabb v.
KFC Nat'l Management Co., 1992 WL 1321 (6th
Cir. Jan.6, 1992) (unpublished) (“The cases clearly
hold that a corporate ‘client’ includes not only the
corporation by whom the attorney is employed or
retained, but also parent, subsidiary and affiliate
corporations.”) (citation omitted); Glidden Co. v.
Jandernoa, 173 F.R.D. 459, 472-73
(W.D.Mich.1997). An exception to the attorney-cli-
ent privilege is the shareholder-fiduciary exception.
See Fausek v. White, 965 F.2d 126 (6th Cir.2991).
The exception is invoked by minority shareholders
seeking to access corporate-attorney client commu-
nications in a suit vindicating shareholder interests.
Id. at 130. Where the parent corporation has placed
directors on the subsidiary board, corporate direct-
ors have access to corporate records and docu-
ments, including documents otherwise protected by
the corporation's attorney-client privilege. Glidden,
173 F.R.D. at 473-74. Although Michigan law
provides that an attorney for a corporation does not
automatically have an attorney-client relationship
with its shareholders and the privilege belongs to
the client corporation, the attorney does have a fi-
duciary duty to the shareholders. Id. at 475. The ex-
istence of an attorney-client relationship merely es-
tablishes a per se rule that the lawyer owes fidu-
ciary duties to the client but it does not end the in-
quiry of whether the attorney owes a duty to the
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shareholders. Id. Courts have repeatedly rejected at-
tempts by members of a subsidiary board of direct-
ors from asserting the attorney-client privilege
against the parent corporation, to which they owed
fiduciary duties. Id. at 478.

*11 Given that Dow Corning has a fiduciary
duty to its shareholders, it cannot assert the attor-
ney-client privilege against its shareholders, Dow
Chemical and Corning. Consequently, Dow Corn-
ing cannot waive the attorney-client privilege as to
documents and communications Dow Corning's
lawyers shared with Dow Corning's shareholders.
Documents and communications disclosed by Dow
Corning's counsel to its shareholders are not waived
since the shareholders are not considered third
parties for purposes of waiving the attorney-client
privilege. The LMI Claimants liken a joint common
privilege with their reinsurers which the Court has
found does not exist and has ordered the LMI
Claimants to produce the documents disclosed to
their reinsurers. The LMI Claimants have not
shown that they owe a fiduciary duty to the rein-
surers and have in fact stated that the reinsurers
were unrelated third parties. Dow Corning's share-
holders are related and affiliated with Dow Corn-
ing. The Sixth Circuit has found that a corporation
could not assert the attorney-client privilege against
a 40% shareholder. In this case, Dow Chemical and
Corning are each 50% shareholders of Dow Corn-
ing. Dow Corning cannot assert the attorney-client
privilege against Dow Chemical and Corning and,
therefore, cannot waive such a privilege on their
behalf.

For the reasons set forth above, the Court
denies the LMI Claimants' Motion to Compel the
Production of Communications and Documents
Shared with Third Parties.

F. LMI's Motion to Compel Response to Inter-
rogatory No. 15 Regarding REIMBURSEMENT
Methodology

The LMI Claimants seek to compel a response
by Dow Corning to Interrogatory No. 15 which
asks:

In the event that the total of the Allocated Ex-
penses, Generic Expenses and Liability Payments
attributable to Dow Corning Breast Implant
Claims is finally determined to be materially less
than the amount actually assumed by the London
Market INSURERS in connection with their al-
location of shares pursuant to the SETTLE-
MENT, explain how YOU believe the amount of
reimbursement should be determined and/or cal-
culated, what methodology or methodologies
YOU believe should be used, the amount of reim-
bursement YOU believe would be due and how
YOU arrived at that amount, broken down on
both a policy-by-policy basis and claimant-
by-claimant basis.

(Motion, Ex. 10, LMI's 5th Set of Interrogs.,
No. 15) The LMI Claimants argue that discovery of
Dow Corning's reimbursement methodology is rel-
evant and is not premature. The LMI Claimants fur-
ther argue that Dow Corning has pled a defense and
has time and time again in discovery responses and
motion papers claimed as its theory that the LMI
Claimants' methodologies are incorrect. The LMI
Claimants assert that they are entitled to discovery
on the main issue underlying the LMI Claimants'
claim and the basis for Dow Corning's defense.

Dow Corning responds that it has adequately
responded to the contention interrogatory at this
stage in the litigation and any supplementation
should not be required until fact and expert discov-
ery from the LMI Claimants is complete. Dow
Corning claims that the LMI Claimants had previ-
ously filed a motion to compel on this same issue
which the Court denied without prejudice stating
that Dow Corning adequately set forth its position
as to why the LMI Claimants are not entitled to re-
imbursement and that after further discovery Dow
Corning must supplement its responses. (10/3/08
Order, p. 12) Dow Corning supplemented its re-
sponse on March 25, 2009. Even though the LMI
Claimants have exceeded the limit on interrogator-
ies set forth in Rule 33(a)(2), Dow Corning respon-
ded to Interrogatory No. 15 noting that no amount
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of reimbursement is due to the LMI Claimants.
Dow Corning claims the LMI Claimants thereafter
complained that Dow Corning failed to state “what
methodology or methodologies” should be used to
calculate any reimbursement that may be due and
after a meet and confer session, the LMI Claimants
filed the instant motion. Dow Corning asserts that
the LMI Claimants have yet to produce discovery
relevant to this issue, such as the allocation of
shares and Dow Corning has not been able to take
the depositions of the LMI Claimants' witnesses in
order to further understand the LMI Claimants' pro-
posed reimbursement methodology. Dow Corning
further asserts that this issue is part of the expert
discovery stage which has yet to occur in this pro-
ceeding.

*12 Rule 33 of the Rules of Civil Procedure
provides that “an interrogatory is not objectionable
merely because it asks for an opinion or contention
that relates to fact or the application of law to fact.”
Fed.R.Civ.P. 33(a)(2). Such interrogatories, known
as “contention interrogatories,” serve legitimate and
useful purposes, such as ferreting out unsupportable
claims, narrowing the focus and extent of discov-
ery, and clarifying the issues for trial. Starcher v.
Correctional Med. Sys., Inc., 144 F.3d 418, 421 n. 2
(6th Cir.1998). A court may postpone a response to
contention interrogatories until discovery is closer
to completion. “[B]ut the court may order that the
interrogatory need not be answered until designated
discovery is complete ...” Fed.R.Civ.P. 33(a)(2).
The rule protects the responding party from being
hemmed into fixing its position without adequate
information. Strauss v. Credit Lyonnais, S.A., 242
F.R.D. 199, 233 (E.D.N.Y.2007).

The Court finds that Interrogatory No. 15 is
relevant to Dow Corning's defense that the LMI
Claimants are not entitled to reimbursement and
that the LMI Claimants' methodologies are in error.
However, the LMI Claimants have the ultimate bur-
den to show that they are entitled to a reimburse-
ment under the reimbursement provision of the Set-
tlement Agreement. Given that the LMI Claimants

have not provided the allocation of shares discovery
and the depositions have yet to be taken of relevant
LMI Claimants' witnesses on the issue of the LMI
Claimants' reimbursement methodology, a supple-
mental response by Dow Corning is not required
until after Dow Corning receives adequate informa-
tion to rebut the LMI Claimants' reimbursement
methodology. Dow Corning must then supplement
its response. If Dow Corning claims that an expert
is required to rebut the LMI Claimants' reimburse-
ment methodology, then Dow Corning need not
supplement its response until the expert discovery
stage in this matter.

Although the LMI Claimants may have ex-
ceeded the required number of interrogatories under
the Rules if subparts in their interrogatories were
counted, as required by Rule 33(a)(1), Dow Corn-
ing waived its objections on this issue since it re-
sponded to Interrogatory No. 15. The Court notes
that Rule 33(a)(1) requires that the parties either
stipulate or seek an order from the Court to exceed
the 25 interrogatories requirement.

The Court grants the LMI Claimants' Motion to
Compel Response to Interrogatory No. 15 Regard-
ing Reimbursement Methodology. However, Dow
Corning need not supplement its response until dis-
covery is complete regarding the LMI Claimants'
reimbursement methodology or during the expert
discovery stage, if experts are required.

G. LMI Claimants' Motion to Compel Dow
Corning Corporation to Provide Discovery on
Expenses that it Seeks to Include in Its Total
Loss

1. Discovery Standard

The LMI Claimants seek an order compelling
Dow Corning to provide full and complete re-
sponses to Request for Production of Documents
No. 1 and Interrogatory Nos. 8, 9, 11 and 12. Spe-
cifically, the LMI Claimants seek discovery related
to the portion of the reimbursement provision
which states, “the total of the Allocated Expenses,
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Generic Expenses and Liability Payments attribut-
able to Dow Corning Breast Implant Claims.”
(Reimbursement Provision, § VI.D.) In response,
Dow Corning claims it has sufficiently responded
to the request and interrogatories and appropriately
supplemented the responses.

*13 Rule 26(b)(1) provides that parties may ob-
tain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged,
that is relevant to the claim or defense of any party.
Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(b)(1). The scope of discovery is
traditionally quite broad. Lewis v. ACB Business
Services, Inc., 135 F.3d 389, 402 (6th Cir.1998).
Discovery does have “ultimate and necessary
boundaries.” Oppenheimer Fund, Inc. v. Sanders,
437 U.S. 340, 351, 98 S.Ct. 2380, 57 L.Ed.2d 253
(1978). A court need not compel discovery if the
burden or expense of the proposed discovery out-
weighs its likely benefit. Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(b)(2)(iii).

2. Request for Document Production No. 1
The LMI Claimants submitted Document Re-

quest No. 1: “All DOCUMENTS RELATING to
the GROUND UP LOSS incurred by DCC, either to
date or in the future, in connection with the
BREAST IMPLANT CLAIMS.” (Motion, Ex. E)

In response to Request No. 1, Dow Corning
initially objected to the definition of “Ground Up
Loss” as that term does not appear in the Settlement
Agreement. (Motion, Ex. F) Dow Corning prepared
summaries of its breast implant costs from the early
1990s to the present, in the form of over 1,000
pages of spreadsheets. Dow Corning claims the
source of the summaries is an insurance billing sys-
tem that Dow Corning used to collect cost informa-
tion relating to its breast implant claims. The costs,
according to Dow Corning, were consistent with the
Final Judgment of June 1996 in the coverage litiga-
tion in Wayne County Circuit Court where the court
found that the $350 million of costs presented at tri-
al were for breast implant claims, were reasonable
and necessary, qualified as generic defense, case
specific defense or liability costs and were covered
under the policies issued by the LMI Claimants.
Dow Corning claims these costs fall under the

definitions of “Generic Expenses,” “Allocated Ex-
penses,” and “Liability Payments” set forth in the
Settlement Agreement. What Dow Corning con-
tends are the Total Ultimate Costs are organized as
follows: 1) Pre-filing Defense Expenses and Indem-
nity Costs of $462,783,695; 2) Post-filing, Pre-
Emergence Defense Expenses of $139,561,795; 3)
Post-Emergence Defense Expenses of $7,972,528;
4) Interest Paid to Trust of $92,908,572; and, 5) In-
terest on Trapped Indemnity Costs and Defense Ex-
penses of $40,902,325. Including the funding pay-
ment obligations, Dow Corning claims its Total Ul-
timate Costs are $3.172 billion.

At the LMI Claimants' request, Dow Corning
prepared another summary that provided details
about the vendors in the post-filing, pre-emergence
category that billed at $1 million or higher. Dow
Corning also provided a spreadsheet regarding the
epidemiology studies requested or commissioned
by Dow Corning that are included in its Total Ulti-
mate Costs. Dow Corning has expressly stated to
the LMI Claimants that although most costs in its
totals are for breast implant claims, a minor portion
are for other silicone product claims. Dow Corning
included the totals because such costs are covered
under its insurance policies and other insurers are
paying them. Dow Corning claims the billing sys-
tem does not segregate the minor amount of other
silicone products claim costs.

*14 Dow Corning claims that the LMI
Claimants deposed Maureen Craig, its Rule
30(b)(6) witness on these issues. At all times, in-
cluding during Ms. Craig's deposition, Dow Corn-
ing offered underlying documentation for the LMI
Claimants' review. The LMI Claimants now seek to
have Dow Corning supplement its response. The
LMI Claimants complain that Dow Corning should
not have included the costs for non-breast implant
claims. The LMI Claimants argue that the costs of
“bankruptcy” should not be included. They also
seek to exclude any costs for cases that name Dow
Chemical, in addition to Dow Corning. Dow Corn-
ing responds that the LMI Claimants do not object
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to the use of the 1,000 pages of spreadsheets. In its
reply, the LMI Claimants argue that Dow Corning
has not undertaken the analysis required to answer
Document Request No. 1 and has used an expense
billing system which was not the criteria set forth in
the Settlement Agreement.

There is no requirement in the LMI Claimants'
Document Request No. 1 that Dow Corning under-
take an analysis of the documents requested by the
LMI Claimants. Rule 34 does not require a party to
perform such an analysis. Rule 34 allows a party to
request a party “produce and permit the requesting
party or its representative to inspect, copy, test, or
sample ... items in the responding party's posses-
sion, custody, or control.” Fed.R.Civ.P. 34(a)(1)
(italics added). Dow Corning has made available to
the LMI Claimants the opportunity to inspect its re-
cords which support Dow Corning's spreadsheets
submitted to the LMI Claimants. The LMI
Claimants have not sought to copy or inspect the re-
cords Dow Corning identified were the basis of its
1000 pages of spreadsheets. If the LMI Claimants
seek to review the underlying records, they must so
request within 14 days of the entry of this Order.

It appears that the LMI Claimants, in their mo-
tion, object to Dow Corning's interpretation of the
phrase at issue in the reimbursement provision, “the
total of the Allocated Expenses, Generic Expenses
and Liability Payments attributable to Dow Corning
Breast Implant Claims.” (Reimbursement Provi-
sion, § VI.D.) If there is a dispute as to the meaning
of the phrase and what costs are attributable to the
“total,” that issue is a question of fact for the trier
of fact. Each party may argue what the phrase
means and how the particular costs each party
claims apply to the phrase. Dow Corning has appro-
priately responded to the LMI Claimants' Document
Request No. 1.

3. Interrogatories Nos. 8 and 9
After receipt of Dow Corning's spreadsheets

and summaries in response to Document Request
No. 1, the LMI Claimants followed up with Inter-
rogatory Nos. 8 and 9 asking:

8(a) for all entries regarding scientific studies,
please state who requested or commissioned each
study (e.g. what corporate entity, consultant or
expert, or law firm), when the study was commis-
sioned, and for what purpose the study was com-
missioned;

*15 8(b) for all entries regarding legal services,
please state the nature of the work performed by
each firm, the matter(s) for which each was re-
tained, and the person(s) and/or entity(ies) each
firm was retained to represent; ...

9. [P]lease provide the information for “trapped
costs that were incurred pre-filing and paid post-
emergence” that YOU provided for “Post-Filing,
Pre-Emergence” expenses in DCC-04367-04372
(and that YOU have been requested to provide
pursuant to Interrogatory No. 8 above).

(Motion, Ex. K) The LMI Claimants state that
Dow Corning served its responses to these Interrog-
atories and supplemented these responses with re-
vised spreadsheets. The LMI Claimants argue that
the revised spreadsheets provided only cursory de-
scriptions of the nature of each expense.

With regard to the scientific studies, the LMI
Claimants claim that the information is necessary to
determine whether the studies were commissioned
in the ordinary course of Dow Corning's research
and development initiatives, which the LMI
Claimants argue do not meet the definition of either
an allocated or generic expense. The LMI
Claimants seek further information as to “who com-
missioned each study” to determine whether the
costs associated with the studies fall under an alloc-
ated or generic expense.

As to the law firm information, the LMI
Claimants require the information as to the “nature
of the work performed by each firm, the matter(s)
for which each was retained and the person(s) and/
or entity(ies) each firm was retained to represent,”
to determine whether the claimed legal fees fall
within the definitions of allocated and generic ex-
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penses “directly attributable” to the defense of
breast implant claims. The LMI Claimants assert
that Dow Corning does not identify the specific
matters-apart from the bankruptcy-for which the
firms were retained and does not specify whether
the firms were retained to represent any persons or
entities other than Dow Corning.

Dow Corning responds that with regards to the
scientific studies, Dow Corning produced a spread-
sheet showing epidemiology studies included in
Dow Corning's costs and indicating that each study
was requested or commissioned by Dow Corning.
Dow Corning states that the vendor, the “subject”
of the study and the year the study was commis-
sioned were listed. The second spreadsheet includes
descriptions of services provided by each vendor
that conducted the studies. (Resp., Ex. 14) Ms.
Craig's deposition testimony provided details and
reasons why the studies were conducted in connec-
tion with Dow Corning's defense of breast implants.
(Resp., Ex. 2, 74-75, 263) Dow Corning claims that
as to the law firm information, Dow Corning pro-
duced a spreadsheet that states the name of the law
firm, a description of services provided regarding
breast implant claims, the amount paid to the firm
from 1995 to 2004. (Resp., Ex. 12) Dow Corning
maintains that it has offered the LMI Claimants the
opportunity to review the underlying documenta-
tion to support their entries.

*16 The LMI Claimants reply that the supple-
ments to the interrogatories are insufficient and
seek an explanation, on an entry-by-entry basis, of
why each expense meets the criteria of the Settle-
ment Agreement.

The Court finds that Dow Corning's responses
and supplements to Interrogatories Nos. 8 and 9 are
sufficient. It is Dow Corning's position that the
items they submitted in their spreadsheets meet the
criteria of the Settlement Agreement. The LMI
Claimants may dispute Dow Corning's position but
they may delve into the documents further if they
do not agree with Dow Corning's position.

Rule 33(d) provides:

If the answer to an interrogatory may be determ-
ined by examining, auditing, compiling, abstract-
ing, or summarizing a party's business records
(including electronically stored information), and
if the burden of deriving or ascertaining the an-
swer will be substantially the same for either
party, the responding party may answer by:

(1) specifying the records that must be reviewed,
in sufficient detail to enable the interrogating
party to locate and identify them as readily as the
responding party could; and

(2) giving the interrogating party a reasonable op-
portunity to examine and audit the records and to
make copies, compilations, abstracts, or summar-
ies.

Fed.R.Civ.P. 33(d). Merely relying on the op-
tion to produce business records without specifying
the records that must be reviewed with sufficient
detail is insufficient. See Sungjin Fo-Ma, Inc. v.
Chainworks, Inc., 2009 WL 2022308 * 4
(E.D.Mich. Jul.8, 2009) (unpublished). “[D]irecting
the opposing party to an undifferentiated mass of
records is not a suitable response to a legitimate re-
quest for discovery.” Id.; quoting T.N. Taube Corp.
v. Marine Midland Mortgage Corp., 136 F.R.D.
449, 455 (W.D.N.C.1991).

Dow Corning has sufficiently detailed and
identified the underlying records in their summar-
ies. The LMI Claimants do not dispute the lack of
entries but merely object to Dow Corning listing
the specific entries. The LMI Claimants may (or
may not) be able to glean any other information
they seek by examining the underlying documents.
The burden of further examining the underlying
documents, which Dow Corning has already done,
is equal to both parties. The LMI Claimants may re-
view the underlying records to test Dow Corning's
position that the entries in their spreadsheets meet
the criteria under the Settlement Agreement. Should
the LMI Claimants seek such review, they must so
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request within 14 days from the entry of this Order.
It is noted that ultimately, the issue of whether the
entries meet the criteria of the Settlement Agree-
ment is for the trier of fact.

4. Interrogatory No. 11
The LMI Claimants posed Interrogatory No. 11

to seeking further information related to the one-
page summary of spreadsheets Dow Corning pro-
duced of its insurance reimbursable costs and ex-
penses:

11. Directing YOUR attention to DCC-03310,
please state whether YOU contend that the items
in the following categories of costs and expenses
constitute “Allocated Expenses, Generic Ex-
penses, [or] Liability Payments attributable to
Dow Corning Breast Implant Claims” under Sec-
tion VI.D of the SETTLEMENT:

*17 (a) “Pre-Filing Defense Expenses and Indem-
nity Payments”;

(b) “Post-Filing Pre-Emergence Defense Ex-
penses”;

(c) “Interest Paid to Trust' “ and,

(d) “Interest on Trapped Indemnity and Defense
Expenses While in Bankruptcy.”

If YOU contend that the items in these categories
constitute “Allocated Expenses, Generic Ex-
penses, and Liability Payments attributable to
Dow Corning Breast Implant Claims” under Sec-
tion VI .D. of the SETTLEMENT, please explain
whether they constitute “Allocated Expenses,”
“GENERIC Expenses” or “Liability Payments”
and why.

(Motion, Ex. K) Dow Corning specifically re-
sponded to Interrogatory No. 11 by addressing the
subparts:

a. Dow Corning contends that most of the costs
and expenses included in the category of
“Pre-Filing Defense Expenses and Indemnity
Costs” are “Allocated Expenses,” “Generic Ex-

penses,” or “Liability Payments” that are
“attributable to Dow Corning Breast Implant
Claims.” A minor portion of the costs was in-
curred in connection with other silicone product
claims. Dow Corning refers the LMI Claimants to
the spreadsheets produced by Dow Corning that
provide information concerning these costs and
expenses. See DCC-04375 to DCC-05060. Dow
Corning also refers the LMI Claimants to the rel-
evant definitions and provisions in the Settlement
Agreement.

b. Dow Corning contends that most of the ex-
penses included in the category of “Post-Filing,
Pre-Emergence Defense Expenses” are
“GENERIC Expenses” or “Allocated Expenses”
that are “attributable to Dow Corning Breast Im-
plant Claims.” A minor portion of the costs was
incurred in connection with other silicone
product claims. A total of $9,079,130.05 of the
costs was credited against the payment obliga-
tions due to the Settlement Facility pursuant to
the Stipulation and Order dated May 10, 2004.
Dow Corning refers the LMI Claimants to the
spreadsheets produced by Dow Corning that
provide information concerning these costs and
expenses. See DCC-05061 to DCC-05078. Dow
Corning also refers the LMI Claimants to the rel-
evant definitions and provisions in the Settlement
Agreement.

c. Dow Corning contends that the interest pay-
ments included in the category of “Interest Paid
to Trust” are “Liability Payments” that are
“attributable to Dow Corning Breast Implant
Claims.” Dow Corning refers the LMI Claimants
to the document produced by Dow Corning that
provides information concerning these payments.
See Bates No. DCC-04373. Dow Corning also
refers the LMI Claimants to the relevant defini-
tions and provisions in the Settlement Agree-
ment.

d. Dow Corning contends that most of the costs
and expenses included in the category of “Interest
on Trapped Indemnity and Defense Expenses
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While IN Bankruptcy” are “Allocated Expenses,”
“Generic Expenses,” or “Liability Payments” that
are “attributable to Dow Corning Breast Implant
Claims.” A minor portion of the costs was in-
curred in connection with other silicone product
claims. Dow Corning refers the LMI Claimants to
the spreadsheets produced by Dow Corning that
provide information concerning these payments.
See Bates Nos. DCC-4019 to DCC-4341. Dow
Corning also refers the LMI Claimants to the rel-
evant definitions and provisions in the Settlement
Agreement.

*18 (Motion, Ex. M) Dow Corning claims that
the LMI Claimants' request for an item-by-item
basis for every cost included in the four cost cat-
egories in subparts (a) through (d) is not required
by Interrogatory No. 11. This interrogatory merely
asks Dow Corning's contentions about whether the
items in each category are Allocated Expenses,
Generic Expenses, or Liability Payments and why.
Dow Corning argues that its answers are responsive
to the interrogatories.

In reply, the LMI Claimants argue that the
costs and expenses listed by Dow Corning, al-
though related to the bankruptcy costs or the de-
fense of the breast implant claims, are not “directly
attributable” to such, as the Settlement Agreement
requires and should not be included. The LMI
Claimants further argue that Dow Corning has not
performed the analysis required by the Settlement
Agreement and requested as discovery.

Again, the LMI Claimants object to Dow Corn-
ing's responses because they dispute the costs listed
by Dow Corning as “directly attributable” to the
bankruptcy costs or defense of breast implant
claims required by the Settlement Agreement. The
LMI Claimants' argument goes to the merits of the
dispute. As to the analysis the LMI Claimants seek,
Interrogatory No. 11 does not request an analysis
but merely asks for Dow Corning's contention as to
the categories of costs listed by Dow Corning. Dow
Corning has answered Interrogatory No. 11.

5. Interrogatory No. 12
The LMI Claimants assert that Dow Corning

must state whether each item listed on its chart con-
stitutes either an “allocated” or “generic” expense
attributable to Dow Corning breast implant claims,
as required by the Settlement Agreement, and why.
The LMI Claimants claim Dow Corning has com-
pletely failed to answer both aspects of this inter-
rogatory. Interrogatory No. 12 states,

Directing YOUR attention to DCC-04369-04372,
please state whether YOU contend that each item
listed therein constitutes an “Allocated Expense[
], Generic Expense[ ], [or] Liability Payment[ ]
attributable to Dow Corning Breast Implant
Claims” under Section VI.D of the SETTLE-
MENT. If YOU contend that an item is listed in
DCC-04369-04372 constitutes an “Allocated Ex-
pense[ ], Generic Expense[ ], [or] Liability Pay-
ment[ ] attributable to Dow Corning Breast Im-
plant Claims,” please explain whether it is an
“Allocated Expense [ ],” “Generic Expense[ ]” or
“Liability Payment[ ]” and why.

(Motion, Ex. K)

Dow Corning responds that the LMI Claimants
waited over six months to raise this issue. However,
at the LMI Claimants' request, Dow Corning in-
formed the LMI Claimants in an April 6, 2009 let-
ter that it hoped “to get this supplemental response
to you before the end of the month.” (Resp., Ex. 25)
On April 30, 2009, Dow Corning claims the LMI
Claimants filed the instant motion instead of wait-
ing until they received Dow Corning's supplemental
response. Dow Corning claims that it provided the
supplement to Interrogatory No. 12 on May 12,
2009. (Resp., Ex. 26) The response indicated Dow
Corning submitted revised spreadsheets:

*19 The spreadsheet that is Bates numbered
DCC-05233 to DCC-05243 provides descriptions
of services rendered by vendors with billings
over $1 million as listed on the chart “Dow Corn-
ing-Post-Filing, Pre-Emergence Non Case Specif-
ic-Defense Expenses and Indemnity Payment Re-
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port (Revised).” That spreadsheet also states Dow
Corning's contention with regard to whether and
why the services rendered by each vendor listed
thereon constitute “Allocated Expenses,”
“Generic Expenses,” and/or “Liability Payments”
that are attributable to Dow Corning Breast Im-
plant Claims. All of the costs and expenses in-
cluded on the spreadsheet are “Generic Ex-
penses” or “Allocated Expenses” that are
“attributable to Dow Corning Breast Implant
Claims.” ...

(Resp., Exs. 26 and 12 (spreadsheet)).

The LMI Claimants reply that the May 12,
2009 response merely repeats the bald conclusion
that the costs are Generic Expenses under the Set-
tlement Agreement's definition. The LMI Claimants
argue that many of the expenses noted by Dow
Corning should not be included and that Dow Corn-
ing has not performed the analysis required by the
Settlement Agreement and requested in discovery.

The revised spreadsheets submitted by Dow
Corning responds to the LMI Claimants' Interrogat-
ory No. 12 request to state whether or not the noted
expenses constitute “Allocated Expenses,”
“Generic Expenses,” and/or “Liability Payments.”
The LMI Claimants do not believe these expenses
fall under the terms of the Settlement Agreement.
Again, the LMI Claimants argue the merits whether
the costs are within the meaning of the terms of the
Settlement Agreement. Interrogatory No. 12 does
not ask Dow Corning to perform an analysis but
merely requests that Dow Corning expressly note
the category to which the costs should be attributed
to. Dow Corning has done so in its revised spread-
sheets.

For the reasons set forth above, the Court
denies the LMI Claimants' Motion to Compel Dow
Corning Corporation to Provide Discovery on Ex-
penses that it Seeks to Include in its Total Loss.

H. The LMI Claimants' Motion for Leave to File
Instanter Motion Regarding Common Interest

Privilege and for Reconsideration and Clarifica-
tion of January 30, 2009 Order

The LMI Claimants' seek reconsideration and
clarification of the Court's January 30, 2009 Order
regarding the common interest privilege the Court
rejected. This motion was filed on March 26, 2009,
outside the ten-day period provided in Local Rule
7.1(g).FN1 The LMI Claimants argue that since the
Court's order was issued circumstances have
changed because Dow Corning is using the Court's
Order to try to obtain further discovery, but has also
indicated it may be withholding documents on the
basis of the very common interest privilege the
Court rejected as to the LMI Claimants' documents.

FN1. Effective March 1, 2010, a motion
for rehearing or reconsideration must be
filed within 14 days after entry of the judg-
ment or order. E.D. Mich. LR 7.1(h)(1).

The Local Rules of the Eastern District of
Michigan provide that any motion for reconsidera-
tion shall be served not later than ten (10) days
after entry of such order. E.D. Mich. LR 7.1(g)(1).
No response to the motion and no oral argument
thereon shall be allowed unless the Court, after fil-
ing of the motion, otherwise directs. E.D. Mich. LR
7.1(g)(2). The Local Rule further states:

*20 (3) Grounds. Generally, and without restrict-
ing the discretion of the Court, motions for re-
hearing or reconsideration which merely present
the same issues ruled upon by the Court, either
expressly or by reasonable implication, shall not
be granted. The movant shall not only demon-
strate a palpable defect by which the Court and
the parties have been misled but also show that a
different disposition of the case must result from
a correction thereof.

E.D. Mich. LR 7.1(g)(3).

The LMI Claimants' motion is untimely. Even
if the Court were to consider the motion, the Court
finds that the LMI Claimants merely present the
same issues, ruled upon by the Court in its January
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30, 2009 Order, either expressly or by reasonable
implication. The LMI Claimants have not demon-
strated a palpable defect by which the Court and the
parties were misled. The LMI Claimants also have
not shown that a different disposition of the case
would result from a correction of the Order. The
LMI Claimants' arguments in this motion are also
raised in the motions addressed in this Order. The
Court's rulings on those issues are set forth above.
As noted by the Court, the common interest priv-
ilege raised by Dow Corning as it relates to its
shareholders, Dow Chemical and Corning, is in a
different posture raised by the LMI Claimants as to
their reinsurers. The LMI Claimants' Motion for
Leave to File Instanter Motion Regarding Common
Interest Privilege and for Reconsideration and Cla-
rification of January 30, 2009 Order is denied.

I. Dow Corning Revised Motion to Compel Doc-
uments regarding Settlement Negotiations and
Agreements.

The Court took this motion under advisement
pending the in camera production of the unredacted
documents to the Court. The Court has reviewed
the documents.

The LMI Claimants sought protection of cer-
tain documents based on the work-product doctrine.
As noted above, Rule 26(b)(3) protects documents
prepared in anticipation of litigation or for trial.
Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(b)(3). The two questions asked to
determine whether a document has been prepared in
anticipation of litigation are: 1) whether the docu-
ment was prepared “because of” a party's subjective
anticipation of litigation, as contrasted with ordin-
ary business purpose; and 2) whether that subject-
ive anticipation was objectively reasonable. Rox-
worthy, 475 F.3d at 594. The burden is on the party
claiming protection to show that anticipated litiga-
tion was the “driving force behind the preparation
of each requested document.” Id. at 595.

The documents submitted by the LMI
Claimants to the Court were documents from third-
party Peterson Consulting created in 1994-95. It is
clear the documents were created during the litiga-

tion before the Wayne County Circuit Court and in
anticipation of the settlement between the parties in
that case. The documents are relevant to the issue
before the Court-the interpretation of the reim-
bursement provision under the Settlement Agree-
ment. Although the documents were work product
documents in anticipation of the litigation before
the Wayne County Circuit Court, the documents
were not prepared in anticipation of this litigation.
The driving force behind the preparation of the doc-
uments in 1994-95 was not the anticipation of this
litigation filed in 2004. The LMI Claimants must
produce the documents from Peterson Consulting
set forth in the privilege/work product log submit-
ted to the Court since those documents were not
prepared in anticipation of this litigation.

*21 The Court has reviewed the documents
submitted by the LMI Claimants which they claim
are subject to the attorney-client privilege. The cor-
respondences from and to the LMI Claimants' coun-
sel are clearly subject to the attorney-client priv-
ilege, even if these documents were exchanged or
inadvertently produced to Dow Corning during the
settlement negotiations in 1994-95 in the Wayne
County Circuit Court litigation. Unless the LMI
Claimants during the remaining discovery period
allege that their interpretation of the reimbursement
provision was based on then-counsel's interpreta-
tion of the provision, the Court will not order pro-
duction of these documents. A claim or defense
which places at issue the subject matter of a priv-
ileged communication in such a way that a party
holding the privilege will be forced to draw upon
the privileged material at trial in order to prevail. In
re Lott, 424 F.3d at 453-54. The LMI Claimants
cannot use “the content of the privileged commu-
nications that is used as a sword.” Ross, 423 F.3d at
604-05.

Dow Corning's Revised Motion to Compel Pro-
duction of All Documents Relating to the Settle-
ment Negotiations and the Settlement Agreement at
Issue is granted as to the documents designated as
work product by the LMI Claimants and denied as
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to the documents on the LMI Claimants' attorney-cli-
ent privilege log.

III. CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above,

IT IS ORDERED that Dow Corning's Motion
to Compel Compliance with the Court's October 3,
2008 and January 30, 2009 Order by Requiring
LMI Claimants to Produce Immediately Responsive
1999 Reinsurance Communications (# 29980) is
GRANTED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Dow Corn-
ing's Motion to Compel Compliance with the
Court's October 3, 2008 and January 30, 2009 Or-
ders Regarding Reinsurance-Related Information (#
29984) is GRANTED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Dow Corn-
ing's Motion to Compel LMI Claimants to Provide
Release-Adjustment Discovery (# 29985) is
GRANTED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the LMI
Claimant's Motion to Compel Production of Docu-
ments Over Which Dow Corning has Waived Attor-
ney-Client Privilege an/or Work Product Protection
(# 29986) is DENIED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that LMI
Claimant's Motion to Compel Production of Com-
munications and Documents Shared with Third
Parties (# 30004) is DENIED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that LMI
Claimant's Motion to Compel Response to Interrog-
atory No. 15 Regarding Reimbursement Methodo-
logy (# 30013) is GRANTED but Dow Corning
need not supplement its answer until after discovery
is complete regarding the LMI Claimants' reim-
bursement methodology or during the expert dis-
covery stage.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that LMI
Claimant's Motion to Compel Dow Corning to
Provide Discovery on Expenses that it Seeks to In-

clude in its Total Loss (# 30016) is DENIED. If the
LMI Claimants seek to review the underlying docu-
ments as offered by Dow Corning, the LMI
Claimants must so inform Dow Corning within 14
days from the entry of this Order.

*22 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the LMI
Clamant's Motion for Leave to File Instanter Mo-
tion Regarding Common Interest Privilege and for
Reconsideration and Clarification of January 30,
2009 Order (# 29995) is DENIED.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Dow Corn-
ing's Revised Motion to Compel Documents regard-
ing Settlement Negotiations (# 29938) is GRAN-
TED IN PART and DENIED IN PART.

E.D.Mich.,2010.
In re Dow Corning Corp.
Slip Copy, 2010 WL 3927728 (E.D.Mich.)

END OF DOCUMENT
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Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.

United States District Court,
E.D. Michigan,

Southern Division.
Henry KORMOS, Plaintiff,

v.
SPORTSSTUFF, INC., et al., Defendants.

Civil Action No. 06-CV-15391.
Sept. 4, 2007.

Bret A. Schnitzer, Lincoln Park, MI, Fred A. Custer
, Materna, Custer, Madison Heights, MI, for
Plaintiff.

David J. Yates, Eric P. Conn, Kopka, Pinkus, Farm-
ington Hills, MI, Thomas M. Peters, Vandeveer
Garzia, Troy, MI, for Defendants.

OPINION AND ORDER GRANTING IN PART
AND DENYING IN PART PLAINTIFF'S MO-

TION TO DEFAULT DEFENDANT
SPORTSSTUFF FOR DISCOVERY ABUSES
OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, TO COMPEL

PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS IN
PLAINTIFF'S SECOND REQUEST FOR PRO-

DUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS
MONA K. MAJZOUB, United States Magistrate
Judge.

*1 Before the Court is Plaintiff's Motion to De-
fault Defendant Sportsstuff for Discovery Abuses
or, in the Alternative, to Compel Production of
Documents in Plaintiff's Second Request for Pro-
duction of Documents and Things filed on July 24,
2007. (Docket no. 25). Defendants filed a Response
on August 15, 2007. (Docket no. 34). The parties
filed a Joint Statement of Contested and Uncon-
tested Issues on August 17, 2007. (Docket no. 37).
The motion was referred to the undersigned for
hearing and determination pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §
636(b)(1)(A). (Docket no. 30). The Court conduc-
ted a hearing on the motion on August 28, 2007.

The matter is now ready for ruling.

This is a products liability action. Plaintiff al-
leges that he suffered injuries including a fractured
spine on June 24, 2006 as a result of using the
Wego Kite Tube (Kite Tube) water sport product.
Plaintiff further alleges that Sportsstuff, Inc.
(Sportsstuff or Defendant) designed, manufactured,
tested and marketed the Kite Tube. Plaintiff alleges
that Defendant World Publications, LLC, advert-
ised and promoted the Kite Tube. Plaintiff brings
claims against Sportsstuff for statutory or common
law product liability, breach of warranty, violation
of the Michigan Consumer Protection Act and in-
herently dangerous product. Plaintiff brings claims
against World Publications, LLC, for statutory or
common law publication liability, breach of war-
ranty, violation of the Michigan Consumer Protec-
tion Act and inherently dangerous product.

Plaintiff brings this Motion to default Defend-
ant Sportsstuff for discovery abuses or, in the al-
ternative, to compel production of documents re-
quested pursuant to Plaintiff's Second Request for
Production of Documents and Things to Defendant
Sportsstuff. Plaintiff also seeks court costs, includ-
ing attorney fees and costs. The Requests for Pro-
duction at issue in this Motion involve requests for
documents relating to other lawsuits against De-
fendant and lawsuits relating to the Kite Tube.

As an initial matter, neither party did its job in
briefing these issues for the Court. First, Plaintiff/
movant did not include a “verbatim recitation of
each interrogatory, request, answer, response, and
objection which is the subject of the motion or a
copy of the actual discovery document which is the
subject of the motion” as required by Local Rule
37.2. Defendant in its Response included a copy of
the requests and responses at Exhibit A. Second,
neither party provided any legal authority for its ar-
guments for or against production of the requested
documents related to other lawsuits other than
simply referencing the Federal Rules of Civil Pro-
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cedure, despite existing caselaw regarding the dis-
covery of other lawsuits and public records.

Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(b) allows “discovery regarding
any matter, not privileged, that is relevant to the
claim or defense of any party, .... Relevant informa-
tion need not be admissible at the trial if the discov-
ery appears reasonably calculated to lead to the dis-
covery of admissible evidence.” The question of
whether the requested discovery is reasonably cal-
culated to lead to the discovery of admissible evid-
ence is a close question. Broad discretion is af-
forded to the Court in regulating discovery. Rhodes
v. McDannel, 945 F.2d 117, 119 (6th Cir.1991).
The Court is guided by the strong, overarching
policy of allowing liberal discovery. See Swi-
erkiewicz v. Sorema N.A., 534 U.S. 506, 512-13,
122 S.Ct. 992, 152 L.Ed.2d 1 (2002).

*2 Under Fed.R.Civ.P. 34, any party may serve
on any other party a request to produce documents
which “are in the possession, custody or control of
the party upon whom the request is served.” “The
word “control” is to be broadly construed. A party
controls documents that it has the right, authority,
or ability to obtain upon demand.” Scott v. AREX,
Inc., 124 F.R.D. 39, 41 (D.Conn.1989) FN1.

FN1. Defendant's argument that if docu-
ments are not in the control of local coun-
sel in these actions then they are not avail-
able for production is not persuasive. The
Defendant is Sportsstuff. To the extent that
Sportsstuff may obtain documents from
any of its local counsel upon demand, the
documents are within its control.

“Discovery of other lawsuits is not a subject
that is amenable to a per se rule. The Court must
look to the relevance of the other suits to the partic-
ular claims at issue.” Thornton v. State Farm Mutu-
al Auto Ins. Co., 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 87845 *5
(N .D. Ohio 2006). “[W]hether pleadings in one
suit are “reasonably calculated” to lead to admiss-
ible evidence in another suit ... depends on the
nature of the claims, the time when the critical

events in each case took place, and the precise in-
volvement of the parties, among other considera-
tions.” Payne v. Howard, 75 F.R.D. 465, 469
(D.D.C.1977); Thornton, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
87845 *5. Other lawsuits could lead to evidence of
knowledge. Thornton, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
87845 *7; see also Lohr v. Stanley-Bostitch, Inc.,
135 F.R.D. 162, 164 (W.D.Mich.1991) (“For dis-
covery purposes, the court need only find that the
circumstances surrounding the other accidents are
similar enough that discovery concerning those in-
cidents is reasonably calculated to lead to the un-
covering of substantially similar occurrences.” Id.
at 164.). There is caselaw that supports the limited
production of pleadings from other lawsuits, but
“[i]t is well established that discovery need not be
required of documents of public record which are
equally accessible to all parties.” Securities and Ex-
change Comm'n v. Sloan & Co., 369 F.Supp. 994,
995 (S.D.N.Y.1973).

Plaintiff in his motion and brief makes only
general assertions that his discovery requests are
“directed at relevant and substantive information
pertaining to this matter.” See Motion ¶ 4. While it
is not clear from Plaintiff's Motion to Compel and
Brief how some of Plaintiff's Requests are relevant,
Plaintiff's Complaint contains numerous allegations
that Defendant Sportsstuff had knowledge that its
product was defective and unreasonably dangerous
and that Defendant knew or should have known
about the various propensities of the Kite Tube to
behave unpredictably and dangerously. First
Amended Complaint ¶¶ 3, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35-38.

As shown above, discovery of other lawsuits
may lead to the discovery of admissible evidence of
prior knowledge and notice. However, Plaintiff
seeks a variety of documents related to other law-
suits that may or may not have similar circum-
stances to Plaintiff's lawsuit. Plaintiff also seeks
documents that are a matter of public record. There
is a very real danger that the burden of producing
these documents will far outweigh the probative
value of the documents on these issues. Although
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Plaintiff's written requests were broad and in many
instances not limited to similar incidents involving
the Kite Tube, at the hearing Plaintiff's counsel or-
ally amended the pleadings to limit his requests to
information relating to lawsuits filed against De-
fendant from 2005 to present which involve the
Kite Tube and assert injury, death and/or product li-
ability or product liability-related claims.

*3 Request for Production No. 7 requests cop-
ies of any and all other legal complaints filed by
other plaintiffs against Defendant. Defendant objec-
ted to this Request as overly broad, unduly burden-
some and not reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence. Defendant also
objected that the information requested is equally
available to Plaintiff as to Defendant.

The identifying information related to any law-
suits filed and served on Defendant is readily avail-
able to Defendant. It would be burdensome, if even
possible, for Plaintiff to contact and search the
docket of every court in the country seeking this in-
formation, some of which is not available online.
With the identifying information for each action,
Plaintiff can pursue the publicly filed documents
himself. Therefore, Defendant will be ordered to
produce identifying information for any lawsuit
filed against Defendant from 2005 to December 5,
2006, the date of filing Plaintiff's Complaint, which
involves the Kite Tube and asserts injury, death
and/or product liability or product liability-related
claims. Identifying information should include the
names of the parties, the court and jurisdiction in
which the lawsuit was filed, the date of filing and
the docket number for the lawsuit. The production
is further limited to information from documents
within the possession, custody or control of De-
fendant. The Court will deny Plaintiff's request for
copies of legal complaints because they are a matter
of public record.

Request for Production No. 12 requests copies
of any and all deposition transcripts, and exhibits
attached thereto of depositions of any employee,
agent or representative of Sportsstuff taken in any

Wego kite tube case. Defendant objected that the
request is overly broad, unduly burdensome and not
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of ad-
missible evidence. Defendant further objected that
it is bound by a protective order covering a portion
of the information requested.

Plaintiff argued that under Fed.R.Civ.P.
26(b)(3), he is entitled to statements made by a
party concerning the subject matter of this action
without showing necessity. However, Fed.R.Civ.P.
26(b)(3) states that “[a] party may obtain without
the required showing a statement concerning the ac-
tion or its subject matter previously made by that
party.” The purpose of this portion of Rule 26(b)(3)
is to enable “a party to secure production of his own
statements without any special showing.”
Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(b)(3) Advisory Committee's Note,
1970 Amendment (emphasis added). The exception
does not apply in this case. Plaintiff is not seeking
his own statement, he seeks statements by
Sportsstuff. Plaintiff has not otherwise made a
showing of the relevance and necessity of produ-
cing the depositions requested by Request No. 12.
The Court will deny Plaintiff's Motion to Compel
as to Request No. 12.

Request for Production No. 13 requests copies
of any and all deposition transcripts and exhibits of
depositions of all expert witnesses, excluding med-
ical experts, taken in any Wego kite tube case. De-
fendant objected that this request was overly broad,
unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated
to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. De-
fendant also responded that its own experts in other
cases have not, to date, testified in this matter and
therefore there are no deposition transcripts to
provide. Plaintiff did not show how the requested
documents are relevant to his lawsuit and provided
no legal authority for his premise that Defendant
must bear the burden of supplying him with depos-
ition transcripts for expert witnesses in a multitude
of other lawsuits. With the information Defendant
will supply in response to Request No. 7, Plaintiff
may pursue this information on his own. The Court
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will deny Plaintiff's Motion to Compel as to Re-
quest No. 13.

*4 Request for Production No. 14 requests cop-
ies of witness lists and/or expert disclosures filed
by any other plaintiffs in a Wego Kite Tube case
against Defendant Sportsstuff. Defendant objected
to this request as overly broad, unduly burdensome
and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discov-
ery of admissible evidence. Defendant further ob-
jected that the information requested is equally
available to the Plaintiff as it is the Defendant.

Plaintiff requests Documents that have been
“filed” and are a matter of public record. Again,
with the information Defendant will provide in re-
sponse to Request No. 7, Plaintiff may discern
whether these lists are relevant to his case and may
obtain them on his own. The Court will deny
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel as to Request No. 14.

Request for Production No. 15 requests copies
of any documents produced in any litigation in any
Wego kite tube case by Sportsstuff. Defendant ob-
jected to this request as overly broad and unduly
burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead
to the discovery of admissible evidence. Defendant
further responded that Plaintiff already has all doc-
uments produced in all of the Kite Tube cases.

The Court will deny Plaintiff's Motion to Com-
pel as to Request No. 15 because Defendant stated
in its response and at the hearing that it has already
provided these documents to Plaintiff. However,
Defendant is reminded that it has a continuing ob-
ligation under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
to supplement its responses including the produc-
tion of additional documents if it learns that this
production and/or response was incomplete.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel Production of Docu-
ments (docket no. 25) is GRANTED IN PART
AND DENIED IN PART as set out below.

IT IS ORDERED that within seven days of

the entry of this Order, Defendant will produce in
response to Request No. 7 the identifying informa-
tion for any lawsuit filed against Defendant from
2005 to December 5, 2006, the date of filing
Plaintiff's Complaint, which involves the Kite Tube
and asserts injury, death and/or product liability or
product liability-related claims. Identifying inform-
ation includes the names of the parties, the court
and jurisdiction in which the lawsuit was filed, the
date of filing and the docket number for the lawsuit.
The Order to Produce is limited to information
from documents within the possession, custody or
control of Defendant. Plaintiff's request for copies
of the Complaints is DENIED pursuant to Request
No. 7.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff's
Motion to Compel as to Request Nos. 12, 13, 14
and 15 and for attorneys fees and costs and
Plaintiff's Motion to Default Defendant are
DENIED.

NOTICE TO THE PARTIES
Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 72(a), the parties have

a period of ten days from the date of this Order
within which to file any written appeal to the Dis-
trict Judge as may be permissible under 28 U.S.C.
636(b)(1).

E.D.Mich.,2007.
Kormos v. Sportsstuff, Inc.
Not Reported in F.Supp.2d, 2007 WL 2571969
(E.D.Mich.)

END OF DOCUMENT
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Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.

United States District Court,
E.D. Michigan,

Southern Division.
NISSAN NORTH AMERICA, INC., Plaintiff,

v.
JOHNSON ELECTRIC NORTH AMERICA, INC.,

Defendant.

Civil Action No. 09-CV-11783.
Feb. 17, 2011.

Thomas S. Bishoff, Dante A. Stella, Lisa A. Brown,
Dykema Gossett, Detroit, MI, Brittany M. Schultz,
Dykema Gossett, Bloomfield Hills, MI, Dawn N.
Williams, Dykema Gossett, Los Angeles, CA, for
Plaintiff.

Adam A. Wolfe, Matthew J. Lund, Pepper
Hamilton, Detroit, MI, Gregory J. Fleesler, Stephen
N. Weiss, Moses And Singer, New York, NY, Ho-
mayune A. Ghaussi, Thomas J. Manganello,
Warner, Norcross, Southfield, MI, for Defendant.

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER (DOCKET NO. 79)

MONA K. MAJZOUB, United States Magistrate
Judge.

*1 This matter comes before the Court on
Plaintiff's Motion For Protective Order. (Docket no.
79). Defendant filed a combined brief in response
and in support of a Cross-Motion To Compel Com-
pliance With The Court's May 5, 2010 Order and
For Sanctions. (Docket no. 92, 101). Plaintiff filed
a reply brief. (Docket no. 108). The parties filed a
Joint Statement of Resolved and Unresolved Issues.
(Docket no. 120). On January 14, 2011 the Court
struck Defendant's crossmotion. (Docket no. 104).
The Motion For Protective Order has been referred
to the undersigned for decision pursuant to 28
U.S.C. § 636(b)(1)(A). (Docket no. 89). The Court
heard oral argument on the motion on February 7,

2011. This matter is now ready for ruling.

Plaintiff claims to have produced in excess of
1.79 million pages of documents during the course
of discovery, along with 84,000 pages of docu-
ments from its non-party parent company in Japan.
As Plaintiff points out in its motion, this Court
entered an Order on May 5, 2010 which required
Plaintiff to supplement its discovery responses to
specifically identify sources of ESI it did not search
because the sources are not reasonably accessible,
the reasons for its contention that the ESI is not
reasonably accessible without undue cost and ef-
fort, and the anticipated costs and effort involved in
retrieving that ESI. (Docket no. 43). Defendant
claims that Plaintiff's supplemental discovery re-
sponses contain misstatements and omissions and
call into question Plaintiff's preservation and pro-
duction of ESI. As a consequence, in order to verify
that all of Plaintiff's reasonably accessible systems
were searched for relevant ESI, Defendant claims
that it informally asked Plaintiff to produce (a) a
data map to show what data is stored on each of
Plaintiff's systems, who uses the systems, the reten-
tion of the data stored and where and how the data
is backed up or archived; (b) document retention
policies; (c) tracking records and/or requests for re-
stores; and (d) backup policies. According to De-
fendant, Plaintiff was required to provide responses
to these four requests in order to comply with the
May 5, 2010 Order.

Plaintiff filed the instant Motion for Protective
Order in response to Defendant's informal discov-
ery requests. In its motion Plaintiff argues that De-
fendant seeks discovery of its “not readily access-
ible” systems and has demanded that Plaintiff con-
duct broad and duplicative searches of witnesses
whose documents have already been collected.
Plaintiff now moves for a protective order denying
Defendant discovery of (1) system-wide searches of
Plaintiff's systems and custodians beyond what
Plaintiff has already provided; (2) Plaintiff's “not
readily accessible” sources identified by Plaintiff,
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including backups; (3) Plaintiff's record retention
practices or disaster recovery backup policies; (4)
Plaintiff's tracking records and requests for com-
puter restores to IT and vendors; and (5) a “data
map” to provide information on all of Plaintiff's
systems. (Docket no. 79).

*2 Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c) al-
lows the Court to issue a protective order for good
cause shown to protect a party from annoyance,
embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or ex-
pense. Plaintiff has the burden of showing good
cause for a protective order. Plaintiff first asks for a
protective order denying Defendant discovery of
system-wide searches of Plaintiff's systems and
custodians beyond what Plaintiff has already
provided. Defendant argues in response that it has
not asked Plaintiff to conduct additional searches.
(Docket no. 79, Ex. C-7/28/10 letter). Rather, De-
fendant argues that it merely asked for confirmation
that Plaintiff searched its systems for relevant ESI
for forty-one employees who are either members of
the Task Force assigned by Plaintiff to the recall is-
sue, or who are listed in Plaintiff's Rule 26 disclos-
ures.

Letter correspondence between the parties
shows that Defendant did not ask that a search be
made for ESI related to these forty-one individuals,
only that Plaintiff confirm whether the computers,
email accounts, network shares, and databases of
these individuals were searched. (Docket no. 79,
Ex. C-7/28/10 letter). Since Plaintiff claims to have
searched the documents of its key custodians and
states that it has already produced all relevant docu-
ments for all readilyaccessible sources, it should be
able to provide this confirmation without signific-
ant effort. Presumably if Plaintiff did not search the
computer systems of all or some of these forty-one
individuals it can provide justification for its de-
cision'. Since Defendant has not asked for addition-
al searches, Plaintiff has failed to show good cause
for issuing a protective order preventing Defendant
from seeking system-wide searches of Plaintiff's
systems and custodians beyond what Plaintiff has

already provided. Plaintiff's motion will be denied
with regard to this request.

Next, Plaintiff moves for a protective order
preventing Defendant from taking discovery of
Plaintiff's “not readily accessible” sources identi-
fied by Plaintiff, including backups. Plaintiff con-
tends that it has carefully searched for and pro-
duced relevant, non-privileged ESI from its readily
accessible data systems, including email, group dir-
ectories, user shares, personal computers and other
systems. Specifically, Plaintiff claims to have
searched Outlook email data and PST files; hard
drives on individual computers, network shares
mapped as various drive letters; and the ANEMS,
IDOCS, IDEAS, GCARS, WRAPS, CPIA, VHF,
CICS PO system, and Legacy business databases.
(Docket no. 79). In addition, Plaintiff states that it
identified key custodians who were likely to have
responsive information relevant to this case and had
their documents searched. Plaintiff also asserts that
it requested documents and information from its
non-party parent company, and that both it and its
parent company searched hard copy files for paper
documents, for documents stored on CD, DVD, or
other external sources, and for physical parts.

*3 Plaintiff has identified in table format elec-
tronic data sources identified by key custodians as
being potential sources of responsive information
and claims that it identified, processed, and pro-
duced responsive information from these systems.
(Docket no. 79 at 4-7). Plaintiff contends that the
only systems it did not search are its disaster recov-
ery or backup systems for email, network shares,
and business databases because they are not readily
accessible. Plaintiff argues that information on its
backup systems is not reasonably accessible be-
cause of undue burden and cost. Plaintiff also as-
serts that a search of its backup or “not readily ac-
cessible” systems would fail to produce new data
because the information on these systems is duplic-
ative of information on Plaintiff's main systems
which have already been searched. In support of its
claims Plaintiff submitted under seal a declaration
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of Forrest Smith, Manager of Distributed Service
Delivery Management for Plaintiff, which identifies
the reasons Plaintiff did not restore its backups for
the purpose of searching for relevant ESI, and the
estimated cost and associated effort that would be
required to search its backup systems. (Docket no.
81).

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(2)(B)
provides:

A party need not provide discovery of electron-
ically stored information from sources that the
party identifies as not reasonably accessible be-
cause of undue burden or cost. On motion to
compel discovery or for a protective order, the
party from whom discovery is sought must show
that the information is not reasonably accessible
because of undue burden or cost. If that showing
is made, the court may nonetheless order discov-
ery from such sources if the requesting party
shows good cause, considering the limitations of
Rule 26(b)(2)(C). The court may specify condi-
tions for the discovery.

Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(b)(2)(B)

The Court is satisfied after having read the
Smith declaration along with the parties' briefs and
attached exhibits, and after hearing the parties' oral
arguments on the motion, that Plaintiff's backup
systems are not reasonably accessible and that De-
fendant has not shown good cause to search these
systems. However, Plaintiff has not shown that De-
fendant asked it to search its “not readily access-
ible” backup systems. Rather, Defendant asked for
Plaintiff's backup policies, and its tracking records
and requests for restores, claiming that data that has
been restored is reasonably accessible. (Docket no.
79, Ex. C-7/28/10 letter). The Court finds that
Plaintiff has not shown good cause for a protective
order precluding Defendant from seeking discovery
of Plaintiff's backup policies and tracking records
or requests for restores. Furthermore, because De-
fendant has not asked Plaintiff to search its “not
readily accessible” backup systems, there is no

basis for the Court to enter a protective order pre-
venting discovery of these systems.

Plaintiff next moves for a protective order
denying Defendant discovery of its record retention
policies. Letter correspondence between the parties
shows that Defendant asked Plaintiff for its docu-
ment retention policy. (Docket no. 79, Ex C-
7/28/10 letter). The Court finds that Plaintiff has
failed to show good cause to preclude Defendant
from seeking discovery of this policy.

*4 Plaintiff next asks for an order providing
that Plaintiff is not required to generate a data map
to show the age of data on all of Plaintiff's systems.
Letter correspondence between the parties shows
that Defendant asked Plaintiff for a data map to
show what data is stored on each of Plaintiff's sys-
tems, who uses the systems, the retention of the
data stored and where and how the data is backed
up or archived. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26
requires parties to make certain mandatory disclos-
ures during the initial stages of discovery. Gener-
ally a party must, “without awaiting a discovery re-
quest,” provide “a copy-or a description by cat-
egory and location” of all electronically stored in-
formation that the disclosing party has in its posses-
sion, custody, or control and may use to support its
claims or defenses. Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(a)(1)(ii). In or-
der to comply with this mandatory disclosure coun-
sel must become knowledgeable about their client's
computer systems and ESI at the onset of litigation.
Hence, Plaintiff's counsel should have access to in-
formation from which it could readily discern what
data is stored on each of Plaintiff's systems, who
uses the systems, the retention of the data stored
and where and how the data is backed up or
archived. Plaintiff has not shown that it is in need
of an order protecting it from annoyance, embar-
rassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense
related to Defendant's request for this information.
The Court will therefore deny Plaintiff's motion as
to this request.

In Defendant's responsive brief and at the hear-
ing on this motion Defendant made a number of
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broad accusations that Plaintiff has engaged in spo-
liation of evidence, has produced discovery with
wide gaps of missing information and emails with
missing metadata, has moved data to backup sys-
tems in order to avoid having to produce it, and has
failed to produce information from its parent com-
pany. It is worth noting that while Plaintiff will not
prevail on its Motion for Protective Order, the
Court is presently satisfied that Plaintiff has dili-
gently sought to meet its discovery obligations and
has produced a substantial number of documents in
response to Defendant's discovery requests. It is
also worth noting that as of the date of the hearing
on this motion not a single deposition had been
taken in this case, despite the fact that discovery
has been ongoing for well over one year and is
scheduled to close in a matter of months. Defend-
ant's baseless accusations of spoliation, missing
metadata, and deceptive and unethical discovery
practices are wholly unsubstantiated. Likewise, De-
fendant's unsupported allegation that Plaintiff has
failed to produce information from its non-party
parent company was put before the Court without
any indication as to which documents Defendant
seeks or any argument or proof to show that
Plaintiff has sufficient control over the phantom
documents to trigger its disclosure obligation.

Defendant also argues that Plaintiff has not
identified its search criteria or explained what date
ranges or keywords were used to collect responsive
documents. “Electronic discovery requires coopera-
tion between opposing counsel and transparency in
all aspects of preservation and production of ESI..”
William A. Gross Constr. Assoc., Inc. v. Am. Mfrs.
Mut. Ins. Co., 256 F.R.D. 134, 136 (S.D.N.Y.2009).
Defendant is of course entitled to know what search
criteria was used in retrieving relevant ESI.
However, Plaintiff contends that Defendant has not
committed to or requested specific search terms or
system limitations. (Docket no. 79 at 12 n .3). If
this is so, it is patently unclear to the Court why
Defendant would not propose its own search criter-
ia or otherwise attempt to work cooperatively with
the Plaintiff on this issue long before Plaintiff

searched its systems for ESI. Defendant makes
every effort to tie its requests for a data map, docu-
ment retention policies, tracking records and/or re-
quests for restores, and backup policies to the
Court's May 5, 2010 Order, going so far as to assert
that Plaintiff has egregiously violated the Order by
failing to provide it with this information. Indeed,
Defendant asks the Court to compel production pur-
suant to that Order. The May 5, 2010 Order does
not require Plaintiff to provide this information to
the Defendant. Instead, with regard to ESI, the Or-
der required Plaintiff to identify sources of ESI it
did not search because they are not reasonably ac-
cessible, the reasons for its contention that the ESI
is not reasonably accessible without undue cost and
effort, and the anticipated cost and effort involved
in retrieving that ESI. Plaintiff has complied with
that provision of the Order.

*5 The Court construes Defendant's requests
for a data map, document retention policies, track-
ing records and/or requests for restores, and backup
policies as new, informal discovery requests that
are separate and distinct from the May 5, 2010 Or-
der. Therefore, Plaintiff does not need to provide
this information in to be in compliance with that
Order. Furthermore, the Court will not compel pro-
duction based on informal letter requests, particu-
larly where the matter is before the Court only on a
Motion for Protective Order.

Plaintiff has not shown good cause for issuance
of a protective order at this time. Accordingly, for
the reasons stated herein Plaintiff's motion will be
denied.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that
Plaintiff's Motion For Protective Order (docket no.
79) is DENIED.

NOTICE TO THE PARTIES
Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 72(a), the parties have

a period of fourteen days from the date of this Or-
der within which to file any written appeal to the
District Judge as may be permissible under 28
U.S.C. § 636(b)(1).
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Nissan North America, Inc. v. Johnson Elec. North
America, Inc.
Slip Copy, 2011 WL 1002835 (E.D.Mich.)
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Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.

This decision was reviewed by West editorial
staff and not assigned editorial enhancements.

United States District Court,
E.D. Michigan,

Southern Division.
TENNECO AUTOMOTIVE CO., INC., Plaintiff,

v.
KINGDOM AUTO PARTS, et al., Defendants.

Civil Action No. 08-CV-10467-DT.
Dec. 18, 2008.

Brent Seitz, Lisabeth H. Coakley, Robert J. Lenihan
, Harness, Dickey, Troy, MI, for Plaintiff.

John S. Leroy, Phyllis G. Morey, Robert C.J. Tuttle
, Brooks Kushman, Southfield, MI, for Defendants.

OPINION AND ORDER GRANTING IN PART
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO COMPEL

MONA K. MAJZOUB, United States Magistrate
Judge.

*1 This matter comes before the Court on De-
fendants' Motion to Compel Discovery of Plaintiff
on Defendants' First Set of Rule 34 Requests filed
on October 3, 2008. (Docket no. 77). Plaintiff has
responded. (Docket no. 89). Defendants have filed
a Reply brief. (Docket no. 90). The parties also
filed a Joint Statement of Unresolved Issues on Oc-
tober 31, 2008. (Docket no. 94). This motion has
been referred to the undersigned for decision.
(Docket no. 60). The Court dispenses with oral ar-
gument pursuant to E.D. Mich. LR 7.1(e). Defend-
ants' motion is now ready for ruling.

Defendants seek an order compelling Plaintiff
to permit them to inspect and designate for copying
documents and electronically stored information re-
sponsive to Defendants' First Set of Rule 34 Re-
quests. (Docket no. 94 at 4-5). Defendants also ask

for the Court to order Plaintiff to make a privilege
log for any documents withheld on the basis of
privilege. (Id.). Finally, Defendants seek an award
of their reasonable expenses in making this motion.
(Id.).

Plaintiff does not dispute Defendants' assertion
that they served their First Set of Rule 34 Requests
on July 28, 2008. (Docket no. 94 at 4). Plaintiff re-
sponded on September 2, 2008. In response,
Plaintiff made general objections and, for most of
the requests, stated that it would produce respons-
ive documents at a future date. The parties disagree
on whether responsive documents have been pro-
duced. Plaintiff contends that all responsive docu-
ments have been produced or are being compiled
for production. (Docket no. 94 at 6). Plaintiff also
contends that no privileged documents are being
withheld. It states that it has produced the docu-
ments but redacted the privileged information. (Id.).

Defendants request that Plaintiff be directed to
produce a privilege log. They argue that it is im-
possible to believe that there are no such docu-
ments. (Id. at 4). In addition, Defendants agree that
some documents have been produced by Plaintiff
but argue that these documents were either not re-
sponsive to this discovery request because they
were produced even before the request was served
or that the documents produced were already pos-
sessed by them. (Id.).

Plaintiff in its Response spends very little time
attempting to demonstrate that it has properly re-
sponded to Defendants' First Set of Requests. Most
of Plaintiff's Response brief addresses alleged dis-
covery failures of Defendants. (Docket no. 89 at
3-4). Plaintiff's production of some documents on
June 27, 2008, before the Requests were served,
could not have been in response to Defendants' Re-
quests. Plaintiff contends that it produced respons-
ive documents also on July 1 and October 1, 2008.
However, Plaintiff fails to show that these docu-
ments constitute all of the responsive documents in
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its possession, custody or control, and apparently
do not constitute all responsive documents because
Plaintiff's position in the Joint Statement is that all
responsive documents have either been produced or
are being compiled for production. The period for
timely responding to Defendants' First Set of Rule
34 Requests has long passed. Plaintiff will be
ordered to complete its production in response to
this set of discovery by a date certain.

*2 With respect to privileged documents,
Plaintiff argues that they have all been produced.
Defendants speculate but fail to show that there are
any privileged documents being withheld by
Plaintiff. There is therefore no need for Plaintiff to
produce a privilege log.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that De-
fendants' Motion to Compel (docket no. 77) is
GRANTED to the extent that on or before January
5, 2009 Plaintiff must fully and completely respond
to Defendants' First Set of Rule 34 Requests, and is
otherwise DENIED .

NOTICE TO THE PARTIES
Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 72(a), the parties have

a period of ten days from the date of this Order
within which to file any written appeal to the Dis-
trict Judge as may be permissible under 28 U.S.C.
636(b)(1).

E.D.Mich.,2008.
Tenneco Automotive Co., Inc. v. Kingdom Auto
Parts
Not Reported in F.Supp.2d, 2008 WL 5263836
(E.D.Mich.)

END OF DOCUMENT
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Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.

This decision was reviewed by West editorial
staff and not assigned editorial enhancements.

United States District Court,
E.D. Michigan,

Southern Division.
The TRAVELERS INDEMNITY CO. OF CON-

NECTICUT, et al., Plaintiffs,
v.

NATIONAL FAIR HOUSING ALLIANCE, INC.,
Defendant.

Civil Action No. 08-CV-14261-DT.
Oct. 28, 2009.

Charles W. Browning, Plunkett & Cooney, Bloom-
field Hills, MI, David A. Dworetsky, Kenneth C.
Newa, Plunkett & Cooney, Detroit, MI, for
Plaintiffs.

Margaret J. Lockhart, Cooper & Walinski, Toledo,
OH, Paul A. Callam, Ann Arbor, MI, for Defend-
ant.

ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING
IN PART DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO COM-

PEL PLAINTIFFS TO RESPOND TO DEFEND-
ANT'S FIRST SET OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS

(DOCKET NO. 27)
MONA K. MAJZOUB, United States Magistrate
Judge.

*1 This matter comes before the Court on De-
fendant's Motion to Compel filed on August 13,
2009. (Docket no. 27). Plaintiffs have responded.
(Docket no. 30). The Defendant has filed a Reply
Brief. (Docket no. 37). The parties have filed a
Joint Statement of Resolved and Unresolved Issues.
(Docket no. 42). The motion has been referred to
the undersigned for decision pursuant to 28 U.S.C.
§ 636(b)(1)(A). (Docket no. 29). A hearing was
held on October 23, 2009 at which counsel for both

parties appeared. The matter is now ready for rul-
ing.

Plaintiffs filed a declaratory judgment action
on October 6, 2008 to determine whether they had a
duty to defend or indemnify the Defendant in an
underlying action brought by Century 21 Town &
Country. (Docket no. 1). Defendant filed a counter-
claim against Plaintiffs for breach of contract. De-
fendant served its First Set of Interrogatories and
Requests for Production on April 17, 2009. (Docket
no. 27). Plaintiffs responded to the discovery re-
quests on May 18, 2009. (Docket no. 1.). In their
response, Plaintiffs produced copies of their insur-
ance policies but provided no other information or
documents. The Joint Statement of Resolved and
Unresolved Issues states that the parties have been
unable to resolve issues relating to Interrogatories
Nos. 1-11 and Requests for Production Nos. 2-18.

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b) permits
the discovery of nonprivileged information relevant
to any party's claim or defense if it is reasonably
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible
evidence. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure
37(a)(3)(B) authorizes the Court to compel discov-
ery if a party fails to answer an interrogatory sub-
mitted under Rule 33, or fails to properly respond
to a request submitted under Rule 34.

Plaintiffs argue that this lawsuit should be de-
termined through the application of three clear and
unambiguous provisions in their policies. Plaintiffs
filed a Motion for Summary Judgment on Septem-
ber 1, 2009 seeking judgment as a matter of law
based on the language of their policies. (Docket no.
31). The Motion for Summary Judgment is sched-
uled to be heard before the district court on Decem-
ber 16, 2009. Plaintiffs contend in the instant mo-
tion that the extrinsic evidence sought by Defendant
in its discovery requests is neither relevant nor
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of ad-
missible evidence. Plaintiffs further contend that
the Defendant's discovery should only be permitted
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if the district court finds that the language of the in-
surance policies is ambiguous.

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(f) requires
parties to address the subjects on which discovery
is needed and whether discovery should be limited
or conducted in phases. The parties filed their Rule
26(f) report on February 20, 2009. (Docket no. 21).
The report does not state that discovery should be
limited or bifurcated in any manner. Plaintiffs now
seek to limit discovery after discovery requests
have been properly served on them by Defendant.
Plaintiffs do this by asserting nearly every available
ground for objecting to a discovery request to each
and every request made by Defendant, and by fail-
ing to provide any information or documents other
than their insurance policies.

*2 The Court finds that Interrogatories Nos.
1-11 are relevant to the claims and defenses in this
action. Specifically, Interrogatories Nos. 1-6, 9, and
11 ask Plaintiffs to identify individuals with know-
ledge of the Plaintiffs' insurance policies and the
claims and defenses in this action. Interrogatories
Nos. 7-8 ask Plaintiffs to explain the factual and/or
legal basis for their Affirmative Defenses asserted
in Plaintiffs' Answer to Defendant's Counterclaim.
Interrogatory No. 10 asks Plaintiffs to identify and
provide information for each person they expect to
call as an expert witness at trial. The Court further
finds that Requests for Production Nos. 9 and 11-13
are relevant to the claims and defenses in this ac-
tion, because they ask for documents related to
Plaintiffs' review of their indemnity and defense
obligations and Defendant's claim for coverage.

The Court will order Plaintiffs to serve on De-
fendant on or before November 6, 2009 signed,
complete written answers to Interrogatories Nos.
1-9 and 11. With respect to Interrogatory No. 3,
which asks for the name and address of all persons
responsible for procuring and underwriting
Plaintiffs' policies, Plaintiffs are ordered to respond
only for the years 2000 to present. The Court will
further order Plaintiffs to supplement their response
to Interrogatory No. 10 at the time they file their

witness list and no later than November 2, 2009.
The Court will further order Plaintiffs to produce
responses and documents to Requests for Produc-
tion Nos. 9 and 11-13 on or before November 6,
2009.

The Court will deny without prejudice Defend-
ant's Motion to Compel responses to Requests for
Production Nos. 2-8 and 10, which pertain to more
extensive document requests related to underwrit-
ing, drafting history, amendments, internal manuals
and guidelines, communications, and document re-
tention policies. These requests may be re-served
before the close of discovery and after the district
court rules on the Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment if necessary.

The Court will further deny without prejudice
as premature Defendant's Motion to Compel re-
sponses to Requests for Production Nos. 14-17,
which ask for expert witness qualifications, expert
reports, and documents Plaintiffs intend to rely
upon at trial. The Court will deny Defendant's Mo-
tion to Compel Request for Production No. 18, be-
cause it asks for all documents related to Plaintiffs'
responses to Plaintiffs' First Set of Interrogatories
and would not produce responsive documents.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that De-
fendant's Motion to Compel Plaintiffs to Respond
to Defendant's First Set of Discovery Requests is
GRANTED in part and Plaintiffs will serve the fol-
lowing on Defendant on or before November 6,
2009:

1. Written and signed answers to Interrogator-
ies Nos. 1-9 and 11, except that in relation to Inter-
rogatory No. 3 Plaintiffs' response will be limited to
the years 2000 to present.

2. A written and signed supplemental response
to Interrogatory No. 10 on or before November 2,
2009.

*3 3. Written and signed responses to and all
documents requested by Requests for Production
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Nos. 9 and 11-13.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defend-
ant's Motion to Compel is DENIED without preju-
dice as to Requests for Production Nos. 2-8, 10, and
14-17.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defend-
ant's Motion to Compel is DENIED with prejudice
as to Request for Production No. 18.

NOTICE TO THE PARTIES
Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure

72(a), the parties have a period of ten days from the
date of this Order within which to file any written
appeal to the District Judge as may be permissible
under 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1).

E.D.Mich.,2009.
Travelers Indem. Co. of Connecticut v. National
Fair Housing Alliance, Inc.
Slip Copy, 2009 WL 3497793 (E.D.Mich.)

END OF DOCUMENT
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN 

____________________________________   
      ) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and the ) 
STATE OF MICHIGAN,   ) 
      ) 
    Plaintiffs, ) 
   v.   )   Civil Action No. 

) 2:10-cv-14155-DPH-MKM 
      ) Hon. Denise Page Hood 
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF  ) Mag. Judge Mona K. Majzoub  
MICHIGAN,     )  
      ) 
    Defendant. ) 
____________________________________) 
 

INDEX TO EXHIBITS TO  
UNITED STATES’ MOTION TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 

RESPONSIVE TO PLAINTIFFS’ SECOND REQUEST FOR THE  
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 

 
1. Plaintiffs’ Second Request for Production of Documents from Blue Cross Blue Shield of 

Michigan (August 2, 2011) 
 
2. Letter from Amy Fitzpatrick, U.S. Dept. of Justice, to Ashley Cummings, Hunton & 

Williams (September 16, 2011) 
 

3. Email from Ashley Cummings, Hunton & Williams, to Amy Fitzpatrick, U.S. Dept. of 
Justice (October 21, 2011) 
 

4. Letter from Amy Fitzpatrick, U.S. Dept. of Justice, to Ashley Cummings, Hunton & 
Williams (October 28, 2011) 
 

5. Letter from Ashley Cummings, Hunton & Williams, to Amy Fitzpatrick, U.S. Dept. of 
Justice (November 9, 2011) 
 

6. Letter from Ashley Cummings, Hunton & Williams, to Amy Fitzpatrick, U.S. Dept. of 
Justice (November 14, 2011) 
 

7. Letter from Amy Fitzpatrick, U.S. Dept. of Justice, to Ashley Cummings, Hunton & 
Williams (November 16, 2011) 
 

8. Letter from Amy Fitzpatrick, U.S. Dept. of Justice, to Ashley Cummings, Hunton & 
Williams (November 30, 2011) 
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9. Letter from Amy Fitzpatrick, U.S. Dept. of Justice, to Ashley Cummings, Hunton & 
Williams (December 22, 2011) 
 

10. Letter from Ashley Cummings, Hunton & Williams, to Amy Fitzpatrick, U.S. Dept. of 
Justice (January 6, 2012) 
 

11. Letter from Ashley Cummings, Hunton & Williams, to Amy Fitzpatrick, U.S. Dept. of 
Justice (January 20, 2012) 
 

12. Letter from Amy Fitzpatrick, U.S. Dept. of Justice, to Ashley Cummings, Hunton & 
Williams (January 24, 2012) 
 

13. Letter from Ashley Cummings, Hunton & Williams, to Amy Fitzpatrick, U.S. Dept. of 
Justice (February 2, 2012) 
 

14. Letter from Ashley Cummings, Hunton & Williams, to Amy Fitzpatrick, U.S. Dept. of 
Justice (February 7, 2012) 

 
15. Declaration of A. Fitzpatrick in Support of Plaintiffs’ Motion to Compel (February 10, 

2012) 
 

16. Defendant Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan’s Objections and Responses to Plaintiffs’ 
Second Request for Production of Documents (September 6, 2011) 

 
17. Annual Statement For the Year Ended December 31, 2010 of the Condition and Affairs 

of Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan 
(http://www.michigan.gov/documents/dleg/BCBSM_346886_7.pdf) 
 

18. Blue Care Network of Michigan: About Us (http://www.mibcn.com/about/) 
 

19. Blue Care Network of Michigan: Corporate Structure 
(http://www.mibcn.com/about/corporate/corpStructure.shtml) 

 
20. SEALED: Organizational Chart (BlueM-99-000006 of BlueM-99-000001) 

 
21. SEALED: Munson Medical Center and Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Participating 

Hospital Agreement, TRUST Hospital Agreement and Blue Care Network Hospital 
Affiliation Agreement Letter of Understanding (February 1, 2010; BLUECROSSMI-98-
001415-18) 
 

22. SEALED: Letter from Brian Rodgers, MidMichigan Health, to Eric Kropfreiter, Blue 
Cross Blue Shield of Michigan (November 13, 2008; BLUECROSSMI-08-009329-43) 
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23. SEALED: Ascension Health and Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Participating 
Hospital Agreement, TRUST Hospital Agreement and Blue Care Network Hospital 
Affiliation Agreement Letter of Understanding (October 22, 2008; BLUECROSSMI-10-
002455-65) 
 

24. SEALED: Pennock Hospital and Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Participating 
Hospital Agreement, TRUST Hospital Agreement and Blue Care Network Hospital 
Affiliation Agreement Letter of Understanding (June 12, 2006; BLUECROSSMI-08-
018205-211) 
 

25. SEALED: Blue Care Network Team Meeting Recap, Ways to increase BCN/BCBSM 
market share in west Michigan (April 6, 2006; BLUECROSSMI-E-0075896-97) 
 

26. SEALED: Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan presentation, West Michigan-Upper 
Peninsula November 25th Update (November 24, 2008; BLUECROSSMI-E-0124248-61) 
 

27. SEALED: Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan Actuarial and Underwriting Business 
Partner Charter (BLUECROSSMI-E-0053666-68) 
 

28. SEALED: E-mail from Joe Bojman to Kevin Klobucar, Kelley Monterusso, David 
Nelson, Jeffrey Connolly, Seth Crawford and Michelle Pace, RE: Summary of Northern 
Michigan Call: Updated (June 28, 2007; BLUECROSSMI-E-0092284-86) 
 

29. SEALED: E-mail from Shlynn Rhodes to Sylvia Norton, Kellie Norton, Kelley 
Monterusso and Melissa Withrow, RE: 11/25/08 Bartlett & Dallafior Meeting 
Presentation (November 24, 2008; BLUECROSSMI-E-0124233-34) 
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